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In recent years, big data and its potential to shed valued
insights into enhanced decision-making processes has
attracted an increasing interest from both academia and
industry. #roughout history, there have been eras that have
marked turning points in society. Currently, we are faced
with the beginning of one of these turning points, a new leap
in evolution which arises thanks to the advantages of
technology, but which has recently been revolutionizing
technical concepts of development and programming. We
are in a new age, the era of Data [1].

Currently, the volume of data generated each day is very
high, coming from different multiple sources and in diverse
formats, usually designed with different goals, methods,
profiles, and production and consumption rhythms. #e
amount of data generated by businesses, public adminis-
trations, and numerous industrial and scientific research
facilities has increased immeasurably in the past years,
turning traditional systems into complex or supercomplex
systems. #ese data may be structured, semistructured, and/
or unstructured, extracted from sources as different as
Natural Language Processing [2] (chatbots, comments, and
social media), multimedia content (videos, images, and
audio), geographic information systems (GIS), or sensors
(Internet of #ings/Everything) on a wide variety of plat-
forms or environments (e.g., machine-to-machine com-
munications, social media sites, sensors networks, or natural
interaction) [3].

#ese are highly relevant data, so much so that they must
be taken into account when designing and developing the
solutions of the future (or redesigning the present ones).#e

proper evolution of data concept is of vital importance, due
to the fact that they have a huge impact on the economic and
social development of the institutions and enterprises they
belong to.

In this new cycle of massive data, our administrations,
enterprises, and citizens generate colossal amounts of data,
data which on their own do not help us in our everyday life
or in making decisions, and hence the importance of treating
these data in order to turn them into information that is
useful and relevant for them [4].

#e evolution of computational intelligence and big data
practices stimulates an increasing interest in Analytics so-
lution [5]. Accurate prediction, precise identification of
trends, and discovering behaviour patterns can optimize the
resource usage or consumption, generating new knowledge
in science and research, and enabling faster and better
decisions in politics, weather, science, research, real estate,
sports, or healthcare, among other social application do-
mains [2].

To date, the solutions proposed have been disjointed,
and actions put into practice as a result of fashions or
through the implantation of a certain known technology,
but without a perspective of the specific need of the concept
of amount of data. #e challenge is no longer the evolution
and development of the technology, the current issue is not
related with the production and acquisition of data, and
now we are treating with new challenges and problems
regarding the processing of these data to build information
[6]. Based on these concepts and the engineering of
complex massive data systems with high availability, we see
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that a computational intelligence environment is config-
ured like a system, a smart system. In this context,
methodology supporting the design of this system would
firstly ask the computational intelligence system’s designer,
to identify the requirements for the existing data required
to continue with the other phases.

#e great data acquisition obliges us to have innovative
massive data storage systems on a scale not yet contem-
plated. #is mass of data is growing exponentially, and 90%
of data on a worldwide scale has been created only in the last
two years [7]. #e management and processing of this data
defines a new knowledge management paradigm which can
only be addressed by means of constant methodological and
technological innovation regarding the field of computa-
tional intelligence applied to scientific programming [8].

#e different data sources and formats result in a
complexity which makes decision-making expensive, and in
cases where the implementation of Big Data, Business In-
telligence, and Business Analytics is not enough, users need
more and better ways of understanding data. In this sce-
nario, techniques like Data Visualization come into the
scene, which enable the visual simplification of all in-
formation built from the collected data. #is information
visualization supports decision-making and the advanced
analysis of the data collected, by means of report and
graphical representation techniques, with data visualization
capacities which enable actors to build the necessary in-
formation flexibly on the same set of data, based on this data
and placing it or other data at the service of third parties,
hence providing an environment of rich collaboration and
innovation. One of the trends given clear importance by
Computation Intelligence Systems is the visualization of
information in a simple, agile, and powerful way, i.e.,
Computation Intelligence Systems makes possible the
process data and display information quickly and in a
reasonable time frame to assimilate all possible information
by the people for whom it is intended. Definitively, the
advance in technology and scientific programming we are
experiencing plays an essential role in the evolution of
computational intelligence environment [9].

Computational intelligence techniques form a set of
nature-inspired computational methodologies and tech-
niques which have been developed to face the aforemen-
tioned complex scientific programming, for which
traditional models are unable to work due to high com-
plexity, uncertainty, and the stochastic nature of processes.
#ese techniques typically include parallel/distributed pat-
tern-recognition techniques, genetic programming, fuzzy
systems, or evolutionary computation. #e overall aim of
this special issue is to collect state-of-the-art research
findings on the latest developments, as well as up-to-date
issues and challenges in the field of computational in-
telligence applied to scientific programming.

#is special issue is configured like a collection of papers
on a hot topic of increasing interest within of scientific
programming, presenting and describing new research or
applications in this field. Several call for papers were sent and
distributed among the main mailing lists of the field for
relevant researchers to submit their research to this special

issue. As an example of the current interest in this field, it is
worth mentioning that, for this special issue, we have
managed a total of 15 high-quality submissions from dif-
ferent countries: Spain, China, India, Greece, Australia,
United Kingdom, and Vietnam. #ese researches have been
managed according to the terms and guidelines of this
journal. All the papers included in this special issue were
reviewed by at least two expert reviewers. Furthermore, all
the papers in the special issue received a minimum of two
review rounds. Finally, five papers of high quality in
emerging research areas were accepted for inclusion in the
special issue (acceptance rate� 5/15� 33.33%). In summary,
we think these papers bring us an international sampling of
significant work.

In general, the papers included in this special issue cover
detailed scientific aspects related mainly with the fields of
recommendation systems, machine learning, pattern rec-
ognition, spatial data interaction, and complex events. Re-
search advances are applied to different social domains such
as smart cities, scientific digital libraries, urban spatial data,
and public health.

#e title of our first paper is “Study of Urban System
Spatial Interaction Based on Microblog Data: A Case of
Huaihe River Basin, China,” by Y. Fan, J. Yao, Z. He, B. He,
and M. Li. #is paper obtains the user microblog in-
formation through the sina microblog open platform and
studies the urban spatial pattern and urban interaction by
means of statistical analysis and spatial analysis. #is paper
takes the Huaihe basin as the case area to verify the proposal
presented on it.

#e main research conclusions from our first paper are
as follows: (1) the data interface provided by the microblog
platform can study the urban spatial pattern. #e user
trajectory of microblog data can explore the spatial re-
lationship of regional cities, and data acquisition and data
quality evaluation can meet the research requirements, and
(2) based on microblog data, the spatial and temporal
characteristics of the urban system spatial pattern in the
Huaihe River Basin are analyzed from network connectivity
and urban interaction. #e study found that the urban
spatial relation in the Huaihe River Basin has the following
characteristics: the spatial difference of urban size distri-
bution is obvious; urban layout presents a stratified aggre-
gation phenomenon; and the high-grade cities lead the city’s
interaction.

As for the application of microblog data in urban re-
search, the current data mainly focus on information text,
social relations, and other aspects. #e research is mainly
about event detection and hot spot exploration. #e com-
bination of big data thinking and data mining technology
will have more research findings in the study of urban
problems.

#e second paper is “Practical Experiences in the Use
of Pattern-Recognition Strategies to Transform Soft-
ware Project Plans into Software Business Processes of
Information Technology Companies” by C. Arevalo,
I. Ramos, J. Gutiérrez, andM. Cruz.#e authors’ proposal
provides a framework to generate software business
processes that would otherwise be hidden or wasted in
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databases of non-process-aware information systems
(non-PAISs). #is hidden knowledge can be used to
implement the business process management approach in
information technology companies (ITCs) that will help
them to become more competitive and reduce costs.
Compared to other business process discovery methods
used with non-PAISs, their results are more adjusted to
the reality of processes since they focus on trans-
formations among artifacts that are close to executed
processes that exist at different levels of abstraction (i.e.,
platform level and software expert level). Furthermore,
business processes may be enriched with data regarding
resources and costs that may also be bound to projects in
project management systems. #is way, new data will be
available to set metrics and study key performance in-
dicators of software business processes.

#is paper illustrates the AQUA-WS project case study
to test the developed MDA-based roadmap. In this case
study, they have shown that generated processes are similar
to real processes that a business software expert may de-
sign. For this reason, they have delivered a semiautomatic
proposal to obtain processes of ITCs. As future work, the
authors say that they will be able to use further source
systems, such as other PMSs, ECMs, ERPs, CRMs, SCMs,
or tailor-made software. Besides, they will propose road-
maps to specific SPMLs or GPMLs targets, used by ITCs
that work with this type of systems. In this case study, they
have considered the following aspects of source systems,
target systems, and heuristics to generate business
processes.

Our third paper is “A High-Frequency Data-Driven
Machine Learning Approach for Demand Forecasting in
Smart Cities” by J. C. Preciado, A. E. Prieto, R. Benitez, R.
Rodŕıguez-Echeverŕıa, and J. M. Conejero. #is paper
presents an approach based on pattern-similarity techniques
to forecast water demand, referred to as short-term pattern
similarity (STPS). #is work faces two important challenges
that have been traditionally neglected in previous ap-
proaches, namely, a high frequency of predictions (based on
measurements in terms of minutes) and the need for ex-
ternal data such as annual seasonality or weather that in-
creases the complexity of the approaches. In that sense, on
the one hand, it is based on 1min steps predictions, and, on
the other hand, it does not require estimating annual sea-
sonality since it determines this seasonality by constructing
the X and Y patterns in which the series has been
normalized.

In order to validate their approach, the study was applied
over three different sites of a city in northern Spain. #e
results obtained provided interesting insights, such as the
best predictions obtained in high-density population areas,
the difficulties for identifying patterns for Sundays in in-
dustrial areas, or the higher random behaviour in low-
density areas. Additionally, their pattern-similarity ap-
proach (STPS) was also compared to other similar tech-
niques that have been previously used for water forecasting,
i.e., αβ water demand forecast (αβ-WDF) and generalized
regression neural network (GRNN). #e results obtained

evidenced that αβ-WDF was the approach with worst results
whilst GRNN and STPS behave similarly. As future work,
the authors try to manage some weaknesses already iden-
tified in the proposed method. Firstly, predictions success is
lower when anomalous days are taken into account. Sec-
ondly, with the aim of improving the results for data sites
where apparently there is not regularity, such as the low-
density population area in our study, other approach like the
shorter prediction horizons could be considered, for in-
stance, 4–6 hours. Notwithstanding, this is a subject that
remains currently untested. Finally, another interesting line
of further work is the application of the presented method
for water distribution in different cities with similar water
requirements.

A systematic mapping study is addressed in the fourth
paper, “Recommendation and Classification Systems: A
Systematic Mapping Study,” by J. G. Enrı́quez, L. Morales-
Trujillo, F. Calle-Alonso, F. J. Domı́nguez-Mayo, and J. M.
Lucas-Rodŕıguez. #is study has been performed to facil-
itate researchers and practitioners the task of choosing the
most appropriate system, technology, or algorithm to in-
clude in the ADAGIO project for satisfying their re-
quirements. In this sense, this paper presents a systematic
mapping study (SMS) that analyzes the current state of the
art of the recommendation and classification systems and
how they work together.#en, from the point of view of the
software development life cycle, this review also shows that
the work being done in the ML (for classification and
recommendation) research and industrial environment is
far from earlier stages such as business requirements and
analysis. #is makes it very difficult to find efficient and
effective solutions that support real business needs from an
early stage. #en, this paper suggests the development of
new ML research lines to facilitate its application in the
different domains. As future work, the authors propose a
very interesting research line may focus on how to combine
these systems to obtain more efficient and effective
solutions.

Unlike most SMSs that are focused on the scientific lit-
erature, this study has been carried out from two points of view
as discussed throughout the paper: the scientific and the in-
dustrial scopes. Within the scientific field, the results showed
that the most studied technique in recommendation systems is
recommendation with the use of collaborative filters, closely
followed by those that use content-based filters. Only 14 used
hybrid recommendation systems, whereas 31 used collabora-
tive filtering and 29 used content-based methods. #is is an
interesting suggestion for researchers starting to use recom-
mender systems, to find which of them are more popular and
more used in the scientific environment. By conductingmarket
research through systematic industrial mapping, it was found
that there are many technologies that offer automatic learning
solutions, and most of which are complete systems or libraries.
However, the nature of most of them could not be known
because the proprietary software did not allow it. Another
important issue that must be highlighted is that not only the
communities of free software developers are interested in this
topic but also there are large companies that are working on it
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for commercial purposes. #is clearly shows the underlying
economic interest, an indicator that it is a branch of long-
distance research.

#e fifth paper is entitled “Facilitating the Quantitative
Analysis of Complex Events through a Computational In-
telligenceModel-Driven Tool” by G. Dı́az, H.Maciá, V. Valero,
J. Boubeta-Puig, andG.Ortiz. Complex event processing (CEP)
is a computational intelligence technology capable of analyzing
big data streams for event pattern recognition in real time. In
this paper, the authors illustrate the use of the MEdit4CEP–
CPN approach for the complex event analysis through a case
study based on the sick building syndrome. #e event patterns
have been graphically modeled with MEdit4CEP–CPN and
then automatically transformed into both Event Processing
Languages (EPL) and Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) code. Ad-
ditionally, CPN Tools has been used to make quantitative
analysis of events produced for this case study. Given the
flexibility provided byMEdit4CEP–CPN, this analysis could be
applied to other cutting-edge real-world case studies, such as
eHealth, robotic, and mobile edge, and cloud computing
applications.

#e main advantage of MEdit4CEP-CPN is that sup-
ports many functionalities that other approaches do not
provide, such as (1) modeling CEP domains and event
patterns in a user-friendly way by dragging and dropping
elements on a canvas, (2) validating the pattern syntax, (3)
automatically transforming the graphical patterns into a
CPN model, (4) automatically transforming the CPN
model to the XML code executable by CPN Tools and
validating the pattern semantics, (5) automatically gener-
ating the Esper EPL code and deploying it in a particular
event-based system, and (6) providing a quantitative
analysis of complex events through the CPN Tools exe-
cutable model automatically generated by the tool. As
future work, the authors plan to add additional features and
functionalities to MEdit4CEP-CPN, such as further EPL
operators and new transformation techniques.

Data and computational intelligence are outstanding
research issues in the field of computer sciences which
combined together represent one of the most emerging
topics at present. We sincerely hope that you enjoy this
special issue. We also have hopes that paper collection as a
whole can pleasantly introduce readers to the composite and
challenging arena of the application of computational in-
telligence to the scientific programming field, giving a fresh
view of several state-of-the-art solutions from diverse per-
spectives. All accepted papers are within the scope of the
journal and particularly the special issue, and all of them
provide relevant and interesting research techniques,
models, and work directly applied to the area of scientific
programming. Before concluding, we want to express our
sincere gratitude to all the authors who submitted their
paper to this special issue and the many reviewers whose
dedicated efforts made this special issue possible.
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Complex event processing (CEP) is a computational intelligence technology capable of analyzing big data streams for event
pattern recognition in real time. In particular, this technology is vastly useful for analyzing multicriteria conditions in a pattern,
which will trigger alerts (complex events) upon their fulfillment. However, one of the main challenges to be faced by CEP is how to
define the quantitative analysis to be performed in response to the produced complex events. In this paper, we propose the use of
the MEdit4CEP-CPN model-driven tool as a solution for conducting such quantitative analysis of events of interest for an
application domain, without requiring knowledge of any scientific programming language for implementing the pattern
conditions. Precisely, MEdit4CEP-CPN facilitates domain experts to graphically model event patterns, transform them into a
Prioritized Colored Petri Net (PCPN) model, modify its initial marking depending on the application scenario, and make the
quantitative analysis through the simulation and monitor capabilities provided by CPN tools.

1. Introduction

Complex event processing (CEP) [1] is a computational
intelligence technology used to analyze and correlate big
data streams in order to detect situations of interest in real
time. Events can be generated from other ones by matching
the so-called event patterns, which are templates describing
the conditions to be met to recognize such situations.

CEP fits in event-driven service-oriented architectures
(SOA 2.0), in which the communications between appli-
cations and services are conducted by the complex events
produced upon pattern detection. ,e event patterns to be
detected for a particular application domain are imple-
mented by using event-processing languages (EPLs) [2].
,eMEdit4CEP approach [3] was proposed to help domain
experts with this implementation.,is framework provides
an editor with graphical modeling capabilities for easily
specifying the CEP domain, event patterns and action
definitions. ,is approach generates Esper EPL code [4]

from the graphical models. Moreover, MEdit4CEP was
extended by using the Prioritized Colored Petri Net
(PCPN) formalism [5], and the new version was called
MEdit4CEP-CPN [6, 7]. In this framework, graphic event
pattern models are automatically transferred into its
graphical PCPN counterpart, which is transferred again
into a compatible PCPN code interpretable by CPN Tools
[8] to execute the event patterns, with the aim to perform
the semantic validation of them. ,us, this approach offers
the advantage of providing a graphical model to perform
such a validation: users benefit from a better understanding
of the internal semantics of the model through visual
simulation of the model, where they can see its dynamic
behavior and locate possible errors, for instance, in a
certain condition, operation, time window, etc. ,erefore,
users not only observe whether there are differences be-
tween expected and actual outputs, but they can also in-
spect the internal dynamics of pattern execution when
these differences occur.
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Although CEP is so powerful for recognizing complex
events in real-time big data streams, domain experts must
face how to define the quantitative analysis to be performed
in response to the produced complex events. ,ese quan-
titative analysis studies are carried out to evaluate existing or
planned scenarios, to compare alternative scenarios or to
find an optimal scenario. In particular, we will focus on time-
dependent scenarios since CEP systems consist of event
streams flowing in time.

,e main aim of this paper is, therefore, to demonstrate
how MEdit4CEP-CPN can be used for conducting such
quantitative analysis of events of interest for an application
domain, without requiring knowledge of any scientific pro-
gramming language for implementing the pattern conditions.
,ereby, end users are provided with an all-in-one tool for
graphically modeling event patterns, transforming them into
a PCPN model, modifying its initial marking depending on
the application scenario, and making the quantitative analysis
through the monitor capabilities provided by CPN Tools.
Obviously, the use of CPN Tools requires some knowledge
from users in order to conduct the quantitative analysis, at
least for modifying the initial marking of the produced CPN
model and then executing the simulations to obtain the re-
sults. As indicated in our plans for future work, we intend to
alleviate this problem by enriching our graphical model for
event pattern design in order to be able to set the initial
conditions (event flow) at design time and adding the option
to automatically execute the produced CPN. ,e obtained
output would then be transformed into the corresponding
complex events in the output flow.

,e quantitative analysis will be done by simulation and
will involve statistical investigation of output data (complex
events), exploration of large data sets, proper visualization of
those output data, and the validation of simulation exper-
iments. ,e outputs obtained from the simulations depend
on the input data (simple events) that feed the system.,ese
input data are set up stochastically, according to a specific
scenario model. ,us, appropriate statistical techniques can
be used for both designing and interpreting simulation
experiments.

,e structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 depicts
a general background describing the technologies and tools
used in this work. Section 3 specifies the different steps
followed in this work to perform the quantitative analysis. A
case study about the sick building syndrome is then pre-
sented in Section 4, with a quantitative analysis using our
methodology. Section 5 presents the related works, and a
comparative study with our framework. Finally, Section 6
presents the conclusions and lines of future work.

2. Background

In this section, we introduce the main technologies used in
this work, CEP and Colored Petri Nets (CPNs), and a brief
description of the MEdit4CEP-CPN tool.

2.1. Complex Event Processing. CEP is a technology that
captures, analyzes, and correlates large amounts of simple

events with the ultimate goal of detecting relevant or sit-
uations of interest in a particular domain. Captured events
are data that can flow through information systems, be
provided by devices such as sensors, or come from social
networks, among others. Such data are called simple events
because they are characterized by being mainly raw data.
,e possibility of processing such simple events will allow
us to infer information with a greater degree of semantic
knowledge, thus obtaining the so-called complex events.
For instance, for a stockbroker, the fact that the shares of a
certain company fall 2%may be insignificant; however, that
in a short period of time, both the shares fall 2% and also
news about the low solvency of the company are published
in a newspaper of economy; it could mean that it would be
appropriate to sell the shares as soon as possible. In this
case, the simple events would be that within a period of
time t, the shares of the company x drop at least 2% and
there is a negative news about the company in economic
press. ,e complex event would be the recommendation of
immediate sale. ,is way, in a given context, we will be able
to detect the situations that are specifically relevant in that
context or application domain. In order to do this, as
Figure 1 shows, it will be necessary to previously define a
series of event patterns specifying the conditions that
simple input events must satisfy to detect such a situation.
,ese patterns are defined and deployed in a CEP engi-
ne—software used to match these patterns on the incoming
event flows, capable of analyzing the data and providing
situations of interest detected in real time. ,e main ad-
vantage of CEP compared to other traditional event
analysis software is the added ability to process large
amounts of data and notify situations of interest detected in
real time, allowing reduction of considerably the latency in
decision making. ,is decision making capability relies on
the architecture where the CEP engine is deployed,
allowing the system either to perform certain actions or to
enact certain measures.

As previously mentioned, CEP is a technology that can
be very useful in several application domains such as fi-
nancial systems, health care, energy optimization, online
sales and marketing, business intelligence, security, and
transportation, among many others, since CEP objective is
to offer a general paradigm to be applied to a great variety of
systems [1, 9–14]. However, a deep knowledge of the ap-
plication domain is required to be able to define the patterns
that may be relevant to that domain depending on the simple
events that can be obtained in the system. Companies have
normally domain experts and computer science experts, but
these skills usually do not fall on the same person and the
definition of patterns in the language provided by CEP
engines is not trivial. For this reason, in the past, we pro-
posed MEdit4CEP [3].

MEdit4CEP was defined and implemented for the
purpose of providing a tool for CEP pattern definitions
appropriate for domain experts with no particular pro-
gramming skills. ,us, MEdit4CEP is a model-driven so-
lution for real-time decision making in SOA 2.0 that
provides a graphical modeling editor for CEP domain
definition and a graphical modeling editor for event pattern
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definition, as well as automatic code generation and de-
ployment from the patterns modeled by the domain expert.

2.2. Petri Nets andQuantitativeAnalysis. A Petri Net (PN) is
defined as a bipartite-directed graph which has two types of
nodes, places (depicted as circles) and transitions (depicted
as rectangles), connected using arcs between either places
and transitions (pt-arcs) or transitions and places (tp-arcs)
[15]. Places of a Petri Net are used to represent system states
and conditions, and a transition represents an action or an
event producing a change in the system state.

Definition 1 (Petri Net). A Petri Net is a triple (P, T, F),
where P is the set of places, T is the set of transitions, X �

P∪T is the set of nodes, and F⊆ (P × T)∪ (T × P) is the
set of arcs. For any node x ∈ X (place or transition), we
define the preconditions and postconditions of x, denoted by
•x and x•, respectively, as follows: •x � y ∈ X |(y, x) ∈ F ,
x• � y ∈ X |(x, y) ∈ F .

,e dynamic evolution of a PN is captured by the so-
called markings. A marking of a PN is a function
M : P⟶ IN, which assigns a natural number to each place.
,is number is usually indicated as a set of dots inside the
place or by a number beside the place, and it is called the
number of tokens on the place. ,is number can be used for
instance to indicate the number of events that must be
processed or the number of processes in a queue.

A natural number (arc weight) is used to label a pt-arc.
,is number indicates how many tokens are required to fire
(execute) an outgoing transition, by default, one. Tp-arcs also
have a weight associated, which specifies how many tokens
will be produced at the outgoing place when the transition is
executed. A transition t can then be fired (enabling condi-
tion) when all its precondition places have at least as many
tokens as the weight of the arc that connects them to t. ,e
firing of a transition t removes from its precondition places a
number of tokens equal to the weight of the pt-arc (p, t)

connecting them and inserts new tokens on its postcondition
places, according to the weights of those tp-arcs.

Petri nets are untimed and tokens do not carry any
information. CPN [16] is a PN extension which incorporates
data and time, allowing to model complex data structures
attached to tokens. ,us, places have an associated color set
(a data type), indicating the set of permitted token colors at a
given place.

CPN Tools [8] is a widely used tool that allows us to create,
edit, simulate, and analyze CPNs. ,e notation described
below is the one used in this tool. In CPNs, we can have places
with no attached information (color set UNIT), as in the plain
model. But we can have other color sets, such as the set of
integer numbers INT, a Cartesian product of two ormore color
sets as INT2 � INT × INT, INT3 � INT × INT × INT,
and a string (STRING). Each token has then an attached data
value (color), which belongs to the corresponding place color
set.

In CPN Tools, the current number of tokens on every
place is drawn in green beside the place circle, and the
specific colors of these tokens are indicated using the no-
tation m′v, meaning that we have m instances of color v.
When we have several tokens on a place with different
values, we use the symbol “++” to represent the union of
them.

Arcs can have inscriptions (arc expressions), constructed
using variables, constants, operators, and functions, whose
evaluation matches the color set of the attached place. For a
transition t with variables y1, y2, . . . in its input arc ex-
pressions, a binding of t is an assignment of specific values to
each of these variables. A transition t is then binding enabled
if there is a binding such that the evaluation of each input arc
expression of t matches the corresponding tokens (with the
same values) in the corresponding input place.

We can have guards associated to transitions, which can
be used to restrict their firing. Guards are predicates con-
structed by using the variables, constants, operators, and
functions of the model. For a guarded transition to be
fireable, the evaluation of the guard must be true with the
selected binding. A priority can also be associated to a
transition. When two or more transitions can be fired
(executed) at a given time, the transition with the highest

Event
capture Analysis Response

Event pattern 1

Event pattern definition

Event pattern 2

Event pattern 1

Events

Detected situations

Actions

CEP engine

Figure 1: Complex event-processing stages.
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level of priority is fired first. A CPN with priorities is called a
prioritized CPN (PCPN). Specifically, we use the following
priorities: P HIGH, P NORMAL, P LOW, P LOW1,
P LOW2, . . . P LOWn (for a certain n ∈ IN) and P MIN,
following this decreasing order of priority.

CPN Tools allows us to split the model into pages, which
is a useful feature to deal with large models. In this case, both
substitution transitions and fusion places can be used to
conform the whole model. Substitution transitions allow us
to create hierarchical models, in which some transitions
represent the actions enclosed in other CPN pages, while
fusion places are places that are used in different pages, i.e.,
the places identified by a same fusion label are functionally
the same place.

Example 1. Let us consider the PCPN depicted in Figure 2.
Places InputEv and OutEv have INT2 as color set and
ProcSqn and SqOut have INT as color set. ,e initial
marking of both places ProcSqn and SqOut is 1′1 (one
integer token with value 1). Place InputEv represents a flow
of input events of a system that must process these events
producing as output a flow with those events whose value is
greater than 2 (place OutEv). Each event is represented by a
Cartesian product of 2 integers (colorset INT2), in which
the first component stands for the event number and the
second component for the event value (integer). ,e
initial marking of place InputEv is M � 1′(1, 1)+

+1′(2, 4) + +1′(3, 0) + +1′(4, 9), as shown in the figure.
Transitions are labeled with their associated guard and
priority information (P_NORMAL if empty), and arcs are
labeled with their corresponding expressions. All the
variables used in the expressions (n, m, v, k) are integers.

In this PCPN, place SqOut allows us to number se-
quentially the events produced on OutEv. Place ProcSqn acts
as a sequence counter so as to process the event tokens on
InputEv in order. Transition selcond must be fired when we
have one token (n, v) on InputEv with a sequence number n
equal to that indicated on ProcSqn that fulfills the condition
v> 2. Transition selcond updates the sequence number on
ProcSqn, by increasing it by one unit. Otherwise, when
transition selcond cannot be fired, transition incr_sq is fired
in order to increase the sequence number on ProcSqn, but it
will stop firing when the sequence number on ProcSqn is
greater than the maximum sequence number on InputEv.

,e final marking obtained on the place OutEv is
therefore M′ � 1′(1, 4) + +1′(2, 9) for the initial marking
indicated in the figure. ,e final marking on ProcSqn is 1′5
and on SqOut is 1′3, and place InputEv keeps its initial
marking.

Quantitative analysis in CPNs allows us to obtain rel-
evant performance indexes of the system modeled. For
instance, this analysis is used to obtain average response
times, throughput, queue lengths, etc. In our case, the
quantitative analysis can be used both to validate the event
patterns defined and also to obtain predictive information by
feeding the system with different event scenarios. Quanti-
tative analysis using CPNs is usually based on simulations in
order to obtain the measures of interest for the modeled
scenario. ,is simulation-based quantitative analysis is

performed through a number of lengthy simulations of a
CPN model, during which data are collected from the oc-
curring binding elements, firing of transitions, and markings
reached so as to obtain estimates of measures of interest; in
our case, the expected outputs of the system. ,is in-
formation is gathered by repeating the same experiment
(simulation) a number of times, using the replication ca-
pabilities of CPN Tools and then using the monitoring
capabilities of CPN Tools to extract the relevant data from
the simulations. Specifically, we use place content break
point and data-collector monitors, which allow us to de-
termine whether a place becomes marked and extracts
numerical data during simulations, respectively. For in-
stance, these monitors can be used to count the number of
times a specific transition has been fired across a simulation,
to extract the marking of some specific places of the CPN
model or to obtain the first instant at which a specific
transition was fired.

,us, the quantitative analysis is basically based on the
monitor and replication capabilities of CPN Tools, which
provides us with a report and log files which can be analyzed
by using other well-known statistical computing tools, such
as R, Matlab, and SPSS.

As an illustration, let us consider the CPN depicted in
Figure 2. It might be of interest to know how many times
transition selcond is fired, i.e., the amount of tokens gathered
at place OutEv. Figure 3(a) shows the binder tools palette of
CPN Tools for monitoring purposes, and Figure 3(b) shows
the monitor that has been defined to count the number of
firings of transition selcond. In this case, as it can be seen
from the example, the result obtained by applying the
monitor was 2.

Experiments can then be produced for different sce-
narios by modifying the initial marking, which can also be
randomly generated so as to produce synthetic scenarios.
For instance, we could define a function M_init to pro-
duce a random initial marking with n tokens for place
InputEv in Figure 2 using a discrete uniform distribution,
as follows:

funM_init(n) � if(n � 0)then nil else 1′(n, discrete(1, 6))

++M_init(n− 1).

(1)

To reproduce the experiments, we can use the replica
capabilities provided by CPN Tools. ,e following expres-
sion simulates m times this example:

CPN′Replications.nreplicationsm. (2)

,e outputs obtained for these experiments using these
stochastic initial markings can then be analyzed with the
statistical computing tools mentioned above.

2.3. MEdit4CEP-CPN. As previously explained, this tool
was introduced in [6] as an extension of MEdit4CEP [3]
to deal with the semantic validation of the modeled
patterns.
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In particular, MEdit4CEP-CPN mainly consists of a do-
main-specific modeling language (DSL) and a graphical mod-
eling editor for automatically transforming event patternmodels
into PCPN graphical models. ,en, these models are validated
and transformed into codes executable by Petri nets software.

,is DSL was implemented using the Epsilon languages
[17] for model-to-model transformation, model validation,
and template-based code generation. Additionally, Epsilon
EuGENia [18], a front-end for the graphical modeling
framework, was used for implementing the editor. More
details about the implementation can be found in [6].

Figure 4 illustrates the 7 phases, explained below, a user can
follow to accomplish not only the semantic validation of the
modeled patterns but also to be able to perform a quantitative
analysis of the complex event properties in the studied scenarios.

2.3.1. Event Pattern Model Definition. In phase 1, the tool
user is expected to graphically define the event patterns to be
detected in a particular application domain.

2.3.2. Event Pattern Model Syntactic Validation. Once an
event pattern has been modeled (phase 1), thanks to the use
of the presented editor, the user can automatically validate
the pattern syntax (phase 2). ,e editor will check whether
the model conforms to the ModeL4CEP metamodel. Af-
terwards, the errors to be fixed before continuing will be
shown. As of this phase, we can accomplish a semantic
validation through PCPNs (phases 3, 4, 5, and 6); otherwise,
phase 7 can be performed with the aim of automatically
transforming the model into EPL code.

2.3.3. Event Pattern Model Transformation to PCPN Model.
In phase 3, the event pattern models are automatically
transformed into a PCPN model. In order to provide such a
functionality, the editor has been provided with a meta-
model for PCPN and a set of model-to-model trans-
formation rules that we have defined and implemented for
this purpose. ,us, a PCPN conforming to the named
metamodel is generated.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Monitor use in CPN Tools. (a) Monitor example. (b) Monitor example.
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2.3.4. PCPN Model Syntactic Validation. Once the PCPN
model has been automatically generated, in phase 4, do-
main experts may modify the PCPN according to their
needs. For instance, they might be interested in editing the
initial marking to check other particular scenarios of their
interest. ,en, after the PCPN edition, (1) it is checked
whether the new model conforms to the PCPN metamodel
and (2) whether the validation rules are satisfied through a
syntactic validation. ,e errors that should be fixed before
continuing with the following phase would be shown at this
stage.

2.3.5. PCPNModel Transformation to PCPN Code. In phase
5, the PCPN model is automatically transformed into
executable PCPN code (PCPN code refers to a pro-
prietary PCPN file format that can be executed by a
specific software); a set of model-to-text transformation
rules have been defined and implemented for this
purpose.

2.3.6. Semantic Validation and Quantitative Analysis.
,e expert in charge of simulating and analyzing the PCPN
will then feed the net with an arbitrary number of initial
markings (stream of events) in phase 6. ,is way, it will be
possible to check if the event pattern is semantically correct,
as well as a quantitative analysis will be carried out (see
Section 3). In the case a semantic error is detected, we should
return to phase 1.

2.3.7. Pattern Model Transformation to EPL Code and
Deployment. Finally, in phase 7, the event pattern model is
automatically transformed into EPL code and deployed in
the CEP engine in question. In this work, we are generating
code for the Esper CEP engine, but new transformation rules
for other CEP engines of interest may be easily created and
integrated in the proposed editor.

,erefore, we can conclude that, we have a top-down
approach in which users can graphically define what they
want to model (event patterns) and the proposed system
automatically provides the implementation code. In this
way, according to the capabilities associated to phases 5 and
6, MEdit4CEP-CPN allows us to infer additional meaningful
information and to obtain predictive results about the an-
alyzed pattern by feeding the system with different initial
scenarios (markings).

3. Quantitative Analysis of Complex Events

CEP is a new class of event-processing solution which in-
tegrates into standard middleware architectures and enables
event processing to be embedded in any standard enterprise
application. ,is new service technology brings the power of
event-driven insight into any industry and any end user. But
sometimes, it is not easy to be used by domain experts. In
this sense, MEdit4CEP-CPN was created to reach the next
objectives in the CEP scope:

(i) Creation of user-friendly models for facilitating
domain experts the task of defining event patterns

(ii) Syntactic and semantic model validation through
model-driven techniques and CPN Tools, re-
spectively, without requiring deep knowledge on
CEP or PCPN formalism

(iii) Model-to-model and model-to-text transformations
for automatically transforming the event pattern
models into both PCPN models and EPL code and
also the PCPN models into code executable by CPN
Tools

(iv) Plug-in based solution, what will allow us to easily
extend it with additional capabilities such as glass
box and black box testing techniques for testing
models, or predictive analytics for predicting future
scenarios by analyzing the historical data

In this paper, we focus on phase 6 (semantic validation
and quantitative analysis), briefly described in Section 2.3,
which receives as an input the automatically generated
PCPN code executable by CPN Tools. In this paper, more
specifically, we define and carry out the particular phases
that must be followed to conduct the quantitative analysis of
the system under study (see Figure 5).

3.1. 6(a) ScenarioConfiguration. ,e initial marking (M0) of
the generated PCPN is initialized with an ordered flow of
simple events (F � e1, e2, e3, . . .), representing a specific
scenario. ,is event flow can be introduced manually or
generated automatically by using deterministic or proba-
bility distribution functions provided by CPN Tools. Note
that the automatic data generation is very convenient for
analysis purpose.

3.2. 6(b) Deterministic Quantitative Analysis. ,e PCPN is
then executed using CPN Tools in order to obtain the
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Figure 4: MEdit4CEP-CPN: a model-driven approach for CEP modeling by PCPN.
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corresponding output (detected complex events). ,us, this
phase allows us to conduct the semantic validation as well as
the quantitative analysis with a deterministic input event
flow.

3.3. 6(c) Stochastic Quantitative Analysis. Alternatively to
phase 6(b), the initial marking M0 is obtained using sto-
chastic input event flows, according to different scenarios,
and the PCPN is then executed using simulations and the
monitor capabilities provided by CPN Tools.

,erefore, the analysis of different scenarios is per-
formed in phase 6, in which we feed the PCPN with initial
markings that simulate the scenarios to be studied. In
particular, we can produce the initial markings by using
either deterministic functions that simulate specific situa-
tions or using probability distributions that produce sto-
chastic values reproducing scenarios of interest. For
instance, a normal distribution could be used to produce
increments in a temperature measure, an exponential dis-
tribution to represent the users arriving at a hospital
emergency room, and so on. In this case, when using sto-
chastic initial markings, CPN Tools allows us to replicate the
execution of a CPN by automatically producing the initial
markings, and the monitor capabilities can then be used to
collect the relevant data from the simulations.

4. Case Study: Sick Building Syndrome

As an illustration of the methodology described in the
previous section, we consider a scenario of events related to
the sick building syndrome (SBS), which is considered by the
World Health Organization (WHO) [19] as a group of
symptoms that people suffer in a building for no apparent
reason. Some of the SBS symptoms are nose, throat, and eye
irritation; itching, dry and red skin; dry mucous membranes
sensation; mental fatigue; and headaches, and dizziness, and
nausea. ,ese symptoms tend to increase in severity as
people spend more time in the building but get reduced over
time or even disappear when people are away from the
building. Apart from this health problem, people’s work
performance becomes obviously affected, with a corre-
sponding loss of productivity. ,e SBS is widespread and
may occur in hospitals, offices, apartment houses, nurseries,
schools, and so on. Although the cause of SBS is unclear,
some main factors related to indoor air quality (IAQ) are
chemicals emissions from different sources, particles, radon,
pets and pests, microbes, temperature, humidity, and
ventilation.

In this sense, theWHO provides the guidelines [20] for the
protection of public health from risks for some selected pol-
lutants commonly present in indoor air, including the carbon
monoxide, which is the pollutant that we consider in this work.
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,ese are the recommendations related to indoor ex-
posures of CO:

(i) 100mg/m3 for 15minutes (assuming light exercise
and that such exposure levels do not occur more
often than one per day)

(ii) 35mg/m3 for 1 hour (assuming light exercise and
that such exposure levels do not occur more often
than one per day) (30mg/m3 is also recommended
in some European Agencies such as https://www.
anses.fr/fr/system/files/AIR2004etVG003Ra.pdf)

(iii) 10 mg/m3 for 8 hours (arithmetic mean concen-
tration and light-to-moderate exercise)

(iv) 7mg/m3 for 24 hours (arithmetic mean concen-
tration, assuming that the exposure occurs when
people are awake and alert, but not exercising)

Let us consider, for instance, a school as the specific
indoor scenario, where children stay in a classroom for 5 h/
day. We then focus on the second recommendation: a
nonhealthy indoor air quality corresponds to an average
level greater than or equal to 35mg/m3 of CO for 1 hour.

Next, we follow the phases described in Section 2.3
together with the new phases proposed in this paper (see
Section 3) in order to make the quantitative analysis of the
complex events detected for this scenario by using MEdi-
t4CEP-CPN and CPN Tools.

4.1. Phases 1–5: Event Pattern Model Definition, Syntactic
Validation, and Transformation to PCPN Model, as well as
PCPN Model Syntactic Validation and Transformation to
PCPN Code. ,e domain considered for this hypothetical
scenario consists of CO measurements gathered every
5minutes in a specific classroom. ,us, a simple event
consists of a measure for the CO pollutant, the classroom
identifier where the measure was gathered and the time-
stamp of the measure. We consider the event time stamps as
integers (in minutes), classrooms identifiers as strings, and
CO values as real numbers. Using MEdit4CEP-CPN, we can
easily define this domain (CO event type). Figure 6(a) depicts
the domain modeled and syntactically validated with
MEdit4CEP-CPN, and Figure 6(b) shows its automatic
translation to EPL code.

Patterns can be easily modeled and syntactically vali-
dated using the tool. Figure 7(a) shows theCO_Avg-modeled
pattern, which computes the CO pollutant average during
the last hour, while Figure 7(b) shows its automatic trans-
formation into EPL code. In the same way, Figure 8(a) shows
the CO_Unhealthymodeled pattern, to detect and recognize
situations in which the average computed with CO_Avg is
greater than or equal to 35mg/m3, and Figure 8(b) shows its
transformation into EPL code.

Using ourMEdit4CPN-CPN tool again, the CO_Avg and
CO_Unhealthy event patterns are automatically transformed
into their corresponding PCPN models consisting of four
different pages (see [6] for a complete description of these
transformations): two pages for the pattern transformation
to obtain the CO pollutant average and the condition to

establish whether the threshold value of 35mg/m3 has been
reached or not (see Figures 9 and 10, respectively) and two
pages for simple and complex events (see Figures 11 and 12,
respectively).,e corresponding CPN Tools declarations are
also shown in Listing 1.1. For simplicity, we consider in the
PCPN model that one unit time corresponds to 5minutes,
therefore tp_CO_Avg� 12 in Listing 1.1.

4.2. Phase6(a): ScenarioConfiguration. Similarly to Example
1, the initial marking in place CO_in contains the tokens that
represent the input events (see Figure 13). In this case, these
events represent the CO values that have been measured. In
the scenario considered, for the initial marking of the CO_in
place, we start with a CO value of 3.0mg/m3. ,is value is
then increased by a value of 0.5mg/m3 every 5minutes.

4.3. Phase 6(b): Deterministic Quantitative Analysis. After
executing the PCPN model by running a simulation, a value
of 30.25mg/m3 is reached after 60 time units (300minutes)
in the CO_Avg place (see Figure 14), so the CO_Unhealthy
place is empty, because no complex event has been produced
corresponding to this situation. As a consequence, in this
scenario and with the values produced by this specific
simulation, the threshold value of 35 mg/m3 was not
reached as the average level of CO computed in the con-
sidered period of time.

4.4. Phase 6(c): Stochastic Quantitative Analysis. ,is phase
consists in simulating different scenarios by modifying the
initial marking with stochastic input event flows, thus
obtaining the quantitative results for those scenarios. CPN
Tools provides a simulator engine, which allows us to au-
tomatically replicate simulations of a scenario using its
monitor capabilities.,is is an important advantage of using
CPN Tools: we can obtain relevant performance measures
through simulation experiments, using the monitor features
of CPN Tools. As previously mentioned, monitors are used
to observe, inspect, or control simulations. In particular, we
use data-collector monitors, which are used to extract nu-
merical data from a PCPN. ,e numerical data obtained are
then used to compute the statistic information.

To accomplish this objective, we use synthetic data that
represent different scenarios.,us, a newCPNTools page was
included in the PCPN model to produce the initial markings
for different scenarios (Phase 6(a)), starting from a certain
value of CO pollutant and increasing it by using a probability

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Modeled domain. (a) Domain in MEdit4CEPCPN. (b)
Domain in EPL.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: CO_Avg event pattern. (a) CO Avg in MEdit4CEP-CPN. (b) CO Avg in EPL.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: CO_Unhealthy event pattern. (a) CO Unhealthy in MEdit4CEP-CPN. (b) CO Unhealthy in EPL.
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Figure 9: CO_Avg page.
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distribution (see Figure 15). In this figure, transition tinitial
fires 61 times in order to produce 61 events on place CO_in
(we produce 61 events to allow the sliding time window to be
processed for the first 60 events because we need the clock to
reach the value 61). With each firing, the CO value (repre-
sented with the variable xx) on place initial is updated, by
increasing it with a value obtained from a uniform distri-
bution with arguments f1 and f2 (xx +uniform (f1, f2)). By
changing the initial CO value, the parameters and/or the
probability distribution function, we can easily generate
different scenarios.

We now apply the monitor features of CPN Tools, which
allow us to observe, inspect, control, or modify a simulation
of a CPN. We consider two situations of interest in this
work. ,e first checks whether the scenario reaches an
unhealthy situation and the second the time of the first
occurrence of this unhealthy situation. For this purpose, two
monitors are specified, respectively. ,e first monitor
(reach_place_unhealthy) is a place content break point
monitor, and it will indicate us if there is at least one token in
place CO Unhealthy of Figure 14, and the second one
(time_first_unhealthy) is a data-collector monitor, which
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Figure 10: CO_Unhealthy page.
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Figure 11: Events page.
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indicates us the time at which the place was reached for the
first time. Both monitors are shown in Figure 16. In the first
monitor, we only indicate the name of the place that will stop
the execution if it becomesmarked (CO_unhealthy), while in
the second monitor, we need to write a predicate indicating
the stop condition and an Observer function to obtain the
time at which the execution stopped.

Once, the initial configuration is established, we can use
the CPN Tools simulator engine to automatically replicate
the experiment n times so as to obtain performance results.
For instance, we can replicate it 100 times by using the
following code:

CPN′Replications.nreplications 100. (3)

Next, we introduce a specific case study, shown in
Table 1, with 9 different scenarios. ,e objective of this study

is to examine the probability of reaching an unhealthy
condition before the 300minutes. In these scenarios, the
initial value for CO in all the simulations is (3.0mg/m3) and
100 replications have been used to obtain the results. As an
illustration, in the third row corresponding to the third
scenario, each time the CO value is updated in the initial place
(see Figure 15), its value is increased by an arbitrary increment
between 0.5 and 0.65. ,erefore, the parameters for the
uniform distribution function uniform (f1, f2) are established
to f1 � 0.5 and f2 � 0.65. In this experiment, only 4% of the
simulations reached an unhealthy situation. Notice that when
the increment arguments are f1 � 0.5 andf2 � 0.72 (last
row in the table), we always obtain an unhealthy situation
(100%).

Other distribution functions can be considered as well. For
instance, we can consider a normal distribution normal (f1, f2)

(1) (∗ Standard priorities ∗)
(2) val P_MAX� 10;
(3) val P_HIGH� 100;
(4) val P_NORMAL� 1000;
(5) val P_LOW� 10000;
(6) val P_MIN� 20000;
(7) (∗ Standard declarations ∗)
(8) colset INT� int;
(9) colset STRING� string;
(10) colset REAL� real;
(11) colset BOOL� bool;
(12) colset UNIT�unit;
(13) colset TIME� time;
(14) colset INTINF� intinf;
(15) (∗ Declarations for domain: SBS_CO ∗)
(16) colset CO� product INT∗ INT∗ INT∗ STRING∗REAL;
(17) (∗ vars_for_event: CO ∗)
(18) var var_timestamp: INT;
(19) var var_classroomId: STRING;
(20) var var_value: REAL;
(21) var n, t, t1: INT;
(22) (∗ Declarations for complex events domain: SBS_CO ∗)
(23) colset CO_Avg� product INT∗ INT∗ INT∗ STRING∗REAL;
(24) (∗ vars_for_complexevent: CO_Avg ∗)
(25) var var_avg: REAL;
(26) colset CO_Unhealthy� product INT∗ INT∗ INT∗ STRING∗REAL;
(27) (∗ vars_for_complexevent: CO_Unhealthy ∗)
(28) var var_unhealthy_value: REAL;
(29) (∗ Total color set for: CO_Avg ∗)
(30) colset Totals_CO_Avg� product INT∗ INT∗ STRING∗REAL∗REAL∗ INT∗REAL∗REAL;
(31) (∗ Pattern auxiliary variables ∗)
(32) var m, sq, k, tt, x, m1, m2, c, sm: INT;
(33) var M1, M2, SM, av: REAL;
(34) (∗ Sliding time interval declarations: ∗)
(35) val tP_CO_Avg� 12;
(36) (∗ Pattern auxiliary variables ∗)
(37) (∗ Declarations initial marking ∗)
(38) colset INT3� product INT∗ INT∗ INT;
(39) var xx:REAL;
(40) val co0� 3.0;
(41) val f1� 0.5;
(42) val f2� 0.5;

LISTING 1: CPN Tools declaration.
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to produce the events in the initial marking, as well as con-
sidering the initial value of CO of 3.0 mg/m3. In particular, in
the scenarios obtained for the normal distribution with

parametersf1 � 1.5 andf2 � 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, an unhealthy
situation is always reached before 300minutes. However, the
time to reach this situation varies depending on the value of
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tick
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Figure 13: Initial marking in the event page.
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Figure 14: Final marking page.
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these parameters. ,erefore, the objective now is to determine
the time at which the unhealthy condition is reached. To study
this circumstance, we proceed as in the previous case, by
performing 100 replications with the values for parameters f1
and f2 indicated above. Figure 17 shows the results obtained
using a box plot (the central mark in red indicates the median,
and the bottom and top edges of the blue box indicate the first
and third quartiles, respectively). ,e whiskers (discontinuous
lines drawn in black from the box) extend to the most extreme
data points not considered outliers, where the outliers are
plotted using the “+” symbol in red).

Notice that we have chosen a synthetic scenario to il-
lustrate the applicability of our methodology, i.e., we start
with a specific value for the CO value and we use different
distributions to produce the event information for the next
300minutes. Other arrangements can be considered, by
modifying the initial value and/or the distribution used to
change the values in credible values throughout the time.
Obviously, the interest of using CPNs and CPN Tools lies in
the possibility of using the automatic simulator engine and
the monitor capabilities to make performance studies and
obtain predictive results of the system behavior.

Finally, the model could be enriched by including the
actions that should be taken to deal with the situations
detected. As an example, for a detected unhealthy situation
(CO average is greater than 35mg/m3 for 1 hour), we could
consider as possible actions to start the air conditioner, open
some windows, start some fans, etc. ,ese actions could
actually be included in the PCPN model as transitions that
would be executed in the case that these conditions were
satisfied. Furthermore, we could also use real data obtained
from sensors in order to simulate a scenario with this
pollution information. ,us, with the results obtained, we
could predict unhealthy situations and then start the fans or
the air conditioners before they occur.

5. Related Work

Over recent years, some collective computational in-
telligence technologies and tools have emerged in response
to the demands for analyzing big data. Among them, the
CEP technology is essential for analyzing the complexity of
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Figure 15: Initial marking page.

Figure 16: Monitors used in the scenario of Figure 13.

Table 1: Results obtained taking different values to increase the CO
level.

Scenario Initial Increment Probability (%)
1 3 0.5 (fixed) 0
2 3 Uniform (0.5, 0.6) 0
3 3 Uniform (0.5, 0.65) 4
4 3 Uniform (0.5, 0.67) 41
5 3 Uniform (0.5, 0.68) 67
6 3 Uniform (0.5, 0.69) 88
7 3 Uniform (0.5, 0.7) 91
8 3 Uniform (0.5, 0.71) 99
9 3 Uniform (0.5, 0.72) 100
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multicriteria that could generate an alert [21], extracting
meaningful events. However, the implementation of event
pattern conditions can become a handicap for users who are
experts on the domain but not in the involved technology.
Moreover, conducting the generation of data for semanti-
cally validating those patterns is a cumbersome task. To solve
these problems, on one hand, some works have proposed the
use of Petri nets for conducting the semantic validation of
event patterns, while others use Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) techniques for making the CEP technology closer to
any user. We propose the combination of both approaches.

Regarding works using the Petri Net formalism, Offel
et al. [22] show that formal methods as Petri nets can help in
the design and implementation of CEP systems which are
underdeveloped, but they are in the process of developing
tool support for the envisioned verification of CEP systems.
Weidlich et al. [23] used PCPNs with time in order to define
amodel of event-processing networks.,e Event-Processing
Network (EPN) architecture is presented, and a general
translation of this concept, an example implemented in the
ETALIS framework [24], is also presented.

Ahmad et al. [25] describe a methodology modeling CEP
using Timed Net Condition Event System (TNCES) [26]. An
application to a Manufacturing Line is also presented as an
example. NCES is a Petri Net derived formalism based on
Condition Event Systems to model discrete event dynamic
systems. NCES is extended with time in TNCES, which is
based on timed-arc Petri nets [27–29]. ,us, the main
difference to our work, other than the Petri Nets formalism
used, is that we integrate the PCPN translation into the
MEdit4CEP tool, so as to automatically obtain the PCPNs
from the event pattern graphical specification created by
using this tool.

Other authors like Metzger et al. [30] analyze the CEP
systems under the verification perspective applying model
checkers. As an example, the authors perform incremental
verifications using Petri Nets as models for the Tapaal tool,
a bounded model checker. ,e approach used in this work
to deal with the state explosion problem is to gradually
increase the size of the model, which is a different approach

to analyze CEP systems instead of using the quantitative
analysis. Cugola and Margara [31] have defined the TESLA
language, which is a complex event specification language,
based on a metric temporal logic. TESLA is a highly ex-
pressive and flexible language in a rigorous framework,
offering content and temporal filters, negations, timers,
aggregates, and fully customizable policies for event se-
lection and consumption. Ericsson et al. [32] have defined a
prototype tool REX, with support for specifying both CEP
systems and correctness properties in a high-level graphical
language. CEP applications are then transformed into
timed automata, and the UPPAAL tool [33] is used for
automatic verification. Agrawal et al. [34, 35] have also
defined a timed automata formalization of complex event
systems. ,ey present the Sase+pattern language, which
defines a precise semantics in terms of timed automata with
similar results to the work introduced in TESLA. Cugola
and Margara have also proposed CAVE tool [36] with the
purpose of assisting domain experts in the definition of a
set of reliable rules for a CEP application. In particular, this
tool analyzes the behavior of a CEP application trans-
forming the property checking rules into basic constraints
solving problems. Additionally, they have also presented a
survey [37] of the existing Information Flow Processing
(IFP) systems, including CEP systems, activa databases, etc.
,ey show the different approaches and mechanisms
adopted in these IFP systems to deal with the event flow
processing.

Rewriting logic and the Maude language [38] have been
also used to specify and analyze CEP systems. Burgueño et al.
[39] propose a framework for the specification of CEP
applications, allowing developers to formally analyze and
prove properties of their CEP programs. An encoding of
CEP concepts and mechanisms to Maude is provided, and
several analysis are presented, both covering the static
properties of the CEP patterns and the statistical simulation
of such systems. Garćı-a-López et al. [40] have implemented
the CEPA tool for the transformation of CEP programs to
Abstract Syntax Trees (AST) capturing the pattern de-
pendencies, with the goal to check and correct two particular
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Figure 17: Box plot obtained for different scenarios.
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properties of CEP systems: rule acyclicity and rule race
conditions.

Concerning the quantitative analysis of complex
events, Tendick et al. [41] focus on the use of statistical
methods for the CEP technology for making decisions in
real time, providing additionally a comparison of com-
puting techniques in widespread use for real-time data.
Other approaches like Rajsiri et al.’s work [42] and the one
presented here focus on studios via simulations. Rajsiri
et al. present a business process editor and simulator
developed on the basis of an event-driven business process
modeling approach using the BPMN 2.0 formalism. ,is
work dealt with the problem of the business processes
simulation taking an even-driven perspective into account
to observe the system behavior; however, users cannot
automatically replicate scenarios. In addition, there are
also several tools for performance evaluation of CEP ap-
plications by simulations, for instance, CEPSim [43] is a
simulator for CEP and Stream Processing (SP) systems in
cloud environments which allows us to analyze the per-
formance and scalability of user-defined queries and to
evaluate the effects of various query processing strategies.
Mendes et al. [44] have developed FINCoS, which is a set of
benchmarking tools for load generation and performance
measuring of event-processing systems, so as to make
performance evaluation on CEP platforms independently
on their structural differences or the workload employed.
Along the same lines, Li and Berry [45] have also de-
veloped a benchmark of complex event-processing systems
focusing on complex event-processing functional behav-
iours: filtering, transformation, and event pattern de-
tection. ,ey also show the factors that influence
performance measurements.

As a summary, Table 2 shows a comparison of our pro-
posal (MEdit4CEP-CPN) with the most representative men-
tioned modeling/analysis works based on formal methods.

It also deserves special mention the CEP engine pro-
posed by Cugola and Margara [46], T-REX, based on the
TESLA language that combines expressiveness and effi-
ciency. T-REX middleware provides an efficient event de-
tection algorithm based on automata to interpret TESLA
rules. ,is work could be used in conjunction to our pro-
posal through the inclusion of additional transformations to
generate TESLA rules.

Regarding to works considering metamodels of PNs,
Gomez et al. [47] proposed a metamodel for PNs in the
domain of biological data processing. ,e models conforming
to this metamodel are then transformed into the XML code
executable by CPN Tools. ,is work shows some limitations
with respect to our proposal. Among them, PN modeling is
close to CPN Tools concepts, and a tree model editor is used
to produce the models. In addition, a CPN model can only
have one page, and priorities are not considered. Additionally,
Westergaard et al. [48] implemented Access/CPN, a frame-
work providing CPN Tools with two interfaces. One is written
in Standard Markup Language, which is useful for analysis
methods. ,e other interface is written in Java and provides
an object-oriented representation of CPN models, whose
object model (metamodel) is implemented by using Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF). However, the latest version
released is not actually up-to-date and, although the latest
version available from Subversion (https://svn.win.tue.nl/
repos/cpntools/AccessCPN/trunk/) has better support for
4.0 features of CPN Tools, it is still not complete, as stated by
Westergaard. In addition, Petri Net modeling is addressed by
using a tree model editor (not a graphical one with nodes and
links), as in the work by Gomez et al. [47].

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have illustrated the use of the MEdit4CEP-
CPN approach for the complex event analysis through a case
study based on the sick building syndrome. ,e event
patterns have been graphically modeled with MEdit4CEP-
CPN and then automatically transformed into both EPL and
CPN code. Additionally, CPN Tools have been used to make
quantitative analysis of events produced for this case study.
Given the flexibility provided by MEdit4CEP-CPN, this
analysis could be applied to other cutting-edge real-world
case studies, such as eHealth [49], robotic [50] and mobile
edge, and cloud computing applications [51].

As shown in the related work, there are many works using
CPNs to model CEP-based languages, but to the best of our
knowledge, they do not provide end users with an all-in-one
graphical tool with the following goals: (1) modeling CEP
domains and event patterns in a user-friendly way by dragging
and dropping elements on a canvas, (2) validating the pattern
syntax, (3) automatically transforming the graphical patterns

Table 2: Modeling/analysis approaches based on formal methods.

Approach Objective Underlying formalism
and tool Modeling Model validation Transformation

MEdit4CEP-
CPN [6]

Semantic and quantitative analysis
graphically supported by CPN

Tools

Colored Petri nets &
CPN Tools Graphical Syntactic analysis of

graphical models
Automatic to EPL

and PCPN

CEP in
Maude [39]

General formal analysis script
supported by Maude

Rewriting logic and
Maude Textual Syntactic analysis Manual

CEPA [40] Rule acyclicity and race condition
checking Graph theory Textual Syntactic analysis of

textual models Automatic to AST

REX [32] Property verification Timed automata Graphical Using UPPAAL Automatic to timed
automata

CAVE [36] Property verification and
performance analysis Ad hoc CEP language Textual Constraint solver Automatic to

configurations
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into a CPN model, (4) automatically transforming the CPN
model to the XML code executable by CPN Tools and vali-
dating the pattern semantics, (5) automatically generating the
Esper EPL code and deploying it in a particular event-based
system, and (6) providing a quantitative analysis of complex
events through the CPNTools executablemodel automatically
generated by the tool. Let us observe that the MEdit4CEP-
CPNmodel-driven approach presented in this paper provides
support for all of these functionalities.

As future work, we plan to add additional features and
functionalities to MEdit4CEP-CPN, such as further EPL
operators and new transformation techniques. Since the use
of CPN Tools requires some knowledge from users in order
to conduct the quantitative analysis, at least for modifying
the initial marking of the produced CPN model and to
execute the simulations to obtain the results, we intend to
alleviate this problem by enriching our graphical model for
event pattern design. ,is will make it possible to set the
initial conditions (event flow) at design time and adding the
option to automatically execute the produced CPN. ,e
obtained output would then be transformed into the cor-
responding complex events in the output flow.

Data Availability

,e obtained PCPN model and simulation data used to
support the findings of this study have been deposited in
the Mendeley repository (DOI: 10.17632/kfrkyzdxnv.1).
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Today, recommendation algorithms are widely used by companies in multiple sectors with the aim of increasing their profits or
offering a more specialized service to their customers. Moreover, there are countless applications in which classification al-
gorithms are used, seeking to find patterns that are difficult for people to detect or whose detection cost is very high. Sometimes, it
is necessary to use a mixture of both algorithms to give an optimal solution to a problem. .is is the case of the ADAGIO, a R&D
project that combines machine learning (ML) strategies from heterogeneous data sources to generate valuable knowledge based
on the available open data. In order to support the ADAGIO project requirements, the main objective of this paper is to provide a
clear vision of the existing classification and recommendation ML systems to help researchers and practitioners to choose the best
option. To achieve this goal, this work presents a systematic review applied in two contexts: scientific and industrial. More than a
thousand papers have been analyzed resulting in 80 primary studies. Conclusions show that the combination of these two
algorithms (classification and recommendation) is not very used in practice. In fact, the validation presented for both cases is very
scarce in the industrial environment. From the point of view of software development life cycle, this review also shows that the
work being done in the ML (for classification and recommendation) research and industrial environment is far from earlier stages
such as business requirements and analysis. .is makes it very difficult to find efficient and effective solutions that support real
business needs from an early stage. It is therefore that the article suggests the development of newML research lines to facilitate its
application in the different domains.

1. Introduction

.e great growth in the amount of data and information
that can be accessed (the known Big Data), coupled with
government collaboration to provide open information
(Open Data), makes companies very interested in this issue.
One of the biggest problems in this area is that this in-
formation is not found in one single place, not even in a
common interpretation format. .erefore, it is necessary to
create solutions that collect these dispersed data and apply
a specific treatment so that they can be offered to their
customers.

.e collection of dispersed information and its unifi-
cation in order to be able to work with it would open a new
market niche, a new business unit, considering the possi-
bility of generating valuable data automatically. In addition,
it would increase independence when making decisions or
solving problems without having to resort to an expert in
business management.

.e ADAGIO project was born in this context. It is a
R&D project that combines Big Data and machine learning
(ML) strategies for the treatment of geolocated data
extracted from heterogeneous data sources. It enables the
aggregation, consolidation, and normalization of data from
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different semantic fields obtained from the sources men-
tioned before. Its purpose is to allow reconciled information
to be consulted using specific variables, thus facilitating the
generation of knowledge.

.e application of classification and recommendation
systems in this project is of great interest for the interrelation
and periodic consolidation of the data process so that the
system develops capabilities for transformation, in-
terrelation, and integration of data through supervised
learning. In addition, these systems provide a great value for
the management of queries, to enhance the performance of
queries by users in a language as natural and high level as
possible. .e fact that the user obtains good results during
the searches in the ADAGIO platform is one of the main
objectives of the project. In order to improve the user’s
experience, suggestions are proposed during the phase of
filling the search parameters. For this phase, the collabo-
ration of the system users will also be required, evaluating
the results of the searches according to their quality and
precision.

.is study has been performed to facilitate researchers
and practitioners the task of choosing the most appro-
priate system, technology, or algorithm to include in the
ADAGIO project for satisfying their requirements. In this
sense, this paper presents a systematic mapping study
(SMS) that analyzes the current state of the art of the
recommendation and classification systems and how they
work together. .en, from the point of view of the
software development life cycle, this review also shows
that the work being done in the ML (for classification and
recommendation) research and industrial environment is
far from earlier stages such as business requirements and
analysis. .is makes it very difficult to find efficient and
effective solutions that support real business needs from
an early stage. .en, this paper suggests the development
of new ML research lines to facilitate its application in the
different domains.

.is paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
closest related work to our proposal; Section 3 details the
selected method to carry out the SMS; Sections 4 to 8 il-
lustrate the execution of the different phases of the SMS; and
finally, Section 9 summarizes the conclusions obtained from
the study and presents a set of future work.

2. Related Work

Recommendation and classification systems are acquiring
much interest within the scientific community. In this
section, the closest related works to the research proposed in
this article are presented.

Jaysri et al. [1] presented a complete review of the
recommendation systems, focusing on the collaborative
filtering. It shows different algorithms based on this filtering
for both the user profile and the product characteristics. In
addition, it demonstrates several classification methods that
may be part of the input for recommendation systems.
Ekstrand et al. [2] presented a general overview and focused
on the field of recommendation systems. .eir purpose
was to learn more about the current development of

recommendation methods, specially systems making use of
the collaborative filtering.

Obtaining a research perspective on how to make de-
cisions when choosing algorithms to propose recommen-
dations can be found in the paper presented by
Gunawardana and Shani [3]. It criticizes the use of online
methods, which can offer measures to choose recommen-
dation algorithms, and determines as a crucial element the
use of offline tools to obtain these measures. In addition, it
discards the use of traditional metrics to make the algorithm
choice and reviews the proper elaboration of experiments to
carry it out. To do this, the authors perform an analysis of
important tasks of the recommendation systems and classify
a set of appropriate and well-known assessment measures
for each task.

Poussevin et al. [4] exposed the challenge of considering
the preferences of users when recommending. .e authors
analyzed a combination of recommendation systems and
classifiers that highlight words that indicate a gap between
users’ expectations and their actual experience. .ey con-
clude that traditional recommendation systems analyze the
past classifications; that is, they consider the users’ prefer-
ences history, while the recommendation systems that an-
alyze the opinion classifications consider the existing
evaluations at that moment.

Within the scope ofML, there has been an increase in the
interest of the research community, being the subject of
many papers. Some of the proposals use lexical classifiers to
detect possible feelings using content-based recommenda-
tions [5]. Other authors have focused on more traditional
branches of ML, using well-known and proven statistical
methods such as logistic regression, the Pearson correlation
coefficient, or the application of the naive Bayes theorem
based on probability, among others [6]. .e authors of this
paper focused on making extensions of these methods to
solve problems inherent in recommendation systems such as
cold start or scalability..e cold start [7] is a typical problem
since the beginning of the recommendation systems because
when a system does not have enough data, precision cannot
be assured when recommending. .is is a problem that gets
worse at the beginning of the implementation of a system
when data are not available. Scalability becomes a quite
difficult task due to the increase of information in recent
years and the amount of data that systems must manage.
Recommendation systems, both product and user-based,
affect performance and accuracy when these amounts of data
are very large..e work presented by Ghazanfar and Prügel-
Bennett [8] has been also focused on this problem, generally
for the user-based recommendation, which is the most used.

Alternative interesting related work focused in the use of
ML is the survey in sentiment classification presented by
Hailong et al. [9]. In this work, the authors also provide a
comparative study of the techniques found, concluding that
supervised ML present a higher accuracy, while lexicon-
based methods are likewise competitive because they require
less effort and they are not sensitive to the quantity and
quality of the training dataset. .e survey presented by Mu
[10] delivers a review of deep learning-based recommender
systems. .e authors conclude this work summarizing a set
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of future research lines such as cross domain, scalability,
explainability, or deep composite model-based recom-
mender systems, among others.

.e paper presented by Portugal et al. [11] presents a
systematic review of the use of ML in recommender systems.
.e authors analyzed 121 primary studies classified in dif-
ferent categories: content-based and neighbor-based of
content-based filtering, neighborhood-based and model-
based of collaborative filtering, and hybrid filtering. .is
work helps developers to recognize the algorithms, their
types, and trends in the use of specific algorithms. It also
offers current-type evaluation metrics and categorizes the
algorithms based on these metrics. Ouhbi et al. [12] pro-
posed a deep learning-based recommender system to
overcome some limitations of existing approaches. In the
related work section of this paper, the authors describe a
small state of the art of deep learning-based recommender
systems, detailing the method, approach, metric, dataset,
advantages, and disadvantages of seven proposals.

Zhang et al. [13] delivered a wide review of deep
learning-based recommender systems, proposing a classi-
fication and highlighting a group of the most influential. .e
authors debate the pros and cons of using deep learning
techniques for recommendation tasks. Additionally, some of
the most pressing open problems and promising future
extensions are detailed.

In summary, the literature review presented different
topics, which may come close to the objective pursued. But
there are several differences between these papers and the
one presented in this work: (i) the review process: unlike the
rest of the papers, this research presents a systematic and
rigorous process, ensuring the quality of the results obtained;
(ii) the context of application: usually reviews are carried out
on the scientific literature; in this case, this research also
presents a review on the industrial scope, analyzing the main
existing solutions to the problem; and (iii) the scope of
application: in this systematic review, the state of the art of
the classification and recommendation systems is presented
working together, something that in the related works al-
ready mentioned is not carried out or it is done in-
dependently for classification or recommendation.

3. Methodology

A systematic literature review is an effective way of knowing
the state of the art of a subject. .is procedure ensures a
certain level of quality of information and has the support of
the research community..emonitoring of a systematic and
guided process guarantees reliable and interesting results
and facilitates the work of gathering information.

.e review presented in this paper is placed within the
context of the recommendation and classification systems
from two perspectives: scientific and industrial.

When carrying out a systematic literature review (SLR),
the main methodology to be considered is the one presented
by Kitchenham and Charters [14]. .is is one of the most
widely accepted methods in the area of software engineering.
It offers a way of performing a SLR consisting in three
phases: planning and conducting the review and reporting of

results. However, instead of performing a deep review of the
papers comparing them, which is the main goal of a SLR, this
study seeks to provide an overview of an interesting topic
and to identify the number and type of published-related
researches, as well as the related results available. .erefore,
the best methodology to be applied is the systematic
mapping study (SMS) presented by Petersen et al. [15], a type
of the systematic review but with a broader objective. .is
method will allow identifying the subjects that lack empirical
evidence and which are necessary to carry out more em-
pirical studies. SMSs show many similarities with respect to
the SLRs. As possible to see in activity diagram of Figure 1,
this method stablishes a set of five steps, where each of them
produces an output. .ese steps are as follows:

(i) Definition of the Research Questions. Formulation of
the research questions (RQs) that will guide the work.

(ii) Conduct Search. .e search is normally executed in
different digital libraries and based on some key-
words extracted from the RQs.

(iii) Screening of Papers. Applying the inclusion and
exclusion criteria with the aim of selecting the most
relevant and close papers to the topic of the
research.

(iv) Keywording Using Abstract. Building of the classi-
fication scheme, where all the primary papers se-
lected in the previous phase will be categorized.

(v) Data Extraction and Mapping Process. Data ex-
traction and mapping process based on the results
obtained in the keywording activity. .is activity
will let the researchers to classify which is the state of
the art of the topic and to identify gaps and pos-
sibilities for future research.

4. Definition of Research Questions

A Research Question (RQ) is the fundamental core of a
research project, study, or literature review. .erefore, to
know and better understand the existing literature related to
the recommendation and classifications systems, it is nec-
essary to formulate a set of research questions. .ese
questions will focus the study, will determine the method-
ology that will be established, and will guide all the stages of
this research. In this sense, the RQs that have been proposed
for this SMS are as follows:

(i) RQ1. Which recommendation and classification
systems have been researched?

(ii) RQ2. Which recommendation and classification
systems have been used?

(iii) RQ3. Which is the nature of the systems found?
(iv) RQ4. Which are the objectives pursued in the

proposals found?

5. Conduct Search

Before performing the search in the different digital libraries,
it is necessary to complete two operations: define the digital
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libraries where the searches will be executed and establish
the keywords that will compose the search strings. Selected
digital libraries to carry out the search have been the fol-
lowing: SCOPUS, IEEE Xplore, ACM, and ScienceDirect. In
addition, for the industrial scope, the search engines that
have been selected are Google, Yahoo, and Bing.

To specify the search, keywords were defined, and it is a
fundamental part when creating the queries for each digital
library. .ese keywords were obtained after carrying out an
analysis of the field of study to which this research applies,
recommendation and classification systems. Table 1 shows the
complete set of keywords used, and equation (1) shows the
formula applied to these keywords to create the final queries.

Boolean expression of keywords is as follows:

E1 � V
3
i�1 Ai ∧ V

4
j�1 Bj ∧ V

4
k�1 Ck . (1)

Once all the keywords were defined, the queries were
constructed. .ese queries were different for each digital
library, and they had different boundary characteristics,
depending on the possibilities of the digital library. Digital
libraries have certain limitations when conducting searches.
For example, some of them do not allow the use of complete
search strings; in others, it is necessary to complement these
strings with simple textual searches. For this reason, there is
the need to create individual queries for each library and,
subsequently, to treat the search results to obtain the same
results that could have been obtained using the originally
proposed query. Table 2 shows a set of examples for each of
digital library.

.e search was executed on the title, abstract, and
keywords of the papers, except in those digital libraries that
did not allow it. In such cases, the search was performed on
the complete text. Search strings, metadata of found ele-
ments (title, author, and year of publication), and summaries
of the documents were stored for each search source. Once
the first search was executed, it obtained an initial set of
1,195 potential primary studies.

6. Screening of Papers

.ere are different metrics to define the quality criteria that
make a paper relevant. In this work, in addition to those
related to the structure of the papers, the quality assurance
criteria defined by those scientific papers found that were
classified in the following accepted indexes:

(i) “Journal Citation Report (JCR)” [16] part of the
company .omson Scientific

(ii) .e Australian classification created by the
“Computing Research and Education Association of
Australasia (CORE)” [17]

Definition of
research quesiton

Start End

Conducting search Screening of papers Keywording using
abstracts

Data extraction and
mapping process

Review scope All papers Relevant papers Classification
scheme

Systematic
map

Figure 1: SMS workflow.

Table 1: Keyword definition.

A B C

A1. Machine learning B1. Recommender
system C1. Classifier

A2. Deep learning B3. Recommended C2. Classification

A3. Neuronal networks B4. Content-based
filtering C3. Classified

B5. Collaborative
filtering

C4. Classification
system

Table 2: Example of queries.

Digital
library Query

Scopus

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“machine learning” OR “deep
learning” OR “neuronal networks”) AND TITLE-
ABS-KEY (“classifier” OR “classification” OR
“classified” OR “classification system”) AND

TITLE-ABS-KEY (“recommended” OR
“recommender system” OR “collaborative
filtering” OR “content-based filtering”)

IEEE Xplore

(“Machine learning” OR “deep learning” OR
“neuronal networks”) AND (“classifier” OR

“classification” OR “classified” OR “classification
system”) AND (“recommended” OR

“recommender system” OR “collaborative
filtering” OR “content-based filtering”)

ACM

acmdlTitle: (“machine learning” “deep learning”
“neuronal networks”) OR recordAbstract:

(“machine learning” “deep learning” “neuronal
networks”) AND (acmdlTitle: (“classifier”

“classification” “classified” “classification system”)
OR recordAbstract: (“classifier” “classification”

“classified” “classification system”)) AND
(acmdlTitle: (“recommended” “recommender
system” “collaborative filtering” “content-based
filtering”) OR recordAbstract: (“recommended”
“recommender system” “collaborative filtering”

“content-based filtering”))

Science
direct

(“Machine learning” OR “deep learning” OR
“neuronal networks”) AND (“classifier” OR

“classification” OR “classified” OR “classification
system”) AND (“recommended” OR

“recommender system” OR “collaborative
filtering” OR “content-based filtering”)
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(iii) .e ranking of relevant congresses for the Scientific
Information Society of Spain (SCIE) [18], advising
the use of the ranking developed by the Italian
associations GII and GRIN [19]

In addition, the following inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria were defined for including or being not a publication
into the selected primary studies:

(i) C1, Criterion 1. .e classification of the publication
in question must be “Computer Science”

(ii) C2, Criterion 2. Written in English
(iii) C3, Criterion 3. .e research must be related to the

classification and recommendation of data using
machine learning systems

(iv) C4, Criterion 4. Searches cannot be repeated.
Multiple appearances must be eliminated

(v) C5, Criterion 5. As mentioned above, papers must
be classified into the JCR or SCIE rakings

(vi) C6, Criterion 6. .e reading of the abstract must fit
with the dealt topic

Finally, some recommendations from experts in the
subject dealt with in this SMS have also been considered. If
these studies were not found after the execution of the
different searches, they were included in the final selection of
primary studies.

Once defined the quality and inclusion and exclusion
criteria, the screening of the papers was performed.
According to the C1 of inclusion/exclusion of papers which
scope is related to “Computer science,” a total of 923 results
were obtained, having discarded 272 papers that did not
meet this criterion. C2 was applied to the 923 papers ob-
tained from C1 resulting on 909 papers. To the results
obtained from C2, C3 criterion was applied leaving a total of
432 results. Once C4 was applied, a total of 96 papers were
removed remaining 336. A total of 259 papers was the result
of applying C5..e last filter, C6, was applied resulting on 99
papers considering that 160 of the removed ones did not fit
the topic of this research. Finally, repeated papers were
removed..is process ended up removing duplicated entries
between the different digital libraries.

.e result of applying all the quality and inclusion and
exclusion criteria was a total of 80 primary studies which will
be categorized into the classification schema. .e number of
papers found corresponds (roughly) to 6% of the results
found in the first search. Table 3 shows the primary studies
selected.

Figure 2 shows the list of keywords discovered in the
different primary studies. In this figure, the keywords are
classified based on the total number of matches found be-
tween all these primary studies.

Figure 3 depicts the complete process of selecting pri-
mary studies. It shows the search procedure for each digital
library and the results after the application of each quality
and inclusion and exclusion criteria.

By the same token, the process carried out previously
was executed for the industrial scope for detecting and

Table 3: Selected primary studies.

Title Reference
Building accurate and practical recommender system
algorithms using machine learning classifier and
collaborative filtering

[20]

DGA botnet detection using collaborative filtering
and density-based clustering [21]

A multistage collaborative filtering method for fall
detection [22]

Analysis and performance of collaborative filtering
and classification algorithms [1]

Extracting a vocabulary of surprise by collaborative
filtering mixture and analysis of feelings [4]

Content based filtering in online social network using
inference algorithm [23]

Building switching hybrid recommender system
using machine learning classifiers and collaborative
filtering

[8]

Imputation-boosted collaborative filtering using
machine learning classifiers [24]

CRISP-an interruption management algorithm based
on collaborative filtering [25]

A credit scoring model based on collaborative
filtering [26]

Collaborative filtering recommender systems [2]
An improved switching hybrid recommender system
using naive Bayes classifier and collaborative filtering [6]

Tweet modeling with LSTM recurrent neural
networks for hashtag recommendation [27]

A two-stage cross-domain recommendation for cold
start problem in cyber-physical systems [28]

ELM based imputation-boosted proactive
recommender systems [29]

Twitter-user recommender system using tweets: a
content-based approach [30]

A personalized time-bound activity recommendation
system [31]

Automated content based short text classification for
filtering undesired posts on Facebook [32]

Shilling attack detection in collaborative
recommender systems using a meta learning strategy [33]

Building a distributed generic recommender using
scalable data mining library [34]

Context-aware movie recommendation based on
signal processing and machine learning [35]

Recommender systems using linear classifiers [36]
A survey of accuracy evaluation metrics of
recommendation tasks [3]

Incorporating user control into recommender
systems based on naive Bayesian classification [37]

Classification features for attack detection in
collaborative recommender systems [38]

Automatic tag recommendation algorithms for social
recommender systems [39]

Optimizing similar item recommendations in a semi-
structured marketplace to maximize conversion [40]

Capturing knowledge of user preferences: ontologies
in recommender systems [41]

Emotion-based music recommendation using
supervised learning [42]

AWESOME—a data warehouse-based system for
adaptive website recommendations [43]
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selecting the primary technologies or tools that companies
offer. .e search engines returned multiple results (Table 4),
with a total of 21 proposals remaining were potential
candidates.

Table 3: Continued.

Title Reference
Lexical and syntactic features selection for an
adaptive reading recommendation system based on
text complexity

[5]

A smart-device news recommendation technology
based on the user click behavior [44]

Recommendation as link prediction in bipartite
graphs: A graph kernel-based machine learning
approach

[45]

A novel approach towards context based
recommendations using support vector machine
methodology

[46]

A smartphone-based activity-aware system for music
streaming recommendation [47]

An app usage recommender system: improving
prediction accuracy for both warm and cold start
users

[48]

Proposing design recommendations for an intelligent
recommender system logging stress [49]

A recommender system based on implicit feedback
for selective dissemination of eBooks [50]

A novel recommender system based on FFT with
machine learning for predicting and identifying heart
diseases

[51]

An approach to content based recommender systems
using decision list based classification with k-DNF
rule set

[52]

Probabilistic approach for QoS-aware recommender
system for trustworthy web service selection [53]

Approach to cold-start problem in recommender
systems in the context of web-based education [54]

Context and intention-awareness in POIs
recommender systems [55]

A collaborative filtering-based re-ranking strategy for
search in digital libraries [56]

Learning users’ interests by quality classification in
market-based recommender systems [57]

Mobile content recommendation system for re-
visiting user using content-based filtering and client-
side user profile

[58]

A hybrid collaborative filtering algorithm based on
KNN and gradient boosting [59]

A scalable collaborative filtering algorithm based on
localized preference [60]

Recommended or not recommended? Review
classification through opinion extraction [61]

Meta-feature based data mining service selection and
recommendation using machine learning models [62]

Personalized channel recommendation deep learning
from a switch sequence [63]

Affective labeling in a content-based recommender
system for images [64]

A novel approach towards context sensitive
recommendations based on machine learning
methodology

[65]

A distance-based approach for action
recommendation [66]

Ranking and classifying attractiveness of photos in
folksonomies [67]

Consequences of variability in classifier performance
estimates [68]

Table 3: Continued.

Title Reference
Machine learning and lexicon based methods for
sentiment classification: a survey [9]

Machine learning algorithm selection for forecasting
behavior of global institutional investors [69]

Towards rapid interactive machine learning:
evaluating tradeoffs of classification without
representation

[70]

Towards a method for automatically evolving
Bayesian network classifiers [71]

Amachine learning based trust evaluation framework
for online social networks [72]

Automated problem identification: regression vs.
classification via evolutionary deep networks [73]

Empirical evaluation of ranking prediction methods
for gene expression data classification [74]

Inferring contextual preferences using deep auto-
encoding [75]

Automatic recognition of text difficulty from
consumers health information [76]

A hybrid approach for automatic model
recommendation [77]

Learning instance greedily cloning naive Bayes for
ranking [78]

Pairwise-ranking based collaborative recurrent
neural networks for clinical event prediction [79]

Accurate multi-criteria decision making
methodology for recommending machine learning
algorithm

[80]

A general extensible learning approach for multi-
disease recommendations in a telehealth
environment

[81]

An efficient recommendation generation using
relevant jaccard similarity [82]

An image-based segmentation recommender using
crowdsourcing and transfer learning for skin lesion
extraction

[83]

Automatic classification of high resolution land cover
using a new data weighting procedure: the
combination of k-means clustering algorithm and
central tendency measures (KMC–CTM)

[84]

Building a hospital referral expert system with a
prediction and optimization-based decision support
system algorithm

[85]

Classification techniques on computerized systems to
predict and/or to detect apnea: a systematic review [86]

Identification of category associations using a
multilabel classifier [87]

Making use of associative classifiers in order to
alleviate typical drawbacks in recommender systems [88]

S3Mining: a model-driven engineering approach for
supporting novice data miners in selecting suitable
classifiers

[89]

.e use of machine learning algorithms in
recommender systems: a systematic review [11]
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7. Keywording using Abstracts

To create the classification scheme for categorizing the se-
lected primary studies, an attempt wasmade to answer each of
the research questions formulated in the planning phase and,
in addition, to identify each of them with a set of features.

Moreover, two complete iterations were carried out to
classify all the studies and to verify that all the features that
had been found included the content of each study. Table 5
shows and describes the classification scheme defined.

.ereupon, process for the definition of the classification
scheme is repeated for the industrial area. .rough the
answer to the research questions and the extraction of the
technologies’ features, a classification scheme was defined
(Table 6).

8. Data Extraction and Mapping Process

8.1. Scientific Report. .is section describes the most im-
portant aspects obtained from the information collected. To
achieve this purpose, each of the research questions will be
answered and validated, showing the data obtained for each
of them. It is important to note that some of the features may
appear in several studies; therefore, the totals may not always
correspond to 100%.

(i) Research Question RQ1 finds the methods, tech-
niques, and/or tools that have been investigated for
the classification and recommendation systems.
Figure 4 shows that the predominant type of studies
is methods, which represent 35.00% of the total of
the studies, followed by the complete system studies,
with a 23.75%. .e rest of studies correspond to

algorithms with 20.00%, analysis with a presence of
18.75%, and finally, frameworks with a 6.25% of the
total primary studies. From a software development
life-cycle perspective (and avoiding methodological
discussions), requirements and analysis phases
differ from the design phase because it is an earlier
stage and closer to the business (or the application
model) and is completely technology independent.
.en, the found works are contextualized in the
technological design phase. No contextualized work
was found in early stages (business requirements or
analysis).

(ii) Research Question RQ2 seeks to know the validation
of the studies found, which may be practical or
theoretical, identifying if they are within the scientific
or industrial scope. .e results obtained (Figure 5)
show that all the primary studies were academic
focused. Most of them were validated by some way
(97.50%), while 10.00% were not validated.
It is important to note that three different groups
have been distinguished within the validation cat-
egory. .e experimentation subgroup includes all
those studies whose proposal was tested and vali-
dated by experimentation with synthetic and real
data sources..is group contains most of the results
found that were validated, 72.50% of the total.
Another important category is the one that validates
the proposals by a case study, which represent
13.75%. Only the 5.00% of the primary studies were
carried out through surveys, and just one primary
study was focused on the industrial context, rep-
resenting the 1.25% of the total.
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Figure 2: Keyword mapping.
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(iii) Research Question 3 aims to identify the nature of
the methods, techniques, and/or tools about the
classification and recommendation systems found
in the literature. Figure 6 groups two main cate-
gories that contain the whole set of features of the
primary studies found: recommendation and clas-
sification. Within the recommendation group,
content-based and collaborative filtering proposals
are very balanced, representing the 36.25% and
38.75%, respectively. Hybrid systems are the worst
classified with 17.50% of the papers.
Furthermore, the classification group is described,
where both supervised and unsupervised learning
features are presented. Two features stand out for
their use: naive Bayes to classify according to
probabilities with a 28.75% and support vectors,
representing the 20.00% of total. Target based and
Random Forest are the less used, with a presence of
just 1 primary study.

(iv) Research Question RQ4 indicates which are the
main points of interest of the research and which

areas have been less investigated. .is interest is
classified into four categories: novelty, analysis,
research, and improvement (Figure 7).
.e novelty contains those primary studies whose
goal is to present something that lacked in the lit-
erature, and this category represents 22.50%, with
18 primary studies. Analysis category contains those
results that are comparison or study of different
existing techniques, and it represents the 7.50% of
total. .e improvement category represents that
30.00% of the results whose main objective is to
improve an existing approach. Finally, the largest
category is the research one, were a search on
existing or new approaches in the literature is dealt
with. It represents the 36.25% of total with 29
primary studies.

At last, it is interesting to analyze other results that are
not related to the research questions but with the objective
of this document. .ese results can help to know the
evolution of the research of the classification and recom-
mendation systems.

583 studies

Digital libraries

Scopus IEEE Xplore ACM ScienceDirect

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C1 C1 C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

99 primary studies 80 primary studies

442 studies

428 studies

64 studies

64 studies

40 studies

27 studies

148 studies

148 studies

148 studies

35 studies

35 studies

24 studies

16 studies

362 studies

277 studies

277 studies

277 studies

181 studies

142 studies

39 studies

102 studies

56 studies

56 studies

56 studies

56 studies

53 studies

17 studies

Removing duplicates

C1: computer science
C2: written in english
C3: do not fit the selected topic

C4: removing duplicates
C5: are not JCR or SCIE classified
C6: filtering reading abstracts

Figure 3: Search flow diagram: scientific field.
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Table 5: Scientific classification scheme.

Research Question Feature Description

RQ1

Algorithm .is feature defines if the primary study proposes an
algorithm or series of algorithms

System .is feature defines if the primary study is a software
system based on different components

Framework .is feature defines whether the primary study is
based on a framework

Method .is feature defines if the primary study is a set of
procedures to obtain a result

Analysis
.is feature defines if the primary study is a

theoretical study based on surveys or systematic
reviews among others

RQ2

Validated .is feature defines whether the primary study has
been validated with experiments, use cases, or surveys

Not validated .is feature defines if the primary study has not been
validated with experiments, use cases, or surveys

Academic .is feature defines if the primary study has been
validated with some academic case study

Industrial .is feature defines if the primary study has been
validated with some case study in the industry

Experiment
.is feature defines if the primary study has been

validated with the elaboration of different
experiments

Use case .is feature defines whether the primary study has
been validated with the study of a use case

Survey .is feature defines if the primary study has been
validated with the elaboration of some type of survey

Table 4: Selected primary technologies/tools.

Technology Reference
Scikit-learn [90]
Surprise [91]
LightFM [92]
Rexy [93]
PredictionIO [94]
HapiGER [95]
LensKit [96]
SuggestGrid [97]
SLI Systems Recommender [98]
AmazonWebService Machine Learning [99]
Azure ML Studio [100]
Yusp [101]
IBM Watson [102]
Recombee [103]
Mr. DLib [104]
Caret [105]
Shiny [106]
RandomForest [107]
KlaR [108]
CORElearn [109]
RecommenderLab [110]
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Table 5: Continued.

Research Question Feature Description

RQ3

Content based
.is feature defines whether the solution proposed by

the primary study is based or composed of a
recommendation system with a content-based filter

Collaborative
.is feature defines whether the solution proposed by

the primary study is based or composed of a
recommendation system with a collaborative filter

Hybrid
.is feature defines whether the solution proposed by

the primary study is based or composed of a
collaborative and content-based filter conjunction

Graph kernel .is feature defines whether the primary study is
based or composed of a graphic classifier

Naive Bayes
.is feature defines whether the primary study is

based or composed of a naive probabilistic classifier
naive Bayes

Logistic regression
.is feature defines whether the primary study is

based or composed of a classifier by logistic
regression

Decision tree .is feature defines whether the primary study is
based or composed of a classifier by decision trees

Lexical
.is feature defines whether the primary study is
based or composed of a classifier based on textual

features

Based on rules .is feature defines if the primary study is based or
composed of a rule-based classifier

Neural networks .is feature defines if the primary study is based or
composed of a classifier based on neural networks

Clustering .is feature defines if the primary study is based or
composed of a non-supervised cluster classifier

Boosting
.is feature defines if the primary study is based or
composed of an ensemble classifier with a boosting

scheme

Linear algorithm .is feature defines if the primary study is based on or
composed of a classifier based on a linear algorithm

Based on attributes .is feature defines whether the primary study is
based or composed of a classifier based on attributes

Multiclass .is feature defines if the primary study is based or
composed of a multiclass classifier

Warehouse .is feature defines if the primary study is composed
of a classifier based on data warehouse

SVM vectors
.is feature defines if the primary study is composed

of a classifier that makes use of support vector
machines

Neighbor method .is feature defines if the primary study is composed
of a classifier based on the neighbor method

Opinion-based .is feature defines if the primary study is composed
of an opinion-based classifier

Target-based .is feature defines if the primary study is composed
of a target-based classifier

Random forest .is feature defines if the primary study is composed
of a random forest classifier

RQ4

Novelty .is feature defines if the primary study is a new
proposal that does not exist in the literature

Analysis .is feature defines if the primary study is an analysis
of several existing proposals in the literature

Research .is feature defines if the primary study is an
investigation of existing or new proposals

Improvement .is feature defines if the primary study is an
improvement of an existing proposal in the literature
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(i) Figure 8 shows the trend of publication in topics
related to the classification and recommendation
systems. .e chart shows that the trend increases in
recent years, so it can be deduced that it is a subject
of high interest to the scientific community. It is
important to note that, at the beginning of 2019,
there are already more than half of the papers se-
lected for the previous year.

(ii) Figure 9 presents the number of papers obtained for
each of the digital libraries and the relationship with
those finally selected for further study. In light green,
the initial results are shown, highlighting ACM with
27 papers shown, followed by SCOPUS and IEEE

Xplore with 23 and 14, respectively. ScienceDirect
returned only 4 results. Dark green shows the finally
selected studies of each digital library.

8.2. Industrial Report. After the description of the results
obtained from the scientific report, this section presents the
report of the data bring about conducting the study of the
industrial scope.

(i) Research Question RQ1 finds the products that have
been developed for the classification and recom-
mendation systems. Figure 10 shows that the most
frequent results have been complete systems and

Table 6: Industrial classification scheme.

Research Question Feature Description

RQ1

Tool .is feature defines if the technology found is a tool
for supporting

Library .is feature defines if the technology found is a
library of methods or framework

System .is feature defines if the technology found is a
complete system

Platform .is feature defines if the technology found is a
platform

API .is feature defines if the technology found is an API
that offers its functionalities

RQ2
Free .is feature defines whether the technology found is

free software

Commercial .is feature defines if the technology found is
proprietary software

RQ3

Python .is feature defines whether the technology found is
based on python

Apache Spark .is feature defines whether the technology found is
based on Apache Spark

Node .is feature defines whether the technology found is
based on node

Java .is feature defines whether the technology found is
based on java

Ruby .is feature defines whether the technology found is
based on ruby

Unknown .is feature defines if the technology found does not
allow knowing in what language it is based

RQ4
Recommendation .is feature defines if the technology found is aimed

at the recommendation

Classification .is feature defines if the technology found is aimed
at the classification
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libraries or frameworks, with 5 and 4 proposals,
respectively. .e next two features are the APIs and
tools, representing 3 and 4 proposals, respectively.
In the last place, it located the platform feature, with
just one proposal found.
.e sum of the complete systems and the libraries
represent 47.62% of the total of the proposals. .e
set of technologies that represent the APIs is 14.29%,
the tools 9.52%, and finally, the platform is 4.76% of
the total. From a software development life-cycle
perspective (and avoiding methodological discus-
sion), requirements and analysis phases differ from
the design phase because it is an earlier stages and
closer to the business (or application model) and is
completely technology independent. .en, the
found works are contextualized in the technological
design phase. No contextualized work was found in
early stages (business requirements or analysis).

Research Question RQ2 aims to determine if the
products obtained in this scope are free or pro-
prietary software. .is classification has great in-
terest to know those that can suppose an extra cost
for the execution of the project.
According to the taxonomy defined, Figure 11
shows that results are balanced to the open side;
commercial software, with 8 proposals, represent
38.10% of the total, and the set of free software
technologies is composed of 12 results, 57.14% of
the total.

(ii) Research Question RQ3 seeks to identify the nature
of the products found. According to the taxonomy
carried out after the extraction of features, results
obtained are shown in Figure 12. It has been found
that there is a group that gathers most of the tech-
nologies. .is group corresponds to Python, with 7
results, representing 33.33% of the total. .e next
group with the highest results is R, with 28.57% after
returning 6 results. After that, Java is placed, rep-
resenting the 19.05% of total. Next, Apache Spark
technology is classified with 3 proposals obtained,
14.29% of the total. Finally, there are two technol-
ogies with a single appearance, and they are Node
and Ruby, with 9.52% of the total proposals found.
Within this research question, it is highlighted that a
large amount of proprietary software did not allow to
knowwhat technology they are based on so they were
included in the category of others. .is category
turned out to be 14.29% of the results, with 3
proposals.
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(iii) Research Question RQ4 locates the main objective
of the technology. In this case, two different groups
have been stablished: classification and recom-
mendation systems (Figure 13). In the case of the
technologies that offer a classification system, a total
of 10 proposals was obtained, representing 47.62%
of the technologies implemented. In the case of
recommendation systems, 76.19% of the technolo-
gies offered a solution to this problem; that is, 16 of
the proposals were found. Finally, it is important to
note that the 28.57% (6 proposals) of the total use
both regression and classification.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

.edevelopment of this research hasmeant an immersion in
the depths of the recommendation and classification sys-
tems, presenting a SMS which aims to illustrate the state of
the art of these systems nowadays. In addition, with the
execution of this study, it has been intended to offer help in
decision-making about the algorithms to be implemented in
the ADAGIO project.
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Unlike most SMS, that are focused on the scientific
literature, and this study has been carried out from two
points of view as discussed throughout the paper: the sci-
entific and the industrial scopes.

A total of 80 primary studies obtained from the main
digital libraries were analyzed. Within the scientific field, the
results showed that the most studied technique in recom-
mendation systems is recommendation with the use of
collaborative filters, closely followed by those that use
content-based filters. Only 14 used hybrid recommendation
systems, whereas 31 used collaborative filtering and 29 used
content-based methods. .is is an interesting suggestion for
researchers starting to use recommender systems, to find
which of them are more popular and more used in the
scientific environment. As there are more recommender
systems than classification models, it seems that recom-
mendation is well known for scientific researchers, and the
most used technique is collaborative filtering.

In the case of classification solutions, the most
researched alternatives correspond to naive Bayes, SVM
vectors, and neuronal networks, representing almost 55% of
the techniques used for this purpose..ese results are due to
the great presence of studies oriented to social networks,
which cover a large part of Internet traffic.

It is important to point out that all the studies analyzed
in the scientific field were found to be of a theoretical nature;
i.e., none of them are within the industrial scope. Although
many of the proposals present a validation, few of them use
real data sources instead of synthetic ones (artificially
generated rather than generated by real-world events) to
carry out their experiments. In this sense, a lack of tech-
nology transfer of these proposals to real case studies has
been detected.

Furthermore, by conducting market research through
systematic industrial mapping, it was found that there are
many technologies that offer automatic learning solutions,
and most of which are complete systems or libraries.
However, the nature of most of them could not be known
because the proprietary software did not allow it. Another
important issue that must be highlighted is that not only the
communities of free software developers are interested in
this topic but also there are large companies that are working
on it for commercial purposes. .is clearly shows the un-
derlying economic interest, an indicator that it is a branch of
long-distance research.

During the execution of the research on this subject, few
studies were discovered that offered improvements to spe-
cific problems through the combination of recommendation
and classification systems, the main motivation for this
work. In the literature analyzed, the most interesting so-
lutions, algorithms, and technologies have been found also
to be used independently for classification and regression.
.is research is not only useful for the researcher trying to
use both models at the same time but also for the analysts
trying to do just classification or just regression. As future
work, a very interesting research line may focus on how to
combine these systems to obtain more efficient and effective
solutions.

From a software development life-cycle perspective (and
avoiding methodological discussions), requirements and
analysis phases differ from the design phase because it is an
earlier stages and closer to the business (or application
model) and is completely technology independent..is SMS
shows that the majority of all work carried out in the ML
research and industrial field (combining classification and
recommendation algorithms) respond to the design and
implementation phase but are far from offering solutions in
earlier stages such as requirements and analysis. .is makes
it very difficult to find efficient and effective solutions that
support real business needs from an early stage. .e present
work let justify the opening of new ML research lines to
support the information system development since early
stages. A hypothetical solution proposal could be to provide
business analysts with theoretical frameworks and support
tools that facilitate the efficient and effective resolution of
problems and that, subsequently, will allow the automation of
their design and implementation. Specifically, this solution
could consist of the definition of a theoretical framework:

9.1. Foundational Knowledge

(i) Archetype Models for the Different Application Do-
mains. .is model is used for the conceptualization,
formalization, and categorization of the application
domains under study. .e objective is to understand
which application domains exist and which is the basic
information structure that should support the appli-
cation domain. .rough the development of these
predefined archetype models, information structures
could be offered in a systematic way in order to offer
support to the different existing problems.

(ii) Classification and Recommendation Template
Methods to be Applied to Archetype Models. .is
model is used for the conceptualization, formaliza-
tion, and categorization of ML solutions (combining
classification and recommendation algorithms) for
all those application domains that have been defined
by means of archetype models. .e objective is to
facilitate the development of a framework that allows
the automatic generation of ML solutions and that,
in addition, could adjust the classification and the
recommendation according to the needs of each
application domain.
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9.2. Applied Knowledge

(i) From a strategic point of view, understanding the
strategy as a set of ordered stages or phases (phase 1:
classification and phase 2: recommendation)

Define ML solution strategies based on the com-
bination of classification algorithms and recom-
mendation. In other words, determine to what
extent and in what manner (iterative and iterative-
incremental) the classification and recommenda-
tion phases should be combined for a more efficient
and effective use of these algorithms in problem
solving. In addition, the above strategies may de-
pend on the application domain being studied.
Determine which strategic configurations are most
appropriate for each application domain. .e idea
is to facilitate decision-making by automating
decisions by entering a particular application do-
main or problem.

(ii) From a tactical point of view

Determine which machine learning methods,
techniques, and tools are the most effective and
efficient for the application of the previous strategies,
determining the most appropriate for each phase
(classification and recommendation) according to
the application domain of the object of study.

Finally, we can accomplish that even having executed
this rigorous study, there is still a big difficulty in deciding
about which algorithm is better than another depending on
the context in which it is used. .ere is no generic classifier
or recommender, and several should be implanted
depending on the type of data. Currently, it also depends on
the desired level of complexity and the cost of mis-
classification. In conclusion, there is no better model, and
everything depends on the characteristics of each problem.
In this sense, another possible future work is to characterize
these systems, with formal methods (e.g., QuEF [111]), to
reduce the cost when making decisions about it.
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Different types of sensors along the distribution pipelines are continuously measuring different parameters in Smart WAter
Networks (SWAN). +e huge amount of data generated contain measurements such as flow or pressure. Applying suitable
algorithms to these data can warn about the possibility of leakage within the distribution network as soon as the data are gathered.
Currently, the algorithms that deal with this problem are the result of numerous short-term water demand forecasting (WDF)
approaches. However, in general, theseWDF approaches share two shortcomings.+e first one is that they provide low-frequency
predictions.+at is, most of them only provide predictions with 1-hour time steps, and only a few provide predictions with 15min
time steps. +e second one is that most of them require estimating the annual seasonality or taking into account not only data
about water demand but also about other factors, such as weather data, that make their use more complicated. To overcome these
weaknesses, this work presents an approach to forecast the water demand based on pattern recognition and pattern-similarity
techniques.+e approach has a twofold contribution. Firstly, the predictions are provided with 1min time steps within a time lead
of 24 hours. Secondly, the laborious estimation of annual seasonality or the addition of other factors, such as weather data, is not
needed.+e paper also presents the promising results obtained after applying the approach for water demand forecasting to a real
project for the detection and location of water leakages.

1. Introduction

+e current big data scenario is based on using a large
volume of data to get new insights and acquire knowledge
that support the daily decision-making process [1]. One of
the main sources of these data are IoT (Internet of +ings)
systems that collect and transfer a great amount of sensor
data [2]. +e use of these technologies for water manage-
ment allows gathering data in order to monitor water usage
and water waste, what is regarded as one of the application
areas of a smart city [3]. In this sense, the application of
information and communication technology (ICT) devices
to water distribution systems (WDSs) is considered a key
subarea of a smart city and introduces the concept of Smart
WAter Network (SWAN) [4]. A SWAN consists of a large

number of sensors that measure automatically and con-
tinously a wide range of parameters present in WDS.

It should be noted that WDSs are big and complex. Only
in Europe, there are more than 3.5 million kilometers of
pipes [5], and in the United States, around 159 billion liters
of water are withdrawn from water sources each day [6].+e
management of WDS implies to deal with different issues.
One of them is the problem of water pressure that could
affect significantly the level of service for the users and where
there are novel approaches such as [7] that proposes the
division of the network in subregions according to the
expected water peak demand.

Another huge problem managing WDS is to deal with
water loss. Water loss can be attributed to several causes,
including leakage, metering errors, and fraud although
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leakage is usually the major cause. It is estimated that the
amount of water in the world that is lost is more than 30
percent of production [8].

+e data obtained by the sensors that compose a SWAN
can be an important turning point to avoid this problem.
+is is due to the fact that the usual gathered data include
flow, pressure, or totalizer measurements. +e application of
water demand forecasting algorithms over all these data
allows detecting leakages at an early stage.

+ere are several works that present different approaches
to try to forecast the water demand applying different
techniques. Due to the necessity to detect a water leakage as
soon as this problem arises, the more suitable approaches are
those with a short-term forecast horizon, that is, how far the
prediction about the future demand is able to accurately
reach. +us, a short-term forecast horizon is generally
considered for a range between 1 and 48 hours.

+e existing short-term water demand forecast ap-
proaches can achieve good results. However, in general, they
have in common two important limitations that the ap-
proach proposed in this work reduces.

+e first limitation refers to its frequency, in other words,
how many predictions within this horizon the approach is
able to provide. +e usual time steps of most of the ap-
proaches are 1 hour, so that a frequency of 24 predictions per
day may be achieved. Only a few approaches provide higher
frequency being, at most, one prediction every 15minutes.
Considering that the sooner the prediction is able to detect
an anomaly, the better any improvement in the frequency of
the predictions could significantly reduce the loss of water.
Although the time horizon of our approach is on average
(24 hours), we are able to get a time step of one minute, that
is, a frequency of 1440 each day, without reducing the ac-
curacy of the prediction. Notice that this is not a trivial
contribution because we identified that neural networks
approaches were unfeasible with this frequency and more
classic methods such as ARIMA and dynamic harmonic
regression were even too computationally expensive.

+e second limitation concerns the data needed apart
from previous water demand. Most of the current ap-
proaches need extra data about weather (temperature,
rainfall, etc) or demand changes according to factors related
to weekly or annual seasonality, being particularly the es-
timation of the latter, annual seasonality, a very demanding
task. Our approach uses previous water demand data just
considering weekly seasonality reduction and thus the
complexity of its application. +erefore, it avoids the
troublesome estimation and inclusion of annual seasonality
or the usage of weather data.

Our approach is based on pattern similarity and is in-
spired by the work of Grzegorz Dudek [9–11] for short-term
load forecasting in the daily operation of power systems and
energy markets. It has been implemented using the model-
driven development (MDD) paradigm [12, 13] and has been
tested in one of the partner cities of the European project
SmartWater4Europe [5]. +e following goodness-of-fit
(GoF) parameters have been used to determine the per-
formance of the approach: MAPE (mean average percentage

error), RMSE (root mean squared error), and FOB (fraction
out of bounds).

It should also be emphasized that this approach not only
reduces both aforementioned limitations but also presents
the next advantage: (a) it is relatively easy to implement; (b)
it is not highly time-consuming; (c) as the historical record
increases, the performance improves; and (d) the method is
robust enough to deal with minor data issues such as small
segments of missing data. +e latter avoids that it causes
“false alarms”.

+e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we review previous work on water demand forecasting.
Section 3 describes the locations where the data were
gathered and the proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we
present the results and discussion. Finally, the conclusions
and future work are outlined in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Water demand has been a field where quantitative fore-
casting has been applied profusely because it meets the
twofold requirement [14] to use this kind of forecasting: (a)
there are historical numerical data about the variable to
forecast and (b) it is plausible to presuppose that some
features of the patterns recognized in the historical data are
recurring.

We found a number of water demand forecasting ap-
proaches proposed in the literature. In this sense, there are
works published during the 1990s that can be considered as
fundamentals in this field such as the ones by Shvartser et al.
[15] or Buchberger et al. [16, 17]. Donkor et al. [18] reviewed
the literature on urban water demand forecasting published
from 2000 to 2010, in order to identify the methods and
models that are useful for specific water utility decision-
making problems. More recently, Sebri [19] conducted a
meta-analysis to estimate in a statistical way how different
features of primary studies could influence the correctness of
urban water demand forecasts.

In this section, we focus on reviewing the most relevant
methods published since 2010 to date (to the best of our
knowledge) focused on short-term predictions (1–48 hours)
sorted according to the frequency used (from lowest to
highest).

To begin with, Adamowski et al. [20] tested if coupled
wavelet-neural network models (WA-ANNs) applied to
forecast daily urban water demand could provide promising
results during the summer months in the city of Montreal,
Canada. +ey used daily total urban water demand, daily
total precipitation, and daily maximum temperature, all of
them gathered during the summer period to conduct their
work. Concretely, they integrated artificial neural networks
together with discrete wavelet transforms to elaborate
coupled wavelet-neural network models. +ey stated that
their approach provided better results forecasting short-
term (24 hours) water demand than other techniques such
as artificial neural networks (ANN) alone, autoregressive
integrated moving average (ARIMA), multiple linear re-
gression (MLR), or multiple nonlinear regression (MNLR).
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However, their approach only provided one prediction for
the whole day.

Herrera et al. [21] focused their work on trying to
forecast the water demand in the next hour in an urban area
of a city in southeastern Spain. Not only did they use
previous water demand data but also temperature, wind
velocity, atmospheric pressure, and rain data. +ey con-
cluded that support vector regression (SVR)models were the
more adequate ones for this task, and multivariate adaptive
regression splines (MARS), projection pursuit regression
(PPR), and random forest (RF) could also be used. However,
the neural network that they used (feedforward neural
networks with one hidden layer in conjunction with the
backpropagation learning algorithm) seemed to provide
very poor results.

Odan and Reis [22] compared different ANNs to forecast
water demand.+ey used hourly consumption data from the
water supply system of Araraquara, São Paulo, Brazil, as well
as temperature and relative humidity data. +eir estimations
were made for the next 24 hours with a frequency of 1 for
each hour. Concretely, they analyzed a multilayer percep-
tron with the backpropagation algorithm (MLP-BP), a dy-
namic neural network (DAN2), and two hybrid ANNs. +e
more interesting finding of their work is that the different
variants of DAN2 that they used either to forecast the first
hour or the whole 24 hours did not need the use of weather
variables and achieved better results that the rest ones.

Ji et al. [23] used different factors along with a least-
square support vector machine (SVM) to forecast water
demand for one day with one-hour frequency. +e factors
that they have taken into account were flow data, the
maximum and the minimum temperature, precipitations,
holiday information, and information of incidents. +e
novelty of this work lies in the adjustment of the hyper-
parameters of the SVM system by using swarm intelligence
via a teaching learning-based optimization algorithm.

Hutton and Kapelan [24] were concerned about the
uncertainties that influenced the results of water demand
forecasts and proposed an iterative methodology based on
probabilistic that tried to decrease the effect of such un-
certainties during the development of hourly short-term
water demand prediction models. +ey used static calen-
dar data in addition to water demand data. On the one hand,
their approach exposed the unsuitability of simplistic
Gaussian residual assumptions in predicting water demand.
On the other hand, they concluded that a model whose
kurtosis and heteroscedasticity in the residuals are revised
iteratively using formal Bayesian likelihood functions allow
building better predictive distributions.

Candelieri et al. [25–27] have works that make use of
unsupervised (time series clustering) and supervised (sup-
port vector machines regression models) machine learning
strategies. +ese strategies were combined in a two-stage
framework in order to identify typical urban water demand
patterns and successively provide reliable one day forecasts
for each hour of the day. +ey used real data gathered from
different sources of Milan (Italy) to check their proposal.
+eir last work extended the previous ones by allowing also
anomaly detection.

Alvisi and Franchini [28] have the goal of estimating the
predictive uncertainty in water demand forecasting. To this
end, they joined short-term water demand predictions
provided by two or more models by means of the model
conditional processor (MCP). +en, MCP computed a
probability distribution of the real future demand according
to the different predictions of each particular model. +is
probability distribution, together with a predefined hourly
pattern based on the season and the day of the week, allows
them to estimate the expected hourly water demand for a
whole day as well as the associated predictive uncertainty.

Brentan et al. [29] considered that the result of the
applying fixed regression structure with time series can be
biased and prone to errors. +eir proposal tried to reduce
both of them when building a short-term (24 hours) hourly
water demand forecasting. To do this, firstly, they used
support vector regression (SVR) together with calendar data
to build a base forecasting, and secondly, they improved this
forecasting applying Fourier time series process.

Romano and Kapelan [30] proposed the use of evolu-
tionary artificial neural networks (EANNs) to perform
adaptive hourly water demand forecasting for the whole next
day. +eir goal is to provide near real-time operational
management by analyzing water demand time series and
weekly seasonality. +is approach was tested on a real-life
UK case study, and one of its main features was that it did
not need too much human intervention.

Gagliardi et al. [31] proposed two models based on
homogeneous Markov chain model (HMC) and non-
homogeneous Markov chain model (NHMC) to forecast
next day hourly water demand. +ey used water demand
data and weekly seasonality; concretely, they differentiated
between working and nonworking days.+ey recommended
the use of HMC to do this type of predictions because their
results showed that its performance was better than the one
obtained using NHMC.

Pacchin et al. [32] proposed a model based on moving
windows that predicted the hourly water demand during the
next day. +is model presented two different features with
respect to other similar models. On the one hand, it updated
the prediction taking into account the demand data of the
previous day. On the other hand, it did not need two much
historic data in comparison with other models since it was
able to do accurate predictions only using the data of three or
four previous weeks. It also should be pointed that they also
took into consideration the weekly seasonality.

Arandia et al. [33] proposed a methodology to predict
15min, hourly, and daily water demand either offline (using
historical data) or online (using a real-time feed of data).+eir
proposal joined seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) and data as-
similation.+ey also used in their approachweekly seasonality
and daily periodicity and concluded than their methodology
showed a better performance using weekly seasonality.

Bakker et al. [34] presented a model to forecast 15min
water demand for the next two days. +eir model used static
calendar data in addition to six years of water demand data
gathered from different areas of the Netherlands. According
to this work, a frequency of 15minutes is more suitable than
1-hour frequency when detailed optimization is needed.
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As we have seen, a number of approaches have been
widely used for forecasting; however, as it is shown in Ta-
ble 1, the frequency of these approaches is usually around 1
for each hour. Additionally, this table also shows the factors
that each proposal needs to work apart from the previous
water demandmeasurements. In most cases, the inclusion of
more factors to make the forecast, such as annual calendar
data or weather data, can be quite cumbersome. In turn, we
propose the application of pattern similarity-based tech-
niques proposed by Dudek [9–11] to the water demand
forecasting problem. +e main reason for selecting these
techniques is their ability to simultaneously cope with the
aforementioned difficulties: they remove the need to add
weather data or to determine the annual seasonality by
constructing the input and output patterns in which the
series has been normalized, and at the same time, since the
considered signal segments encompass a full day, the fre-
quency of the predictions is 1440 per day.

3. Materials and Methods

+is section describes the data sites used (taken from diverse
real-world locations with different characteristics) and the
preprocessing procedure carried out before starting the data
analysis. In addition, we describe some relevant concepts,
such as trends and seasonalities, before describing the input/
output patterns and the proposed algorithm.

3.1. Data Sites. +e algorithm has been tested in different
locations of one of the member cities of the European project
SmartWater4Europe. Concretely, this city is located in
northern Spain, and it has about 180.000 inhabitants, with a
population density of 1680 inhabitants per square km. With
respect to the climate, it has an average annual precipitation
of 546mm, and it has a range of daily mean temperatures
from 3.5°C in winter to 19.5°C in summer.

+e data were collected by the company responsible of
managing the water distribution of this city. +is company
has 58507 customers, the length of the distribution network
is 467.315metres, and the mean quantity of supplied water
each day per inhabitant is 392,39 litres.

To gather the data, the company used the following:

(i) 14 sectoral sensors spread throughout the network
pipes of the 3 sites (see below) that were able to
measure flow, pressure, and totalizer each minute.
+is means that each sensor measures 1440 times a
day and the company had been storing 20160
measurements (14×1440) each day for 10 years.

(ii) 1502 intelligent water meters spread throughout
industries and homes located in the 3 sites (see
below). In this case, each one performed 24 mea-
surements per week.

Concretely, this company measured data of three dif-
ferent areas of this city whose characteristics are as follows.

(i) Site 1: Industrial Area. It is an industrial estate at the
outskirts of the city. In this area, there are almost no
domestic end users of the water supply.

(ii) Site 2: High-Density Population Area. It is a
neighborhood located in the center of the city. It is a
zone with high buildings where there are thousands
of families.

(iii) Site 3: Low-Density Population Area. It is a suburb
of the city. Most homes are either low-rise buildings
or single-family homes, so the density of users is
very low. It is important to note that the houses of
this area have private backyards. It may be assumed
that this is a factor which influences the water use
pattern of the area.

At each timestamp, the minimum, maximum, and av-
erage flows (measured in l/min) were recorded. Table 2
shows, as an example, the first six measurements obtained
by a sectoral sensor for the industrial area site. Note that the
variable timestamp reflects the local time (CET), and +01 or
+02 only reflects the difference from Greenwich Mean Time
(GMT) (or coordinated universal time, abbreviated to UTC).

3.2. Proposed Algorithm. Domestic water demand data
conform a time series with several seasonalities being the
daily, weekly, and annual seasonalities the most important.
In addition to these seasonalities, there are usually a long-
term trend component and a high-frequency noise term.

As was mentioned before, the signal was sampled at a 1-
minute frequency and we were considering a 24 hour
forecast horizon. +is means that, at any given moment, we
need to forecast the next 1440 values of our signal. +is rules
out the possibility of using, directly, classical time series
analysis methods such as ARIMA, exponential smoothing,
and Winter–Holts methods. Moreover, direct neural net-
work methods are also not feasible since for these methods
the output layers would have 1440 neurons and the input
layer would be much bigger, and therefore, the training of
such large number of weights would require far more data
than what is available.

+e main problem here is that, with this high sampling
frequency, the number of data needed in order to capture the
weekly and annual seasonalities is simply too large.
+erefore, we need to devise a method in which the sea-
sonalities can be treated in a different way.

Our approach here is based on the pattern-similarity
search proposed by Dudek in [9–11] for forecasting electric
load. +is method first splits the time series into segments of
length equal to the forecast horizon and then maps those
segments into two signals x and y—input and output sig-
nals—which will be used for a query-predict procedure.
+ose signals will be somehow normalized and will not be
affected by trends and large period seasonalities. +ey will
only contain the information within the forecast horizon
(24 hours), and each 24-hour segment will be considered as a
measure unit.
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In particular, the input and output signals are defined by
the following:

xi,t �
Fi,t −Fi������������


n
l�1 Fi,l −Fi 

2
 , t � 1, . . . , n, (1)

yi,t �
Fi,t+τ −Fi������������


n
l�1 Fi,l −Fi 

2
 , t � 1, . . . , n, (2)

where xi,t and yi,t denote the input and output signals for
day i at time t, respectively; Fi,t denotes the water flow of the
day i at time t; Fi denotes the average water flow of day i; τ is
the forecast horizon; n is the number of measurements in
each day (in our case, both τ and n are 1440).

On the one hand, the input signal x, also called the query
signal, represents the normalized pattern for a current day
with all its intraday information. On the other hand, the
output signal y, also called the forecast signal, represents the
normalized pattern of the following day (with our particular
value of the forecast horizon). +e normalization procedure
filters all the seasonalities and trends beyond the daily
frequency.

Now, the procedure would be as follows: for any given
day i0, we want to estimate the unknown value of the output
signal yi0

from the known input signal xi0
. Once we have the

estimation yi0
, we can predict the values of the water demand

for the forecast horizon using equation (2):
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+erefore, the problem reduces to obtain the forecast for
the output signal yi0

. To make such forecast, we follow the
next procedure (shown in Figure 1):

(1) We select the k nearest neighbors (using the Eu-
clidean distance) of the query pattern xi0

from the
data in the history record from days of the same class
(same day of the week/holiday) such that the fol-
lowing day is not an atypical day (e.g., holiday).

(2) We compute the estimate yi0
via the following

equation:

yi0
�
1
k



j∈Θ xi0 

yj, (4)

whereΘ(xi0
) is the set of indices of the k x patterns nearest to

the query pattern xi0
obtained in the previous step.

(3) Finally, we transform yi0
to obtain the water flow

estimate according to equation (3).

Along with the estimation, we can obtain pointwise
confidence bands:
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(5)

where T∗α/2 denotes the two-tailed critical value for Student’s
t-distribution with k− 1 degrees for a confidence level α and
S2i0 ,t is the sample variance of the k output signals used for the
computation of yi0

.

Table 1: Related work comparison with respect to frequency, forecast horizon, and other factors or complex estimation needed to apply the
approach.

Work
Related work comparison

Frequency Forecast horizon Other factors
Adamowski et al. [20] 1 for each day 24 hours Weather data during summer
Herrera et al. [21] 1 for each hour 1 hour Weather data
Odan and Reis [22] 1 for each hour 24 hours Weather data
Ji et al. [23] 1 for each hour 24 hours Weather, holidays, and incident data
Hutton and Kapelan [24] 1 for each hour 24 hours Annual calendar data
Candelieri et al. [25–27] 1 for each hour 24 hours Working days and seasons of the year
Alvisi and Franchini [28] 1 for each hour 24 hours Weekly seasonality and seasons of the year
Brentan et al. [29] 1 for each hour 24 hours Annual calendar data
Romano and Kapelan [30] 1 for each hour 24 hours Weekly seasonality
Gagliardi et al. [31] 1 for each hour 24 hours Weekly seasonality
Pacchin et al. [32] 1 for each hour 24 hours Weekly seasonality
Arandia et al. [33] 1 for each 15minutes 24 hours Daily and weekly seasonality
Bakker et al. [34] 1 for each 15minutes 48 hours Annual calendar data
Our proposal 1 for each minute 24 hours Weekly seasonality

Table 2: Structure of the raw data from the industrial area (first six
measurements).

Industrial area
Timestamp Average Maximum Minimum
2014-01-01 00:00:00 + 01 3.278 4.031 2.919
2014-01-01 00:01:00 + 01 3.591 5.064 3.049
2014-01-01 00:02:00 + 01 4.875 5.352 4.518
2014-01-01 00:03:00 + 01 4.263 5.074 3.475
2014-01-01 00:04:00 + 01 3.966 5.004 3.406
2014-01-01 00:05:00 + 01 3.771 4.031 3.188
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
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Once we have an estimation, we need to assess the
quality of the forecast in order to validate the prediction
model. We have considered three GoF parameters: the mean
average percentage error (MAPE), the root mean squared
error (RMSE), and the fraction out of bounds (FOB). +e
first two parameters are well-known error measures. +e
FOB for estimation at day i0 is as follows:

fobi0
�

NOBi0

NIBi0
+ NOBi0

, (6)

where NOBi and NIBi are the number of measurements on
day i0 that lie outside and inside the confidence band for the
given day i0, respectively.

+e MAPE parameter is very widely used in forecasting
practice, but it becomes of little use when the actual values to
be forecast are very small (close to zero).+e problem is that,
in our segments, there is a significant fraction of the day for
which the water demand is indeed very small (night ours).
+e RMSE is an absolute value of the deviance of the forecast
from the observed data. However, for small values of the
water flow, it is difficult to assess the goodness of fit when the
RMSE is small since the measure is not relative to the
magnitude of the quantity to be predicted. Finally, the FOB
can be regarded as a measure of the deviance of the observed
day from what could be considered an average day of the
same type. For small values of the FOB, we could say that the
observed water flow corresponds to an “average” day, while
if the FOB is large, the observed data does not follow the
same pattern of other days of the same type in the historical
record (and this could be related to either measurement
anomalies or even water leaks).

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Algorithm Parameters. Figure 2 depicts the average
water flows vs. the day of the week for the three measure-
ment sites. It is clearly shown that, for the industrial area site,
there are at least four different patterns: Monday–+ursday,
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. For the high-density pop-
ulation area, there are two patterns corresponding to the
labor days (Mon–Fri) and the weekends (Sat–Sun). Finally,
at the low-density population area, there are more irregular
patterns. +erefore, we considered the most restrictive
pattern distribution (each day of the week to follow a dif-
ferent pattern, low-density population area) with the aim of
easing the development of the algorithm.

Moreover, another distinct pattern is shown on holidays
(Figure 3). Since the distribution of holidays varies from year
to year, the inclusion of a holiday pattern in a model based
on periodicities is difficult and cumbersome to implement.

+e algorithm was tested for all days from 15 February
2014 until 18 September 2016. We did not start with the first
measurements because we needed some weeks of historical
data for the k nearest neighbors approach. Since we searched
for the five nearest neighbors (see details below), we left a
margin of seven weeks of historical data. +e parameters
considered for all sites were as follows: (a) the number of
nearest neighbors: k � 5 for all years, (b) the threshold limits:
min � 0.05 l/min, max � 100 l/min, and (c) the confidence
level for the confidence band estimation: 90% (i.e., α � 0.1).

+e number of neighbors is an important parameter. If it
is too small, the resulting pattern will not be representative of
a true pattern for the forecasted day, but if it is too large, then
the neighbors might be “far away” from the query pattern,
and thus, we would be considering very different days for the
estimation of our pattern.

4.2. Results. Figure 4 depicts a general perspective of all
three GoF parameters at the three sites. All of them showed
small global values: in 75% of the cases, the predictions
showed values of FOB, MAPE, and RMSE less than 0.20,
39%, and 7.86 l/min, respectively, for the industrial area site;
0.21, 50%, and 1.80 l/min for the high-density population
area site; and 0.25, 41%, and 5.82 l/min for the low-density
population area site (Table 3).

Although the errors showed small values in the overall
outcomes, a more thorough analysis is needed to determine
the causes for the cases in which the parameters took higher
values. To this aim, daily values were obtained and repre-
sented as scatter plots. For the sake of simplicity, values were
categorized in three different levels: good, regular, and bad.
+e results are shown in Figure 5.

4.3. Discussion. +e pattern-similarity forecasting method
presented here proved very suitable for obtaining accurate
daily predictions for the water flow values. However, we
found several cases in which predictions were worse than
what was expected or they simply delivered values com-
pletely different from the actual measurements.

At the industrial area site, the most difficult days to
forecast were Sundays (for example, Figure 6). +e main

Original time series
Day i0

Preprocessing

X-Y pattern
encoding

Pattern search -
K nearest heighbors Y pattern estimation Y pattern decoding

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Flow estimation

Figure 1: Forecasting procedure.
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Figure 2: Mean flow vs. day of the week. For each of the three sites, the average for each minute of each weekday for the whole period is
plotted. (a) Industrial area; (b) high-density population area; (c) low-density population area.
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reason for this difficulty was that there were several different
patterns for Sundays, but on the other hand, all Saturdays
showed almost the same pattern. For any given Sunday, we
took the preceding Saturday X pattern and we looked for the
k nearest neighbors for this Saturday pattern. Since most of
that patterns were very similar, regardless of the corre-
sponding Y pattern (for next Sunday), there were cases in
which the k Y patterns were almost random and did not

reflect the characteristic Y pattern for our day. In other
terms, a given X pattern had very different possible Y
patterns linked to it.

Other difficulties arose when dealing with anomalous
days. +e most common anomalous days were holidays. We
had an issue with the forecasting procedure, when the day we
wished to forecast, the following day, or the preceding day
was a holiday. Moreover, even if the prediction day was not a
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Figure 4: Distributions for the goodness of fit parameters values at the industrial area (a), the high-density population area (b), and the low-
density population area (c) sites over the entire period of study, 2014–2016.
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Table 3: 75% quantiles for the goodness-of-fit parameters at the three sites over the entire period.

SITE
GOF

FOB (ratio) MAPE (%) RMSE (l/min)
Industrial area 0.20 39 7.86
High-density population area 0.21 50 1.80
Low-density population area 0.25 41 5.82

Industrial area High density population area Low density population area
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Figure 5: Daily values of the (a) FOB (fraction out of bounds), (b) MAPE (mean average percentage error), and (c) RMSE (root mean square
error) for the industrial area, the high-density population area, and the low-density population area sites. +e values are gathered into three
different categories: good (green shading) for values lower than 20%, regular (green shading) for values between 20 and 50%, and bad (red
shading) for values greater than 50%.
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holiday (nor the preceding or following day), but one of the k
nearest neighbors of the X pattern for the query day was
followed by an anomalous day, the results were distorted by
it (Figure 7).

Finally, the better the measurements are, the more ac-
curate the forecasts will be. If a particular day has gaps in the
measurements, although it is feasible to cope with the NAs
(days with nonavailable data), they will introduce errors and
mispredictions into the algorithm (Figure 8). Days with
missing data should be flagged as anomalous and not
considered in the forecasting procedure.

+e high-density population area is the site where
predictions were most accurate. +is is partly because in this
site which is an urban neighborhood in the center of the city,
there are a large number of inhabitants living in residential
buildings. +is large number of people using the water
supply at once regularizes the water flow time series. +is is
seen in Figure 2 (middle plot). Two patterns (labor days and
weekends) can be observed, and they even look similar. Since
the signal is so regular, the statistical forecasting procedure is
more reliable, and thus, the GoF parameters showed very
good results (with the exception of the MAPE which, as we
stated above, was not considered due to its flaws when near-
zero values are measured).

In the high-density population area, one of the causes of
errors in the forecasting was misbehavior of the time series,
probably because of malfunctions in the measurement de-
vice. For example, on 24 July 2014, there was, at around 10
a.m., a jump in the signal. After the jump, the time series
continued to follow the normal pattern but maintained the
offset (Figure 9).

Another type of misbehavior seen in the time series was
an increase in the random fluctuations of the signal. For
example, on 18 November 2015, a high-frequency random

component appeared and overlapped the signal (Figure 10).
+is random noise made the FOB value increase to 0.51 (red
flag). Nonetheless, the original signal was still well predicted
since both the forecasted and the measured values followed
the same pattern, and this is why the RMSE value stayed
small (RMSE� 2.8 l/min) although the FOB was high.

+e low-density population area site was the most dif-
ficult to forecast. +e reason for this was because this site is a
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Figure 6: A wrongly forecasted signal. In this case, the forecasted
day was on Sunday, 19 April 2015, at the industrial area site. For this
site, Saturdays are very similar and Sundays differ depending on
other factors (e.g., the time of the year). +is led to an improper
forecasting since the (k) Saturdays closest to 18 April 2015 do not
need to be followed by Sundays similar to the forecasted day.
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Figure 7: Forecasting at the industrial area on Monday, 2 No-
vember 2015.+is day in particular was a holiday. In this case, since
the day before was a Sunday, the predicted values were the average
of (k) normal Mondays, which, obviously had a very different
behaviour.
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Figure 8: Forecasting at the industrial area on Wednesday, 11
March 2015. +e effect of missing data in both the prediction and
query days is visible in this figure. When there are missing data in
the query day, the neighbors are improperly obtained since only the
remaining data are considered, and thus, one might obtain a
misleading neighbor which would yield erroneous forecasting
results. When the data are missing in the forecasting day, there
cannot accurate predictions.
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residential suburb of the city, where there are lots of single-
family homes with gardens. Moreover, the zone is not very
big, so the number of end users is very low compared to that
of the high-density population area (hundreds of end users
vs. thousands of end users). +erefore, the weight of each
domestic user is very high and so is the variance in the
signals. +is led to a highly irregular time series. For ex-
ample, Figure 11 shows the same week of July (8th to 14th)

for 2014, 2015, and 2016. No regular pattern can be easily
foreseen.

In this site, the overall results were fairly good. However,
the main characteristic of these signals, the sudden peaks in
the water flow, remained largely unpredictable since their
distribution is, to a large extent, random.

For example, Figure 12 shows the forecast for two days.
+e first one corresponds to 12 March 2014 and was flagged
as “green” in the FOP plot (Figure 5), while the second,
which is for 13 March 2014, was flagged as “red” in the same
FOP plot. It looks like the forecasts were more or less equally
good, but in the first case, the peaks happened to occur inside
the confidence bands, while in the second case, they fell
outside those bands. +is seems to be the reason why there
were differences in the FOB for almost the same type of
prediction even though the RMSE was, in both cases, very
small (RMSE� 4.21 l/min, RMSE� 4.43 l/min).

As we have seen, an advantage of the pattern-similarity
algorithm is that there is no need to estimate the annual
seasonality since the procedure of normalizing the signal
(obtaining the X–Y patterns) deseasonalizes the time series.

+e pattern-similarity algorithm is easy to implement,
and it is not very time-consuming. +e part of the algorithm
that takes the most time is the filtering of the training data,
which are all days in the historical record of the same day of
the week as the query day, such that neither them nor the
next day are holidays (or anomalous days). +e filtering can
be accelerated by using database processing language tools
(such as SQL).

In addition, if we have a large enough historical record
with good data quality at our disposal, the patterns obtained
as the forecast of the water flow on a given day are a good
prediction of what that day should be like (Figure 13).

Even when the day to be forecasted shows minor data
issues (small segments of missing data), the method is robust
enough to deal with them. +is keeps the algorithm from
making false alarms (Figure 14).

Finally, as the historical record increases, the perfor-
mance of the algorithm will improve. +e method is based
on obtaining statistical knowledge from previous data in
order to determine the most similar situation to the one
ahead, from the past data. +erefore, as the historical da-
tabase gets larger, the forecast will get more accurate.

4.4. Comparison with Previous Work. In this section, we
compare our approach (STPS, short-term pattern similarity)
with another two similar ones: αβ-WDF (αβ water demand
forecast that was recently published by Pacchin et al. [32])
and GRNN (generalized regression neural network that was
published by Dudek [11]).

+e αβ-WDF approach is based on a moving window in
which average parameters are obtained for similar days
(same day of the week) from one, two, and three weeks
earlier (a moving window of 3weeks). αβ-WDF and STPS
work in a very similar way; they both obtain average patterns
for the same day of the week as the query day. However,
since αβ-WDF takes into account three weeks prior to the
time at which the forecast is made, STPS selects the k nearest
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Figure 9: Forecasting at the high-density population area on
+ursday, 24 July 2014. +e water flow jumped at 10:28 a.m. from
9.39 l/min to 19.03 l/min. +is offset of around 10 l/min was
maintained after the jump. +erefore, although the RMSE was not
very high (RMSE� 6.81 l/min), the FOB put that day in red
(FOB� 0.63).+e pointwise 95% confidence band of the estimation
is depicted in grey.
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Figure 10: Forecasting at the high-density population area on
Wednesday, 18 November 2015. +e water flow measurements
show a very large random component that increases the variance by
a great amount. However, the general pattern of the series was well
predicted by the forecast. +erefore, the RMSE remained low
(RMSE� 2.8 l/min), even when the FOB was high (FOB� 0.51).
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neighbors of the query pattern from the data in the history
record.

As Dudek states [35], GRNN is a method equivalent to
the STPS in terms of data preprocessing. It is also based on
the X-Y pattern similarity that eliminates the seasonal
components and also considers the nearest k neighbors.
However, the prediction is made using a neural network of a

single neuron in the intermediate layer using radial basis
functions as weights. In this way, the result of the prediction
is also an average of certain Y patterns, but with weights
given by a Gaussian kernel (for further details, please refer
[35]).

Other recently developed well-known approaches are
based on ANNs, e.g., feedforward neural networks or long
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Figure 11: Comparison of the same week of July over the three sampled years (a) 2014, (b) 2015, and (c) 2016 at the low-density population
area site.
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Figure 12: Comparison of two forecasts at the low-density population area site. +e first one (a) was flagged as “green” in the FOB plot
(FOB� 0.18), while the second (b) was flagged as “red” (FOB� 0.58). +e pointwise 95% confidence band of the estimation is depicted in
grey.
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short-term memory networks. Unfortunately, we could not
apply these approaches to our study. From an engineering
perspective, a 24 h forecast is commonly considered to be a
short-term forecast; however, for data series with a high
frequency, the number of predicted values is huge (1440
values). In our study, a method based on ANNs would
require an output layer with 1440 nodes as well as an ele-
vated number of nodes within both the hidden and input
layers; therefore, the required data to train the ANN would
be huge.

In the comparison study, we considered data from the
year 2015 (in which the historical data is complete), and we
computed the two error parameters proposed by Pacchin et al.
[32]: MAPE and RMSE. Note that, since the number of data
predicted for each day was high (1440 values) and because
during an important fraction of the day, the water con-
sumption values were very low (close to zero), and the value of
theMAPE could become very high; therefore, for these special
cases, we considered the RMSE to present a more adequate
value to determine the goodness of the prediction.

In Figure 15, we present the measured values and the
predicted values of the three approaches for a randomly-

picked day: 1 June 2015 at the high-density population area.
Figure 16 illustrates the goodness of the methods under
study in the three scenarios (industrial area, high-density
population area, and low-density population area). It can be
observed that our approach (STPS) and GRNN present
better results than αβ-WDF for the three scenarios.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

+is paper has presented an approach based on pattern-
similarity techniques to forecast water demand. +is work
faces two important challenges that have been traditionally
neglected in previous approaches, namely, a high frequency
of predictions (based on measurements in terms of minutes)
and the need for external data such as annual seasonality or
weather that increments the complexity of the approaches.
In that sense, on the one hand, the approach presented here
is based on 1min steps predictions, and, on the other hand, it
does not require estimating annual seasonality since it de-
termines this seasonality by constructing the X and Y pat-
terns in which the series has been normalized.

In order to validate the approach, the study was applied
over three different sites of a city in northern Spain. +e
results obtained provided interesting insights, such as the best
predictions obtained in high-density population areas, the
difficulties for identifying patterns for Sundays in industrial
areas, or the higher random behaviour in low-density areas.

Additionally, our pattern-similarity approach (STPS)
was also compared to other similar techniques that have
been previously used for water forecasting, i.e., αβ-WDF
and GRNN. +e results obtained evidenced that αβ-WDF
was the approach with worst results whilst GRNN and
STPS behave similarly. +is similar behaviour is normal
since, in both cases, the estimation is obtained by an average
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Figure 13: Example of a good forecast at the high-density pop-
ulation area site. +e pointwise 95% confidence band of the esti-
mation is depicted in grey.
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Figure 15: Forecasting at the high-density population area for
Wednesday, 1 June 2015. +e red line denotes the measured values,
the green line denotes the predicted values by the αβ-WDF ap-
proach, the blue line denotes the prediction of GRNN, and the
violet line denotes the predicted values by our approach (STPS).
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of some past values. However, while GRNN uses a weighted
average where the weights are obtained by the Gaussian radial
basis, in STPS, we use a simple average what is easier to
compute. +us, the main difference relies on the fact that, in
GRNN, the abovementioned average is computed from some
fixed previous days (one, two, or even three weeks before),
while the STPS averages the last k nearest neighbors.
+erefore, in cases in which the past weeks were, by any
chance, nontypical (e.g., Christmas or Easter week), our
method is providing better results due to its higher flexibility
because in such cases it will look for similar days in the whole
recorded history, whereas GRNN will be using only the past
few weeks.

As future work, we intend to handle some weaknesses
identified in the current method. Firstly, predictions
success is reduced when anomalous days are considered.
Anomalous days refer to two different situations: holidays
and days with a behaviour different from what is con-
sidered usual. +e former may be solved by constructing
training sets from which to obtain the nearest neighbors
since historical record contains enough data. To tackle the
complexity of the latter, once these types of anomalous
days have been identified, they could be just removed from
the possible training subsets in the forecasting of other
days.

Secondly, in order to improve the results for data sites
where apparently there is not regularity, such as the low-
density population area in our study, shorter prediction
horizons could be considered, e.g., 4–6 hours. However, this
is an issue that remains currently untested.

Finally, another interesting line of further work is the
application of the proposed approach for water distribution
in different cities.
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Business process management (BPM) is a strategic advantage for all kinds of organizations, including information technology
companies (ITCs), which cannot stay out of the BPM approach. ITCs manage business processes like projects to create and
maintain software. Although Project Management Systems (PMSs), such as Microsoft™ Project Server® (MPS®), are consideredas non-process-aware information systems (Non-PAISs), they may be a source to generate processes. In this paper, we propose a
reverse engineering approach, which uses patterns to transform software projects stored in MPS® legacy databases into software
business processes. For this, we base on the model-driven engineering paradigm and deal with the time perspective of the
processes. &is kind of experiences are scarce or almost nonexistent, so we show the AQUA-WS project case study, which runs
with MPS® as source system and software process modeling languages as target systems. ITCs can benefit from this research by
gathering knowledge about perspectives of their processes that would otherwise be wasted, such as executed projects or expired
documents used in Non-PAISs. &is fact can become a key factor for ITCs, which can increase their competitiveness and reduce
software costs, as part of the BPM lifecycle of continuous improvement.

1. Introduction

Competitiveness in the global economy is one of the most
important challenges that companies and organizations
must face up. &erefore, business process management
(BPM) is a strategic advantage that all companies should
consider [1, 2]. Information technology companies (ITCs)
focused on software process management are intensely in-
volved in these challenges [3, 4], although their business
processes are more complex, variable, and unpredictable
[5, 6] than those that take place in other industrial sectors.
However, no ITC can afford to reject the BPM approach. In
turn, model-driven engineering (MDE [7]) has been pro-
moted during the last decades as a paradigm to solve the
complexity associated with processes of software manage-
ment. Object Management Group (OMG) Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA [8]) is the major exponent of MDE in
the field of software engineering. Henceforth, we will refer to

MDA in this article. ITCs have been working with this
paradigm with certain level of success [9–12]. &ey often
manage their operations using ITsystems (ITSs) that may be
classified, among others, in two categories: (i) process-aware
information systems (PAISs) [2], where the concept of
process is well defined, comprising models and traces of
instance executions that are stored in an event log; and (ii)
non-process-aware information systems (Non-PAISs),
which are often Legacy Information Systems (LISs) [13–
16], containing a Legacy Database (LDB) that stores states of
ITC transactions.

&e BPM lifecycle of continuous improvement [2]
proposes analyzing process executions against current
process models. Business process discovery (BPD), con-
cerning process mining [17–19] in the scope of PAISs, ex-
ecutes algorithms to construct new models from traces of
process instances that are stored in the event log. New and
old models may be compared, thus enabling business experts
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to optimize processes. At this point, we wonder what
happens with BPD in the scope of Non-PAISs that lack the
event log. According to van der Aalst [20], LDBs store a lot of
hidden evidence or knowledge related to process execution,
so that they may be good sources to extract Process di-
mensions, even in the case of Non-PAISs. Regarding BPD
fromNon-PAISs, some authors, such as Adam et al. [21] and
Zou et al. [22], propose techniques to recover processes,
whereas other researchers, such as Pérez-Castillo et al.
[10, 23, 24], Arevalo [25], and Arevalo et al. [26–28], use an
MDA-based approach called Process Archeology (PA) for
that purpose.

Business processes include different dimensions or
perspectives. Among them, Control Flow is the essential one,
although there are other process perspectives, e.g., Time,
Organizational, Resources,Data, and Cases. In this paper, we
show an MDA-based approach to obtain software business
processes of ITCs. For this, we initially point to the hidden
Time Dimension that may be scattered in some databases (see
work by van der Aalst [20]) that ITCs use to manage their
software lifecycle. To demonstrate the suitability of our
approach, we have developed a case study with a public
company named EMASESA (http://www.emasesa.com).
&is company is responsible for the cycle of water supply and
sanitation networks in the city of Seville. It has developed a
big modernization software project called AQUA-WS [29],
which manages the transformation of old client-server LISs
into a newWeb-based integrated system.With regard to this
case study, we highlight the fact that this project has involved
multiple companies and organizations to carry out the
following challenge: “To develop an integrated and modular
software solution to manage EMASESA.” Basically, we have
looked at the software process lifecycle used by different
actors to develop the IT system of EMASESA. We do not
focus on EMASESA business processes that run the cycle of
water and sanitation networks, but to processes of software
to solve its ITsystem. In this software project, we have played
the role of main actors in the methodological field. &e
software lifecycle has been managed with NDTQ-
Framework [30], following the Navigation Development
Technique (NDT) by Escalona et al. [31]. In this case, NDT
Activities are organized under a waterfall software lifecycle
and Microsoft™ Project Server® (MPS®) has been the se-
lected project management environment. We have applied
our MDA-based approach to this case study in order to
generate process models from source project plans that are
stored in an MPS® database. &is database suitably repre-
sents the Time Dimension of the project. For this reason, we
have mainly faced up this dimension, although we are also
interested in the others, since they may help to enrich
process models. Besides, we have developed a specific
Metamodel to extract Time Dimension from one or more
source databases as well as to solve redundancy problems
regarding Activities that are replicated in different LISs. We
later discuss criteria for (i) selecting and classifying project
tasks and (ii) mapping artifacts from projects onto process
artifacts. Next, we analyze results, strengths, and weaknesses
of processes. It must be mentioned that our approach can be
applied in other software development projects involving

ITCs that use MPS® to plan and control processes since it
would be enough to use other project plans. Moreover, any
other organization whose business processes are project-
oriented and usesMPS® could be a candidate to benefit fromthe proposal, even if it is out of the software sector. &ey
could obtain representations of instances of their processes
and process models, if the instances have well-classified
activities within categories or types of activities. &e use
of other databases would also be possible but at the expense
of generating new metamodels of them that capture the
essence of the execution of processes in the organization.

In summary, the main objective of this paper is to obtain
software business processes related to ITCs project plans
since BPM is a strategic approach whose scope is signifi-
cantly broader than simple software project planning and
control. &is approach will assist business experts in the
implementation of the BPM approach and will facilitate the
enrichment of processes with the data that are included in
software project plans. We aim to propose new methods of
process discovery from databases of Non-PAISs since
Process Mining [17–19] performs the same from the PAISs
event log. Our approach takes into consideration other
existing methods in the literature to obtain processes from
Non-PAISs. However, they focus on evidences related to
different perspectives of processes, initially based on their
Time Dimension as the basis for the heuristics of process
generation. We have contributed with a method and a set of
tools to facilitate the work of the experts in the software
business. &ey will be able to reuse the hidden knowledge
about software business processes stored in databases, which
would otherwise be forgotten or wasted. Additionally, it
should be added that we expect better levels of efficiency and
effectiveness when compared to the manual analysis of those
processes.

&e rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents related work. Section 3 shows the main topics of our
approach to model the Time Dimension of software projects.
Section 4 shows an MDA-based proposal for taking out
processes from databases of Non-PAISs taking into account
different roadmaps; a specific MDA-based business process
discovery roadmap is developed, which allows transforming
project plans from MPS®. Section 5 analyzes how this
roadmap behaves in a real case study, the AQUA-WS
project, where results, advantages, and limitations of the
approach are discussed. To finish, Section 6 states conclu-
sions and future lines of research.

2. Related Works

Nowadays, ITCs are still working with LISs. Some LISs are
PAISs, whereas most of them are Non-PAISs. Process
Mining Techniques [17–19], are suitable to carry out busi-
ness process discovery with event logs existing in PAISs, but
they are not a choice to extract processes from Non-PAISs
due to the lack of event log files. OMG Architecture-Driven
Modernization (ADM) [32], which is an OMG’s MDA-
based [8] proposal for the modernization [13–16, 33] of
LISs, includes reverse [34, 35] and forward engineering
roadmaps from an old source system to a new target one.
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ADM uses Abstract Syntax Tree Metamodels (ASTM) and
Knowledge Discovery Metamodels (KDM) to extract
knowledge from source systems. We are more interested in
reverse [34, 35] engineering roadmaps that may help us to
discover processes from source LIS artifacts, which may be
(i) source code; (ii) graphical user interfaces (GUI); or (iii)
databases. We have focused on the last one because data-
bases are the most stable artifacts in a LIS. Since MDA and
ADM are general standards that do not focus on process
discovery field, we have needed to explore other literature
regarding database reverse engineering as well as specific
proposals with the aim to discover processes from Non-
PAISs.

&ere is a lot of research work related to databases re-
verse engineering, but we have just selected some of them
due to the likeness that they keep to our work.We would like
to mention the work by Cleve et al. [36], who propose data
reverse engineering using System Dependency Graphs
(SDG) that analyze Data Manipulation Language (DML)
sentences of Structured Query Language (SQL) that are
scattered in the application code. &ey propose a new da-
tabase schema by adding new candidate and foreign keys
that may be inferred from SDGs related to the DML SQL
embedded in the application code. Additionally, it is also
remarkable Arevalo [25] and Arevalo et al. [26, 27] dealing
with reverse engineering databases (i.e., relational tables,
declarative constraints, and triggers) to define business
Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules over processes,
expressed by means of Unified Modeling Language (UML
[37]) and Object Constraint Language (OCL). Similarly, but
not oriented to processes, it is relevant the work by
Cosentino and Mart́ınez [38], who also extract UML classes
and OCL rules from tables and triggers. Finally, the proposal
of Zanoni et al. [39] point to the evolution of software
systems by pattern detection for conceptual schema recovery
in data-intensive systems.

As we are interested in BPD field, we have selected some
research works by Pérez-Castillo et al.: (i) those which
propose Modernization Approach for Recovering Business
Processes from Legacy Systems (MARBLE) [10, 23, 24] as a
framework that extends the ADM standard and (ii) Pérez-
Castillo et al. [33], who propose recovering Web Services
from databases. &ese studies [10, 23, 24, 33] work as ADM,
with KDM and ASTM, recommending different steps with
KDM to discover business processes. &e authors point to
relational database DML sentences to propose new relational
database schemas using ideas such as those included in the
aforementioned work by Cleve et al. [36].&e BPD approach
can generate business processes of different sizes and
structures that may be characterized by connectivity, den-
sity, and separability of artifacts. Generated processes may
recurrently present disadvantages regarding quality pa-
rameters such as comprehensibility and modifiability [40].
Process refactoring [40–42] includes techniques to write
alternative process instances by adding, deleting, or redis-
tributing existing process artifacts. Artifacts may be activi-
ties, gateways, events, or control flows. &e refactorized
process is a new process instance with the same semantic as
the source process instance, which is generated by applying

some rewriting rules. Refactoring processes quality is
evaluated using artifact-based measurements. Caivano et al.
[40] evaluate the process quality perceived by experts
(human-perceived measures). &ey compare both, artifact-
based and human-perceived quality measures to conclude
that “Process refactoring is worthwhile so that humans reach
better levels of comprehensibility and modifiability.”

In order to manage the software lifecycle, business ex-
perts use General Process Modeling Languages (GPMLs)
[43–45], such as Petri Nets, Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL), Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) [46], and Event-Driven Process Chain (EPC) or
Unified Modeling Language Activity Diagrams (UML AD)
[37], together with other specific Software Process Modeling
Languages (SPMLs), such as Software and Systems Process
Engineering Metamodel (SPEM [47–49]), Software Engi-
neering Metamodel for Development Methodologies [50],
and Essence-Kernel And Language For Software Engi-
neering Methods (Essence [51, 52]). Besides, we have taken
into account NDTQ-Framework [30], because it is used in
our case study: AQUA-WS Project [29]. Bonnet et al. [53]
consider BPMN as the process modeling leading standard
between users and business experts, which is increasingly
being utilized in the software field [43–45].

Although we are interested in different process di-
mensions, this paper particularly addresses the Time Di-
mension to generate software business processes for ITCs.
Processes may be used by software experts with business
process management systems (BPMSs) in a BPM lifecycle of
continuous improvement. &ere are many approaches de-
fining aspects regarding the Time Dimension of processes,
but for the purpose of this study, we have selected those that
model Time Rules on projects. Among other works, Flores
and Sepúlveda [54] analyze Time Rules in project plans with
the aim to depict them as BPMN processes. &ey propose
time patterns, even though this solution overloads the main
Control Flow of the process by adding a lot of imperative
artifacts. Furthermore, Time-BPMN [55] is a clean and el-
egant proposal that extends the language with Time Rules by
means of incorporating new decorators that are not still
supported by BPMN 2.0 standard [46]. Cheikhrouhou et al.
[56] extend the original Time-BPMN proposal by in-
troducing new Time Rules.

According to the work by van der Aalst [20], databases
hide knowledge related to processes, so that they may be
good sources to extract process dimensions from data-
bases of Non-PAISs. &is paper constitutes a theoretical
foundation that allows using databases as a source to
construct event logs in systems that lack them, so that
generated logs can feed Process Mining Techniques
[17, 18]. Building on this framework [20], the work by
González López De Murillas et al. [57] is an initiative that
uses database Redo logs as a source artifact to generate an
event log. &e second initiative by González López De
Murillas et al. [58] goes on in the same direction, i.e., they
propose a metamodel and tools to connect databases with
Process Mining [17–19].

&e aforementioned works, regarding BPD from Non-
PAISs, only generate some aspects of them. Nonetheless, as
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results may appear to be poor in the eyes of business experts,
they are not widespread. We expect that our proposal will be
able to generate richer results, looking at the specific field of
software lifecycle management and capturing dimensions
(initially Time Dimension, but extendible to others such as
Organizational, Resources,Data, and Cases) of processes that
these Non-PAISsmay hide. Taking into account the previous
related work, we suggest a reverse engineering approach,
composed of an MDA [8] infrastructure and heuristic
methods, which allows turning projects stored in legacy
databases into software business processes of an ITC. In
comparison with some approaches cited above, which just
use different transformation steps between ASTM and
KDM, our heuristics do not use KDM and initially centers
on Time Dimension of processes that may be scattered in
databases of ITCs, which otherwise would be wasted for
BPM purposes. We compare (cf. Table 1) our approach,
initially tested with the AQUA-WS [29] project, with above
initiatives that are close to process discovering.

Other authors’ approaches, which use SDG [36], ASTM
[10, 23, 24], or KDM [10, 23, 24], gather all kinds of Non-
PAISs database artifacts that do not focus on process di-
mensions. &e approaches that use SDG [36], ASTM
[10, 23, 24], or KDM [10, 23, 24] collect all types of artifacts
existing in databases of Non-PAISs, although they do not
face the dimensions of the processes as a heuristic basis for
generating them. &ere are few or almost nonexistent ex-
perimental cases that utilize these proposals to extract
processes. Additionally, the results obtained do not go be-
yond deriving conceptual database schemes or poor ap-
proximations to real processes. In this paper, we extend our
initial proposal [25–27] and show a detailed framework that
addresses the selection of database artifacts that are closely
related to process execution traces. &is framework supports
different roadmaps depending on source systems and se-
lected target languages that software experts use to describe
their processes. To the best of our knowledge, we have not
found out approaches in the literature as our proposal,
i.e., focusing on metamodels (cf. † in Table 1) concerning
process dimensions that are scattered and hidden in legacy
databases.

3. Time Dimension of Business Processes

ITCs as many other organizations are introducing the BPM
approach for improving [43–45, 53] their software business
processes, which means a key factor to become more
competitive. As previously mentioned, processes have dif-
ferent perspectives or dimensions. &e main one is repre-
sented by Control Flow of Activities, although the
Information perspective may also be depicted as Data Flows.
Besides, Cases, Organizational, Resource, and Time Di-
mension may also be represented in relation to business
processes. In previous work [28], we principally focused on
analyzing the Time Dimension of processes. As Time Per-
spective is concerned, a Time Rule is a subtype of Business
Rule [59], which is well defined in turn by several authors,
such as Ross [60], Wagner [61], and Cheikhrouhou et al.
[56]. &ey suggest different classifications.

Orchestrations [46] are private business processes exe-
cuted in an organization, but there are more complex ones,
such as Choreographies [46] or Inter-Organizational Busi-
ness Processes [56, 62]. In this paper, we have addressed
software business processes executed by ITCs as Orches-
trations. We have identified Time Rules classes that usually
constrain a process and we have also developed an approach
[28] that proposes a Time Rule Taxonomy [28] concerning
Orchestrations, which is defined in a Process Metamodel (cf.
Figure 1(a)). &is Metamodel has a minimum set of classes
to reach a good level of interoperability [43, 63] between
GPMLs and SPMLs. Time rules [28] are defined as OCL
constraints. Figure 1(b) depicts an example of Time Rule:
“/e Start to Finish” Time Dependency (TD) between a
Successor Activity and a Predecessor Activity.

Classes of Metamodel [28] support the definition of
Processes, which are composed of a set of Activities. Sub-
process is a subtype of Process, and the Activity class is
specialized with Task andMilestone subclasses. Furthermore,
TC (Time_Constraint class) and TD (Time_Dependency
class) may also be defined. Regarding attributes (i) Sub-
process maybe Ad Hoc (isAdHoc), that means, its Activities
run in parallel, without additional restrictions; (ii) Activity
has name, scheduled (startCPM and endCPM) and executed
(start and end) events; (iii) Time_Constraint class contains
the attributes TC type (tc_type), maximum (maxDur), and
minimum duration (minDur), constraints dates (start_sch
and end_sch), attributes concerning Absence Constraint
(isInAbsence, startAbsence, and endAbsence), and finally the
number of loops (looptimes) that an Activity may run in
terms of Cardinality TCs; and (iv) Time_Dependency class
includes properties TD type (td_type), whether the Activity
has an Absence Dependency with respect to Predecessor
Activity (isInAbsence and, optionally, time interval [star-
tAbsence, endAbsence]). Events of a Successor Activity may
be constrained with a time lapse (leadOrlag) in terms of
Predecessor Activity event, sometimes a lead (leadOrlag is
negative) and in other cases a lag (leadOrlag is positive).

&e taxonomy [28] includes the following elements: (i)
Time Constraints (TCs), which only affect an Activity in a
Process and (ii) TDs, which involve rules between two Ac-
tivities. Both of them regulate the start and end events of
Activities. Since we initially pay attention to software pro-
jects carried out by ITCs, we have selected, from the ref-
erenced Taxonomy [28], Time Rules that may be found in
most Project Management Systems (PMSs) (cf. Tables 2 and
3). We detail the rules they comprise as follows:

(i) Time Constraints (TCs) are classified into (a) Du-
ration of Activities; (b) Fixed or inflexible start and
end events; (c) Flexible start and end events; (d)
Cardinality, which establishes constraints over the
loop iterations and duration; and (e) Absence Con-
straint, which avoids the execution of an Activity.

(ii) Time Dependencies (TDs) involve Predecessor and
Successor Activities.&ey can be classified as follows:
(a) Rules defined in Allen’s Interval Algebra [64] and
(b) Absence TD, which avoids the execution of a
Successor Activity depending on Predecessor events.
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Arevalo et al. [28] include detailed definitions of each
rule and OCL formulation.

4. An MDA-Based Approach to Generate
Software Business Processes fromNon-PAISs
Legacy Databases Used by ITCs

ITCs are increasingly using the BPM approach to manage
[43–45, 63] their software business processes, although they
still use LISs that may be Non-PAISs as follows: (i) PMSs
(such as MP®, MPS®, or Redmine®), which allow software
experts to plan and control projects; (ii) Enterprise Content
Management Systems (ECMs) (such as Alfresco® or
Sharepoint®), which allow document management, col-
laboration, and subscriptions; (iii) a collection of ITs,
e.g., Enterprise Resource Planning Systems (ERPs) (such as
SAP® or Microsoft Axapta®), Customer Relationship
Management Systems (CRMs) (such as Oracle Siebel®), andSupply Chain Management Systems (SCMs) (such as Kin-
axis® or Blue Ridge®); and finally (iv) Tailor-Made Software

Activity

ProcessSubprocess

isAdHoc

Task

Time_Dependency

name
start
end

startCPM
endCPM

td_type
leadORlag

startAbsence
endAbsence
isInAbsence

Time_Constraint

end_sch
endAbsence
isInAbsence
loopTimes
maxDur
minDur
start_sch

startAbsence
tc_type

Milestone

+p
re

de
ce

ss
or

 1

td +s
uc

ce
ss

or
 1

+activities
∗

+tc∗tc

(a)

 |

≤ (P.start + leadORlag)

≤ (P.startCPM + leadORlag)

P
self.successor.end

self.successor.endCPM

AND

Context Time_Dependency
inv: self.td_type = ′SF′ implies

self.predecessor select notEmpty()

(b)

FIGURE 1: Process Metamodel [28] to capture Time Dimension. (a) Process Metamodel Class Diagram [28]. Project decomposition into
Activity hierarchies and Time Rules: TCs and TDs. (b) An OCL sample TD included in Process Metamodel [28]; “Start to Finish “SF” Rule.”

Table 2: TCs supported by PMSs.

Category Time Constraint

Duration FIXD: Fixed Duration
FLEXD: Flexible Duration

Inflexible
events† MSO: Must Start On, MFO: Must Finish On

Flexible
events†

ASAP: As Soon As Possible⟶ SASAP and FASAP
ALAP: As Last As Possible⟶ SALAP and FALAP
NET: Not Earlier &an⟶ SNET and FNET
NLT: Not Later &an⟶ SNLT and FNLT

†S (start) or F (finish) events.

Table 3: TDs supported by PMSs.

Category Time Dependency

Allen’s algebra rules

SS: Start to Start
SF: Start to Finish
FS: Finish to Start
FF: Finish to Finish

Table 1: Modernization initiatives of Legacy Information Systems (LISs).

Initiative

Source artifacts Approaches used to discover hidden
knowledge from LISs Results

LDB App
code GUI SDG ASTM KDM

MM†

concerning
process

dimensions

UML OCL ECA
rules

LDB
schema

generation

Business
process
discovery

ADM [32] ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑
Cleve et al. [36] ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑
Cosentino and
Mart́ınez [38] ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑

Pérez-Castillo et al.
[10, 23, 24] ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑

Arevalo et al. [26, 27] ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑
Arevalo [25] ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑
Our current approach ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑ ☑
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Systems. Furthermore, BPMSs are specialized ITs that may
be integrated with other classic Non-PAISs. BPMSs support
the BPM lifecycle of continuous improvement.&erefore, we
have focused on how to reuse hidden knowledge of processes
stored in databases, which would otherwise be forgotten and
wasted.

&is section shows our approach to generate software
business processes from Non-PAISs legacy databases used
by ITCs. Our proposal is an MDA-based framework that
allows multiple reverse engineering roadmaps. Each road-
map implies a source system and a target system. We focus
on (i) legacy databases as source systems and (ii) process
modeling languages used by software experts as target
systems. &e first section establishes the architecture of our
MDA-based solution. We show common aspects to all
roadmaps. &e second section focuses on ITCs as project-
oriented organizations, who manage software project plans
with MP®. We have developed a specific roadmap to
transform software project plans stored in an MPS® legacy
database into software business processes. Transformation
heuristic is based on extensions of the Process Metamodel
[28] (cf. Section 3). We will show detailed mapping rules
with an algorithm and tables.

4.1. Architecture of Our MDA-Based Solution. We have
pointed at specific processes of ITCs for software lifecycle
management. &erefore, we have analyzed databases from
diverse ITs (among others, MPS®, RedMine, Alfresco, and
Sharepoint) gathering structures and rules concerning dif-
ferent dimensions of this kind of processes, because such
databases hide a lot of knowledge generated by each ITC
[20]. On these databases, we have studied the ability to
extract structures and rules that are related to the main
process dimensions, such as Time, Resources, and Cases.
After the analysis, we come to the conclusion that (i) PMSs
lay a strong foundation for Time Dimension, although they
include definitions for Resource management; (ii) ECMs are
suitable ITs for Resource management and also entail some
Time Rules; and (iii) ERPs, CRMs, SCMs, and Tailor-Made
software may involve rules concerning all process di-
mensions. Market or Standard systems are better choices
than Tailor-Made ones since we can generate processes for
many organizations that use the same system by utilizing the
same roadmap. Initially, we have focused on PMSs, so we
have analyzed Time Rules they support. Table 2 shows TCs,
and Table 3 represents TDs that are usually included in
PMSs.

Our approach is based on MDA [8] concepts. Figure 2
depicts a generalized MDA-based architecture to generate
software business processes of ITCs from some databases of
Non-PAISs. &ere may be different roadmaps to generate
processes depending on the selected source and target
systems. Each roadmap represents a concrete path that al-
lows transformations from some source database artifacts
into target Business Process Modeling Languages (BPMLs)
that may be used to manage software business processes
(GPMLs or SPMLS).&e prerequisites for a candidate source
database are (i) the source Non-PAIS (such as some PMSs,

ECMs, ERPs, CRMs, or SCMs) must be used to manage
software business processes and (ii) database must include
some relevant artifacts (tables, constraints, and triggers)
concerning the Time Dimension of software business pro-
cesses of ITCs. A candidate database stores the hidden
knowledge regarding processes of ITCs that we are looking
for. Software experts choose their favorite SPMLs or GPMLs.
With the aim of achieving greater interoperability, we
propose to carry out the reverse engineering of processes up
to our Metamodel [28], as an intermediate result that is
platform independent, which means processes do not de-
pend on the concrete syntax of any language. &is Meta-
model shares semantics (common classes and associations in
process models) with the main SPML or GPMLmetamodels,
which will allow us to easily export results through XML
standard data exchange formats.

Our MDA [8] infrastructure consists of a set of meta-
models at different levels of abstraction and transformations.
Each model conforms to its metamodel, then metamodel
rules are applied to each model. Transformations are based
on heuristics in terms of our core Process Metamodel [28]
(cf. Figure 1(a)). &ey offer interoperable models with
concrete BPMLs. &e approach could also be extended to
capture other process dimensions from databases, such as
Resource, Organizational, Case, or Data.

&e main components of the MDA-based proposal are
(i) source system, (ii) target system, and (iii) MDA [8]
transformations.

(i) Source System.We have mainly looked at databases;
therefore, it is important to know the data models
that conform to correspondent metamodels. A
Platform Specific Metamodel (PSM [8]) allows
formalizing models within each source system. We
must find database artifacts that are closely related
to Time Perspective of processes, by means of an-
alyzing reduced views that show task models, in-
volving Activities, Milestones, and Time Rules
gathered as hidden knowledge from source data-
bases. &ese task models are represented on the
technological platform corresponding to their Da-
tabase Management System (DBMS), which is
commonly a Relational Database Management
System (RDBMS). &at is why we need both generic
metamodels (GASTM) and specific (SASTM)
metamodels.

(ii) Target System. For software business processes of
ITCs, the target system may be a BPML, either
SPML (such as SPEM [47–49], ISO/IEC 24744 [50],
Essence [51, 52], and NDTQ–Framework [30]) or
GPML (such as BPMN [46] and UML AD [37]).
&ese languages share some common characteris-
tics along their process metamodels. &ey comprise
the computer-independent (CIM [8]) level where
ITCs business experts work.

(iii) Heuristics to Generate Hidden Knowledge of Business
Processes. We propose a Model-To-Model (M2M)
procedure [25, 27] that uses the previous MDA [8]
infrastructure to explore databases. We have based
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the heuristics of process generation on identifying
mapping among existing structures and rules in the
PSM platform that correspond to classes and as-
sociations of our Process Metamodel to capture
Time Dimension in a platform-independent met-
amodel (PIM [8]). &is Metamodel has been
proposed to extend GPML, such as BPMN, with
time [28] (cf. Figure 1(a)) and also to support
constraints of Tables 1 and 2, as well as some others
that PMSs do not frequently use. &e Metamodel
has a minimum set of classes that share previous
BPMLs (SPMLs and GPMLs); consequently, it is
not difficult to match this point with the desired
BPML.

At this point, we may also show a procedure (cf.
Figure 3(a)) to generate software business processes from
databases of ITCs using our MDA-based proposal.
Figure 3(a) illustrates the general steps to follow:

(i) &e activity “To establish MDA generic in-
frastructure” is executed as a subprocess that ex-
plodes in detail tasks in Figure 3(b), including “To
set a basic PIM Process Metamodel” and “To extend
Metamodel with Time Rules,” which concern Pro-
cess Metamodel [28] of Figure 1(a). If this proposal
is used to generate processes from different data-
base sources, we need a flexible and extensible
PIM Process Metamodel that allows merging Ac-
tivities and solving possible inconsistencies or

redundancies. In our first case study, it has not been
necessary to prepare and execute this activity yet.
&is first procedure is common to all possible
roadmaps from a database of an ITC to a BPML.

(ii) Figure 3(c) depicts “To Stablish MDA specific in-
frastructure depending on the roadmap” into Ac-
tivities “To extract Task Process Metamodel from
Source Legacy Database” and “To Extend Target
Process Metamodel with PIMMetamodel Rules”.&e
former has to release database views including ar-
tifacts concerning business processes, their de-
composition into Activities, and Time Dimension
linked to such Activities. Prerequisites to use da-
tabase of an ITC are associated with study database
views (tables, attributes, constraints, and triggers;
see Figure 4, which represents the database view in
our case study) concerning hidden evidence of
process executions; that is, it looks for instances of
artifacts conforming to classes of PIM Process
Metamodel [28] (cf. Figure 1(a): Processes, Activities,
Time, and Resource Rules). &e latter extends se-
lected BPML with Time Dimension of PIM Process
Metamodel [28] (Figure 1(a)). Both Activities are
necessary for each specific roadmap. Efforts may be
best monetized if selected source Non-PAISs and
target BPMLs are widely used by ITCs to manage
their software business processes. &at is to say, a
good roadmap goes from LISs with high market
share to standard BPMLs that are well accepted by

Figure 2: MDA-based infrastructure to generate software business processes (BPs) from LDBs used by ITCs. Candidate roadmaps to
transform LDB task models into BPs.
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business software experts so as to manage the
software lifecycle.

(iii) Using this MDA infrastructure (common and
specific to each roadmap), “To Generate software
business processes from project plans” (Figure 3(a))
may be executed once or more times in a loop, in
order to obtain software business processes from
available sources.

4.2. An MDA-Based Roadmap to Transform Software Project
Plans Managed with Microsoft Project into Software Business
Processes. Regarding PMSs, Microsoft™ Project® (MP®)and Microsoft™ Project Server® (MPS®) are market prod-
ucts used throughout the world in organizations whose
business processes are project-oriented; ITCs are not an

exception, and MPS® has been used for many years by most
of IT business experts all over the world, so we expect that
our effort may be rewarded with the capability to generate a
larger number of instances and models of processes available
to these experts. Furthermore, we have analyzed RedMine
and Alfresco, which are commonly used by ITCs, among
other many other organizations out of the software field, so
these source systems could also be in new roadmaps to
generate processes of software. All of them are Non-PAISs
whose project repository is stored in a legacy database. We
have analyzed database metamodels of these products, but
we focus on MPS® legacy databases, which are supported by
four kinds of Microsoft™ SQL∗Server® instances: Drafts,
Published, Archive, and Reporting. We have chosen Pub-
lished instance, as it has the same structure as Draft instance,
but stores the detailed information on tasks, links, and all

To stablish 
MDA generic
infrastructure

To stablish 
MDA-specific
infrastructure
depending on

roadmap

To generate 
software processes
from project plans

(a)

To establish MDA generic infrastructure

To set
a basic PIM

Process Metamodel

To extend
Metamodel 

with Time Rules

To extend
Metamodel 
with Rules

to Extract and Merge
processes

(b)

To establish
MDA-specific infrastructure depending on roadmap

To extract
Task Process
Metamodel

from 
Source Legacy

Database

To extend
Target Process

Metamodel
with PIM Metamodel

Rules

(c)

Figure 3: MDA-based procedure to transform projects stored in databases of PMSs into Software Business Processes of ITCs. It takes into
account the common activities of all roadmaps and specific activities of a concrete roadmap. (a) Procedure to execute Software Business
Process generation roadmaps. (b) Common activities of theMDA-based approach. Preparation of Process Metamodel [28] with Time Rules,
as a Platform-Independent Metamodel (PIM) to execute all roadmaps. (c) Activities to execute each candidate roadmap, conditioned by
source and target platforms.
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kind of constraints that the system provides for planning and
replanning projects. Published and Archive instances are
derived from Drafts and Published ones.

We have developed an initial roadmap shown in
Figure 5 that is a specialization of Figure 2 (suitable for all
roadmaps). MPS® legacy database is the selected source
system. As experts choose their favorites software process
languages, we do not want to constraint to only one
language to describe software business processes, so the
target system that will be our platform-independent
Process Metamodel [28]. &is way, it will be possible to
use different BPMLs as targets, because artifacts (classes
and rules) of our Metamodel exist in most of BPML
metamodels commonly used by software experts. Gener-
ated process models can be represented with SPMLs or
GPMLs that are widely used by ITCs. Powerful target
systems are BPMN and the Workflow Management Co-
alition (WfMC) XML Process Definition Language
(XPDL). &ey will allow the use of the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) Extensible Markup Language standard
(XML) to exchange serialized processes (schemas and
instances). BPMN allow serializations with .xsd and .xmi
XML formats and XPDL with .xpdl format. Most of BPMLs
(GPML and SPML) supporting tools allow the use of .xsd,

.xmi and .xpdl exchange formats to serialize processes. In
summary, we have aimed to generate instances and process
models from project plans focusing on task structures and
Time Rules. As future work, we will be able to use further
source systems, such as other PMSs, ECMs, ERPs, CRMs,
SCMs, or Tailor-Made software. Besides, we will propose
roadmaps to specific SPMLs or GPMLs targets, used by
ITCs that work with this type of systems. In this case study,
we have considered the following aspects of source sys-
tems, target systems, and heuristics to generate business
processes:

(i) Source System MPS®. Database prerequisites to be asource for generating software business processes
(cf. Section 4) involve exploring a metamodel re-
garding projects structure and their Time Di-
mension. Database Task model in Figure 4 allows us
to explore a lot of projects in many ITCs that
manage the software lifecycle. &e source meta-
model must support SQL∗Server, which conforms
to ISO SQL 1992, so a generic relational metamodel
(GASTM) for this standard and a specific meta-
model (SASTM) for Microsoft™ SQL∗Server® [26]
are needed. Task model (Figure 4) is taken out from
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Figure 4: MPS® database task model (Published instance). Database view concerning Time Dimension of projects plans.
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the MPS® Published instance. Relational tables and
foreign keys are displayed below:

(a) MSP_PROJECTS Table. It stores information
concerning projects.

(b) MSP_TASKS Table. It displays rows that show
subordinated tasks of a project through the
FK_Project_Parent foreign key. Moreover, if a
task is a subproject, then it may be scheduled as
an external project (FK_Task_Is_Subproject).
Consequently, Activities may be organized hi-
erarchically with task groups as parent tasks and
child tasks. &ese relationships are expressed
through FK_Task _Parent. &e task table en-
ables defining due dates over task events (start
and end) as well as setting task duration (fixed or
estimated). TCs of Table 2 are supported.
EXT_TASK_CONSTRAINT TYPES table con-
stitutes the enumeration of TCs.

(c) MSP_LINKS Table. It let us identify relation-
ships between Predecessor and Successor Tasks.
TDs of Table 3 are supported. EXT_LINK_
TYPES table represents the enumeration of TDs.

(ii) Target System. We have used our metamodel [28]
(cf. Figure 1(a)), which holds extended Time Rule’s
semantics that has not been supported by languages
such as BPMN yet. &is target system works as a
platform independent of technology. Gantt or PERT
diagrams just allow planning or executing projects.
BPMLs are increasingly used for modeling software
business processes. BPMLs, such as SPMLs [43, 63]
and GPMLs [43–45], are quite more powerful for

modeling other dimensions, such as Control Flow,
Organizational, Data, and Resources, as well as for
being the gateway not only to model but to execute
and audit those processes in a cycle of continuous
improvement. From the point of view of software
lifecycle management, focusing on processes gives
the expert a much broader scope than just pointing
to planning projects.

(iii) MDA-Based Heuristics to Generate Business Pro-
cesses. &e heuristics highlight the identification of
Time Rules concerning projects (TCs and TDs). In
this paper, we have solved mappings between the
source system and target Time-based Process
Metamodel [28], which are M2M transformations.
Table 4 shows correspondences between the prop-
erties of the source system tables (project plans) and
the attributes of the metamodel classes of processes
with temporary rules. &ey aim to extract business
processes regardless of the platform or target
language:

(a) Table 4(a) depicts mappings of a Project onto a
Business Process. MPS® allows to manage
project hierarchies; this means that a parent
project may have an activity that also is a sub-
project. In this case, there are two instances of
projects, the parent one and the child subproject
so a link for association “is_a_Activity” exists.

(b) Table 4(b) contains the details of mapping
project tasks onto Process Activities (+activities).
Single tasks (activity is_a Task or is_a_Mile-
stone) are mapped as Activity subtype. Another
activities hierarchies are “Nested Tasks” that
means a parent activity is decomposed into child
activities. If a project taskwere decomposed into
more detailed tasks, then the corresponding
Activity would be also a Subprocess and a
Subprocess would be a subtype of a Process.
&ese generalization relationships are solved in
Table 4(c). Subprocesses are AdHoc, meaning
that the execution flow runs in parallel for the
group of tasks, without additional restrictions.

(c) Table 4(d) includes mapping rules for those
cases where a task is an external subproject. It is
mapped as a subprocess.

(d) Mappings of Duration Rules allowed by the
source system are detailed in Table 4(e). Fixed
(FIXD) and Flexible Duration (FLEXD) rules are
expressed by OCL constraints.

(e) Table 4(f ) shows mapping criteria for TCs over
Activity events, including Flexible and Fixed
rules concerning the start and end of an Activity
(TCs of Table 2 are supported).

(f ) Finally, Table 4(g) depicts mappings for TDs
between a Predecessor and a Successor Activity
(TDs of Table 3 are supported).

(g) Table 4(e)–4(g) include the column “OCL
constraints,” concerning TCs and TDs, thus
generated processes inherit Time Rules that are

Figure 5: MDA-based roadmap from MPS® database to PIM
Process MM [28] (as a roadmap case of Figure 2).
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defined in PIM Process Metamodel [28] as OCL
invariants and derivation rules.

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure to carry out M2M
transformations whose mapping details are shown in
Table 4.

5. Generating Software Business Processes by
Running the Roadmap from Source MS
Project Software Plans: The AQUA-WS
Project Case Study

AQUA-WS Project [29] is a multiyear software moderni-
zation project leading a new Web-based system by means of
multiple and heterogeneous old client-server legacy systems
(cf. Figure 6, which depicts four subsystems composed of
sixteen applications for water lifecycle management and
infrastructures).

&e project has been carried out for EMASESA, which is
a public company in the utility sector that runs the water
lifecycle in the city of Seville. It has been developed by
international software companies in liaison with some re-
search groups, from the University of Seville and the Uni-
versity of Malaga, amounting an investment of 3.5 million
euros. Our research group, Web Engineering and Early
Testing (http://iwt2.org), has been responsible for the work
in methodological support and quality assurance of the
project. We want to highlight that we have chosen this case
not for the management of the water cycle that is the
business of EMASESA but for the management of the
software development process that has involved all the actors
in this significant project.

&e AQUA-WS case study [29] has allowed us to validate
the proposed MDA-based framework. It has also helped us
to extend the proposal to generate and merge processes from
different LISs including more perspectives, such as Orga-
nizational, Resources, Data, and Case dimensions. In light of
this, we describe the environment of the study in Section 5.1.

5.1. Environment of the Study. All the teams have used either
stand-alone clients or Web UI interfaces of MPS® to face uptheir work. &is software collects and centralizes all the
information related to the development of different sub-
systems in those cases where the responsibility is shared
among teams. AQUA-WS is just a case of the MDA-based
initial roadmap developed in Section 4.2.

NDT methodology [31] has been the reference used to
manage the AQUA-WS Project, and NDTQ–Framework
[30] has offered facilities to support NDT and automatically
generate documentation in an MDE-based project. NDTQ-
Framework is implemented with Sparx Systems Enterprise
Architect, which has helped us to customize M2M trans-
formations by means of OMG Query/View/Transformation
(QVT) [65] language and plugins. &e project has been
organized with different teams: (i) development team of each
software company; (ii) quality assurance team; and (iii)
customer team.

5.2. Analysis of Results. In this section, we analyze results
obtained by means of the approach to generate software
business processes from MPS® AQUA-WS legacy database,
as the source LDB. Table 5 summarizes the transformations
from units of the source project plan into target process
elements. Figure 7 is the source Gantt chart regarding the
schedule of software development Activities of AQUA-WS
project [29], and Figures 8–10 represent processes generated
by the MDA-based approach.

Processes are depicted as BPMN diagrams although it is
easy to show them in other languages selected by software
experts, such as SPEM, which is more appropriate to deal
with this type of business processes. It is easy to change the
final step of the reverse engineering procedure, which
transform our PIM Metamodel [28] into the software
process modeling language. &is is because our PIM Met-
amodel [28] has a minimum number of classes and asso-
ciations that always exist in metamodels of these software
process modeling languages. Particularly, the trans-
formation to the BPMNMetamodel also allows us to export
results to other metamodels of software process modeling
languages by using XML standard serialization formats such
as .xsd and .xmi. &ese standards facilitate the in-
teroperability between technological environments to ex-
change the obtained processes.

We have gathered three kinds of activities to apply the
proposed MDA-based process generation (cf. Figure 2,
which depicts most of the possible roadmaps and Figure 4,
which illustrates the specific roadmap that is solved in this
paper). It uses metamodels (Figures 1(a) and 4) andmapping
rules (Algorithm 1 and Table 4) that we have previously
shown. Each category of activities and related processes are
described as follows:

(i) Organization, Quality Assurance, and Subsystems
Decomposition. &is level is a composition of gen-
eral Activities either for organizational purpose or
for specific quality assurance work (cf. Figure 8),
together with a decomposition into AQUA-WS
subsystems (cf. Figure 6), where each subsystem
is allocated to the main development team.

(ii) Development of Subsystems. We have selected a
subsystem, such as “Activity #61 (Alfa 0.4) Cus-
tomers: Networks Intervention Subsystem” (cf.
Figure 9: “Alfa 0.4. Customers. Networks In-
tervention Subsystem”) to display its generated
business process. Subsystems involve processes
linked to some Activities included in NDTwaterfall
software lifecycle [31] (cf. Figure 11), from the re-
quirement to implementation phases.

(iii) NDT Phases. Each NDTphase consists of Activities
that may be optional or mandatory. For example,
Figure 12 represents the corresponding process
for the SA NDT phase, which, in this case, has
been manually designed by the business soft-
ware expert. Project manager uses patterns of
NDT phases that are stored within the MPS®database. For instance, “Activity 1001” is an

12 Scientific Programming
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Input: J project, which is stored in MPS® Database Published instance
Output: BP Process, which conforms to platform-independent (PIM) Process Metamodel [28] that includes OCL Time Rules
BP⟵new(Process); —/ey refer to mappings included in Table 4(a)
for each ((TMP: Msp_tasks) ∈ (J: Msp_Projects)){ —It maps MPS® Tasks onto PIM MM Activities
A⟵ create_Activity (TMP); —It creates A: new Activity ∈BP for each project task
create_TCs (A, TMP); —It creates TCs: duration, fixed or flexible events
create_TDs (A, TMP); —It creates TDs: dependencies between current task and their predecessors

};
return BP;
function create_Activity (TMP: Msp_Task) { —It creates an Activity and its corresponding subclasses
A⟵ new(Activity) ∈BP; —/e activity is included into BP (mappings included in Table 4(b))
case (TMP) {

“Subproject” or “Task_Group”: {
P⟵ new(Process)▷A; —Subprojects/Groups are mapped as subprocesses
SP⟵ new(Subprocess)▷P; SP▷A; —It sets the hierarchy of Activities and subprocesses (Table 4(d))
if (TMP�� “Task_Group”) SP.isAdHoc :� true; —It groups tasks as AdHoc subprocesses (Table 4(c))

}
“Single Task”: T⟵new(Task)▷A; —Activity is a single task
“Milestone”: M⟵ new(Milestone)▷A; —It is a milestone
}

};
function create_TCs (A: Activity,TMP: Msp_Task) { —It creates TCs: duration and time events
TC⟵new(Time_Constraint) ∈A; —It creates TC for activity duration (Table 4(e))
if (TMP.task_dur_is_est) then {TC.tc_type⟵ “FLEXD”; —It refers to estimated duration as Flexible Duration}
else {TC.tc_type⟵ “FIXD”; —It is fixed duration};
if (TMP.task_constraint_type ∈ {“MSON”, “SASAP”, “SALAP”, “SNET”, “SNLT”, “MFON”, “FASAP”, “FALAP”, “FNET”, “FNLT”})

then {
TC⟵new(Time_Constraint) ∈A; —It creates TC for scheduled end events (Table 4(f ))

};
};
function create_TDs (A: Activity,TMP: Msp_Task) { —It creates TDs {“SS”, “SF”, “FS”, “FF”}
for each (LK: Msp_links) ∈ (TMP: Msp_Task) { —It maps links onto dependencies

TD⟵ new(Time_Dependency) ∈A; —It creates TD for scheduled events (Table 4(g))
}

};

ALGORITHM 1: PSM_MSProjectDatabase_TO_PIM_process_MM (J: Msp_Projects).
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model
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Figure 6: Information System Architecture of Emasesa, which is the object of AQUA-WS software development project; subsystems and
applications to manage the cycle of water supply and sanitation networks.
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external subproject for NDT SA phase that may
be linked to a specific SA Activity contained in
a subsystem. Later, Activities inherited from
the pattern may be modified in their corre-
sponding subsystems. We have chosen “Activity
#64 SA of Facilities and Equipment Subsystem”
(cf. Figure 10) in this third category.

We comment on some aspects of process generation as
follows:

(i) To start, Project Tasks are mapped onto Process
Activities and Control Flow in each piece of the
process appears as a consequence of TDs. On the
one hand, FS TD induces sequential flow ( ); on the
other hand, SS, SF, and FF TDs are represented with
parallel flows ( ), without additional restrictions.

(ii) Next, Hierarchies of Activities are solved as follows:
(a) Parent Activity is mapped onto an AdHoc
Subprocess; (b) Child Activities run in parallel.

EndStartId

1 19/11 19/01

3 19/11 17/04

11 10/12 10/10

40 31/03 20/03

56 17/03 12/11

61 28/04 13/03

75 28/04 19/09

76 22/09 10/10

62 23/06 03/07

63 04/07 22/08

66 15/09 07/11

67 10/11 26/12

64 23/06 12/09

70 15/09 07/11

68 29/12 09/01

69 12/01 23/01

72 29/12 13/01

77 14/01 06/03

78 09/03 13/03

65 23/06 12/09

71 15/09 07/11

73 01/12 26/12

74 29/12 16/01

79 19/01 13/02

80 09/06 12/06

2 19/11 19/01

94

Task name

AQUA-WS project

Project organization

Alfa 0.1: Transverse layer common subsystem

Alfa 0.2: Customer management subsystem

Alfa 0.3: Works and project management subsystem

Alfa 0.4: Customers: Network interventions subsystem

SC Alfa 0.4: Customer management 2

ST testing Alfa-04

SA billing

SD billing

SA collection of invoices, cuts and unpaid

SD collection of invoices, cuts and unpaid

SA facilities and equipment

SD facilities and equipment

SA citizen attention services

SA employee management

SD citizen attention services

SC citizen attention services 

SC help desk

SA network interventions

SA network interventions

SA traverse systems

SD traverse systems

SC traverse systems

Alfa 0.5: Customers: management reporting subsystem

Control and monitoring of the project

Beta 0.6: AQUA core subsystem 25/08 19/11

N D E F M A M J J A S O N D E F M A M J J A S O N D E
A2 A3

Figure 7: AQUA-WS project schedule. Organization and quality assurance activities, subsystems scheduling, and detailed NDTphases of
subsystem “Alfa 0.4”.

Table 5: Mappings from source “Software Project Plans” onto target “Software Business Processes”.

Source scheduled tasks Target process elements
Group of tasks No. of tasks (Figure 7) Process activities generated Figures

Organizational Activities and
Subsystems

#(1, 3) Planning and control together with quality
assurance activities; parallel development

of subsystems.
Figure 8#(11, 40, 56, 61, 80, 94)

Decomposition of global task (Alfa 0.4)
Customers: Networks Intervention
into detailed tasks

#61 decomposed
into #(62–69)

Process that represents a decomposition of a
software subsystem into development phases.

Phases that concern NDT methodology, which is
applied in the context of software

waterfall development lifecycle (Figure 11).

Figure 9

External subproject activities linked
to a System Analysis (SA) NDT phase #64

Decomposition of a concrete SA NDT phase
associated with the application included in the

subsystem #61 and related to SA NDT phase. Four
models are generated; therefore,

they may be compared to the NDT SA
pattern phase (Figure 12).

Figure 10
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Attending to time semantics generated processes
enforce the selected Time Rules of our Metamodel
[28] (cf. Figure 1(a)), which are expressed by OCL
assertions [28] through our MDA-based approach.

(iii) To finish, TCs are allocated to their corresponding
Activities, enriching each generated process. We
can assure that all tasks in a project have been
properly captured and grouped into Subprocesses

(3) Project
organization

(2) Control and
monitoring of the

project

(11) Alfa 0.1:
transverse layer.

common

SS
/3

→2

SS(+6d)//3→11

(40) Alfa 0.2:
customer

management 

SS(+30d)//11→40

(56) Alfa 0.3:
works and project

management

SS(+30d)/40→56

(61) Alfa 0.4:
customers: network

interventions

SS(+30d)/56→61

(80) Alfa 0.5:
customers: management

reporting
(94) Beta 0.6:
AQUA core

SS(+30d)/61→80 SS(+30d)/80→94 FF/94→2

FF/94→2

Processes of subsystems

FNET: 19/1/10

ASAP

ASAP ASAP ASAP ASAP ASAP

ASAP

FLEXD: 220d FLEXD: 229, 5dFIXD: 254, 75d FIXD: 173d FIXD: 265d FIXD: 324d

(a)
(3) Project organization

(4) Launch
meeting

(5) Preparation
and revision of

the quality
assurance
document

(6) Preparation
and revision of the

Project
Governance Plan

(7) Elaboration of
the Project Master

Plan

(8) Elaboration of
the Quality Plan

(9) Elaboration of
the Communication

Plan

(10) Implementation
of the

Communication
Plan

FS FS FS FS FS FS

ASAP SNET: 10/12/07

FIXD: 1d FIXD: 23d FIXD: 17d FIXD: 15d FIXD: 3d FIXD: 10d FIXD: 24d

ASAPSNET: 3/3/08FNET: 21/12/07 FNET: 28/12/07 FNET: 11/1/08

(b)

Figure 8: Generated process for MPS® “Organizational Activities and Subsystems”. Control Flow of activities and Time Rules (TCs and
TDs) extracted from the project plan.
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Figure 9: Generated process: “Activity #61 (Alfa 0.4) Customers: Networks Intervention Subsystem.” Control Flow of Activities and Time
Rules (TCs and TDs) extracted from the project plan.
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and Processes by means of Time Dimension iden-
tification as base heuristics.

We have compared reference NDT software business
processes [31], manually designed by business experts, with
processes generated by our MDA-based approach (such as
processes corresponding to Figure 9 vs Figure 11 and
Figure 10 vs Figure 12). It is worth mentioning that the
generated processes are useful for business software experts
and constitute a good approximation to those real that
could be designed manually. Nevertheless, we can observe
that the absence of advanced constructions (such as loops
or transactions) in the generated processes is due to lim-
itations of the source system (MPS®), which neither allows
iterations over links nor more powerful logic rules for
grouping tasks.

As the level of abstraction is concerned, we have been
generating process instances from project plans, although
sometimes Activities may be allocated to an Activity cat-
egory in the scope of NDT reference [31] (cf. the use of
patterns above). &erefore, our approach may generate
process instances that are M0 models regarding the Meta
Object Facility (MOF) concept [8]. It may also capture a
higher level of abstraction, such as M1 models, in those
cases where heuristics are applied to patterns or individual
Activities are allocated to an Activity category. Process
Mining Algorithms work in the same way, which means to

know the task type of each executed, for instance, that is
stored in the event log.

&e approach could be easily applied to other contexts,
such as (i) Project-Oriented Organizations, out of the
business software sector, which also use MPS®; and (ii) New
PMSs as sources, which are as widely used as MPS®, such as
Redmine®. &is way, the approach may be monetized
running on a large number of projects carried out by many
organizations.

Challenges to suite this approach to other PMSs are as
simple as extracting a new PMS task Metamodel (as shown
in Figure 4) and rewriting M2Mmappings (Algorithm 1 and
Table 4) from the new source by delivering a new roadmap
(Figure 2). Business Processes may be enriched with other
perspectives, such as Organizational, Resources, and Costs,
which may be found in PMSs. Other Non-PAISs, which
support the software lifecycle, could also play the role of
sources (such as ECMs, ERPs, CRMs, SCMs, or Tailor-Made
software). If multiple Non-PAISs were used in the same
organization, then fragments of evidence regarding the same
business process could be split into different databases. As a
result, the approach would need to be strengthened in order
to consistently merge process fragments into a unique
conceptual process.

Generated processes with this approach are instances
that we could consider raw results, which a human expert
would have to review; however, we could consider the
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Figure 10: Generated BP: “Activity #64 SA of Facilities and Equipment.” Control Flow of Activities and Time Rules (TCs and TDs) extracted
from the project plan.
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possibility of enriching the transformation algorithms with
process refactoring patterns to improve the quality of them
regarding parameters such as comprehensibility and mod-
ifiability [40–42].

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Software experts are increasingly using the BPM approach,
making ITCs becomemore competitive in today’s globalized
world. Process Mining Techniques [17–19], as the major
exponent of BPD, are well suited to obtain processes from
PAIS event logs, but not from Non-PAISs because they lack
these artifacts. Some Non-PAISs used by ITCs may hide a lot
of knowledge about the execution of software business

processes. Specifically, PMSs, such as MPS®, widely used by
ITCs, is a source of project plans that may be transformed
into processes, since they offer more advantages (i.e., BPM
lifecycle of continuous improvement [2]) than just planning
projects.

Regarding BPD from Non-PAISs, in which Process
Mining is not applicable, we propose an MDA-based
framework allowing different roadmaps to transform da-
tabase artifacts, regarding tasks of ITCs, into processes of
ITCs. &en, the proposal is useful to apply BPD to Non-
PAISs of ITCs, such as PMSs. Based on this framework, we
have developed a specificMDA-based roadmap (fromMPS®database to Process_Metamodel [28]) to convert project
plans, stored in an MPS® database, into software business
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Figure 12: SA NDT phase manually modeled by an expert software engineer in NDT.
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Figure 11: Navigational development technique (NDT). Waterfall software lifecycle.
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processes, which conform to Process Metamodel [28]. &at
allows interoperability with BPMLs (SPMLs or GPMLs)
used in the software field. &e challenges that arise with this
approach are (i) to use LISs for software lifecycle man-
agement and (ii) to study and define the database metamodel
of tasks that allows exploring the hidden dimensions (ini-
tially Control flow and Time Dimension, but extendable to
others) of processes.

&e related works we have further analyzed let extract
processes from Non-PAISs by using heuristics or tools like
SDG [36], ASTM [10, 23–27], and KDM [10, 23, 24]. Unlike
our approach, they need a lot of extra effort to approximate
to the reality of processes, so they have not been sufficiently
applied to industrial contexts. To the best of our knowledge,
we have not found out any study such as our MDA-based
approach, whose main characteristics are as follows:

(i) It is initially focused on ITCs and PMSs as source
systems since business processes are organized as
projects whose states are stored in databases of
PMSs.

(ii) Heuristics apply M2M transformations based on
Time Dimension of source projects, which are in
correspondence with processes defined with target
Process Metamodel [28] (cf. Figure 1(a)); mean-
while, related approaches only use ASTM and
KDM. Metamodeling-based reverse engineering
procedure provides a high level of interoperability
to our approach.

(iii) Results are processes close to business software
expert, which may be defined with BPMLs. If the
target BPML allows standard XML exchange for-
mats, such as .xsd, .xmi, or .xpdl, then, results will be
available to other roadmaps with the same effort.
Later, the business expert must analyze and com-
plete processes in a BPM lifecycle of continuous
improvement [2].

To summarize, our proposal provides a framework to
generate software business processes that would otherwise
be hidden or wasted in databases of Non-PAISs. &is hidden
knowledge can be used to implement the BPM approach in
ITCs that will help them to become more competitive and
reduce costs. Compared to other BPD methods
[10, 23–27, 36] used with Non-PAISs, our results are more
adjusted to the reality of processes since we focus on
transformations among artifacts that are close to executed
processes that exist at different levels of abstraction
(i.e., platform level and software expert level). Furthermore,
business processes may be enriched with data regarding
Resources and Costs that may also be bound to projects in
PMSs. &is way, new data will be available to set metrics and
study Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) of software
business processes.

&is paper illustrates the AQUA-WS project case study
[29] to test the developed MDA-based roadmap (i.e., from
MPS® database to Process_Metamodel [28]). In this case
study, we have shown that generated processes are similar to
real processes that a business software expert may design.

For this reason, we have delivered a semiautomatic proposal
to obtain processes of ITCs.

We acknowledge that this study is only a first step to-
wards validating the approach. With regard to future work,

(i) First, we plan to validate the approach with more
cases following the steps:

(a) Applying the proposal to more MPS® case
studies with other software lifecycles, such as
methodologies based on Agile Methods [66, 67].
&e developed MPS® roadmap is reusable in
many cases, thus the new inputs will be MPS®plans involving categorized activities concern-
ing software development projects. Activities
must be classified in a category in the same way
that Process Mining Techniques [17–19] use
traces stored in PAISs event logs, which means
that it is necessary to know the type of each
particular task.
We are working in a prototype to reverse en-
gineering MPS® databases of ITCs, which is
based on Enterprise Architect (http://www.
sparxsystems.com) customization. We are try-
ing to organize the exploitation of this approach
in the Andalusian government bodies (cf. the
EMPOWER [68] project).

(b) Testing the same approach either with other
PMSs, such as Redmine®, with more types of
Non-PAISs, such as ECMs (e.g., Alfresco® or
SharePoint®), popular ERPs (licensed like
SAP®, Oracle or Microsoft, or open sources like
Open Bravo® or Odoo®) or Tailor-Made Soft-
ware, among others.

(c) Evaluating the approach out of the IT field,
which means in other project-oriented in-
dustrial sectors that utilize PMSs.

(d) Based on a set of significant cases, performing
more solid statistical validation of the proposal
to measure efficiency and effectiveness in-
dicators of our approach for the automatic
generation of software business processes in
comparison with manual methods that an ex-
pert in this field could use.

(ii) Second, another line of research should cope with
extending the Process Metamodel [28] (c.f.
Figure 1(a)) to involve other process dimensions
such as Resource, Case, and Data. As Time Di-
mension is concerned, the affinity of our Metamodel
[28] with metamodels proposed by Awad et al. [69]
and Stroppi et al. [70], related to Resource per-
spective, could enrich target process models in-
cluding Time and Resource dimensions. In this case,
the proposal will need to be extended to allow
merging process fragments from different source
legacy databases used by the same organization.

(iii) &ird, generated processes are raw results that may
lack a certain quality with respect to comprehen-
sibility and modifiability. In this sense, we could
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consider enriching the transformation algorithms
by means of refactoring techniques [40–42] so that
human-perceived quality measures could be
improved.

(iv) Finally, we aim to generate standard event logs, such
as XES format [19], for Non-PAISs. It should help to
combine our approach with Process Mining
Techniques [17–19] in order to compare proposed
processes.
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/e spatial interaction of urban system has been an hot research issue in the field of urban research. In this paper, user’s microblog
spatial information data were used to discern the spatial structure of an urban area. Firstly, Sina Weibo microblog data for
2011–2015 were used to establish a thematic database of cities along the Huaihe River Basin, China. Secondly, network con-
nectivity, inflow, and outflow of three indicator systems were analyzed. Finally, combining this database with socioeconomic data,
experimental verification and comparative analysis were carried out. /e study found that the urban spatial relation in the Huaihe
River Basin has the following characteristics: the spatial difference of urban size distribution is obvious; urban layout presents a
stratified aggregation phenomenon; and the high-grade cities lead the city’s interaction. /e research shows that this method of
data mining for urban interaction in the Huaihe River Basin is valid and that this research into urban spatial patterns of river
basins is applicable to other areas.

1. Introduction

In the four decades since China’s reform, the urban
population has increased from 170 million in 1978 to 790
million in 2016 and the urbanization rate has increased
from 17.9% to 57.4% [1]. However, the level of urbanization
in China is still lower than that of 70%–80% of developed
countries. In the future, China will still be in the stage of
rapid urbanization and development. /e relationship
between man and nature has become a hot topic in China at
the same time. Urbanization promotes the exchange of
materials, energy, personnel, and information among cit-
ies; this exchange is called urban space interaction [2]. How
to effectively model and quantitatively express the spatial
interaction of regional cities is a significant question and
the basis of this research.

/e regional urban system is a complex network [3, 4].
/e connection between two nodes in this network can be
represented by visible lines, such as highways and railways,

or by invisible lines, such as aviation pathways, navigation,
and the Internet [5]. /e flow within the system emphasizes
the value of urban nodes in shaping the whole network
system, which provides a theoretical framework and an
important starting point for the study of urban networks [6].
Data relate to traffic, and information flow can most directly
reflect the degree of urban spatial interaction [7]. Early
research on this aspect studied the transmission of mail. /e
scope of research on transportation is more comprehensive,
including the highway, railway, and aviation networks [8, 9].
In addition, the urban hierarchy can also be explored
through the distribution of corporate headquarters [10] and
banks [11]. /e flow and consumption of network in-
formation can reflect the level of urbanization [12], which
can provide basic data for geographical and sociological
studies [13, 14].

/e age of big data and the rapid development of LBS
(location-based service) allow for urban research to be
conducted by novel methods [15, 16]. With the gradual
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penetration of computers into various professions, social
media data [17–19] have attracted the attention of geog-
raphers due to its use in research [20]. /e use of social
media was one of the needs of urban communities [21]. As
for the typical spatial-temporal characteristics of social
media data, many data mining research papers have an-
alyzed information, such as urban hot events [22],
identifying urban Corridors [23], geography of happiness
[24], whereabouts of people [25], urban function con-
nectivity [26], urban spatial interaction [27], revaluating
urban space [28], and characterizing witness accounts
[29]. Data mining [30] provides new tools, methods, and
ideas for new geographical research, improving the effi-
ciency, accuracy, and precision of the analysis [31].

Based on the data of Sina Weibo microblog [32], this
paper established a thematic database of cities along the
Huaihe River Basin, China. /e spatial interaction of the
regional urban system was analyzed from temporal and
spatial characteristics of the data. Finally, combining this
database with socioeconomic data, experimental verification
and comparative analysis were carried out. /is paper
provides a reference for the exploration of the spatial re-
lationship of regional urban systems and the driving
mechanism for spatial structure of urban system.

2. Study Area

/e Huaihe River Basin is located in the eastern region of
China, between the Yangtze River Basin and the Yellow
River Basin. It flows through the four provinces of Henan,
Anhui, Jiangsu, and Shandong and covers a total area of
2.7 ×105 km2. /e Huaihe River Basin has multiple
transitional nature and society and connects coastal region
and inland region, as well as being the economic in-
tegration hub of the Yangtze River and Yellow River
economic belts.

/e Huaihe River Basin has an enormous population of
170 million people, accounting for 12.3 percent of the total
population of China. /e average population density is 611
people per km2, which is 4.8 times of the average level
across the country. Given that the Huaihe River Basin is a
natural geographical unit and does not coincide with the
boundaries of the administrative units, the study only
selected the 26 cities whose governmental units are entirely
in the Huaihe River Basin for calculation and analysis
(Figure 1).

3. Data Source and Processing

3.1. Sina Weibo Microblog. /e data gathered from the Sina
Weibo microblog are the information released by microblog
users on the social network. Compared with traditional
social survey data and economic social statistics, the Sina
Weibo microblog data have an unparalleled advantage in the
fact that it performs well in real-time and is reliable and
diverse. Currently, information can be gathered from the
Sina Weibo microblog using web crawlers and the Sina
Weibo microblog open platform API. /is study uses the
latter to obtain the relevant information for this research.

3.2. Preprocessing the Sina Weibo Microblog. First, the
gathered data were cropped to the latitude and longitude
range of the survey region. Each city administrative unit was
divided into a 10 km-long grid, the coordinates of the grid
center were obtained, and the WGS-84 geographic co-
ordinate system was applied. Next, taking the longitude and
latitude of different cities as parameters, user ID information
from these cities was obtained through the nearby_timeline
interface (an API interface). /e user ID information in-
cludes a source (through the authorized APPKey), longitude
and latitude, as well as other data. Using the user ID in-
formation as the parameter the user’s historical data through
the check-in interface (another API interface) were obtained.
/e data returned by calling the API interface were in the
JSON format. In this study, a Python script was written to
achieve batch data acquisition. /e process of data acqui-
sition is shown in Figure 2.

3.3. -e Spatial Interaction of the Urban System.
Microblog check-in data can reflect the spatial interaction
of urban system; this paper adopts two methods to analyze
these interactions. /e first is connectivity, which is used to
analyze the intensity of communication between regional
cities; the second is flow, through which the user’s tra-
jectory and the interactive state among cities can be
analyzed.

3.3.1. Connectivity. /ismethod is based on the city’s check-
in data, from which the network connectivity among cities
was analyzed, which is described as follows:

(1) Variable Unitization. After variable unitization, a
matching matrix was established regarding the city
check-in data using the following equation:

Vij0 �
Vij1


25
j�1Vij

, (1)

where Vij0 is a microblog user in city i who signed
into city j after unitization; Vij1 represents a
microblog user of i city who signed in city j after data
acquisition; and  Vij represents the sum of the
check-in data of user form city i in city j.

(2) Urban External Connection Index. /e urban ex-
ternal connection index represents the difference
between the total number of check-ins in other cities
and those in city i. /is is calculated using the fol-
lowing equation:

Ni0 � 
25

j�1
Vij0−Vii0, (2)

where Ni0 is the external connection index of city i,
which reflects the check-in data (V) of city i in the
other 25 cities; Vii0 represents the check-in data of
city i after unitization; and Vij0 is the sum of check-
in data of microblog users from city i who signed in
other cities after unitization.
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If Ni0> 0, users of city i sign into the microblog more
when not in city i; if Ni0< 0, users registered to city i
check into Sina Weibo locally. Ni0� 0 means that
users from city i are equally likely to sign into the
microblog whether they are within city i or away
from the city.

(3) Urban Network Connectivity. First, the standardized
check-in data of city i in city j and the standardized
check-in data of city j in city i are multiplied together
to obtain the urban network connectivity. /en,
these data are standardized to produce the stan-
dardized network connectivity. /is is summarized
in the following equation:

Rij � Vij0∗Vji0,

Rij0 � Rij ∗
100

Max Rij 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

(3)

where Rij0 is the standardized network connectivity
between city i and city j; Rij is the network con-
nectivity between city i and city j; Vij0 is the stan-
dardized value of friends of city j residents who live
in city i; Max(Rij) is the maximum network con-
nectivity value; and Rij0 reflects interconnectedness
of each city’s information.

(4) Network Connectivity in Each City. Mi0 is the
standard network connectivity of city i with itself.

Figure 1: Study area.

Urban grid division

Sina microblog

Nearby timeline API Check-in APIUser ID

Check-in informationDatabase

Figure 2: /e process of sina Weibo microblog data acquisition.
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Mi0i is the difference between the standard network
connectivity of city i and city j and the standard
network connectivity of city i itself. /is is calculated
using the following equation:

Mi0 � 
25

j�1
Rij0−Rii0, (4)

where Mi0 reflects the linkage strength of city i
within the network system.

3.3.2. Inflow Rating and Outflow Rating. /e inflow and
outflow ratings reflect the attractiveness and interaction of
cities, respectively. /e inflow rating is the total number of
other cities signed into the city. /e greater the inflow, the
higher the attractiveness and degree of interaction the city
has. /e outflow rating reflects the total number of users
registered to the city signed into other cities.

/e greater the outflow rating, the greater the output of
the city, which indicates the city has a higher degree of
interaction with other cities.

Formula (5) is used to calculate the inflow rating of city i,
where Vi1 indicates the number of check-ins from users
registered to city j in city i:

Vi1 � 
25

j�1
Vij. (5)

Formula (6) is used to calculate the outflow rating of city
i, where Vi2 indicates the number of check-ins from users
registered to city j in city i:

Vi2 � 
25

j�1
Vij
′ . (6)

To further analyze the reasons for flow among cities, the
ratio of inflow to outflow is introduced, which can reflect the
population flow among cities. /is is calculated using the
following equation:

R �
Vi1

Vi2
. (7)

4. Results

4.1. Connectivity Analysis. Based on the calculation of urban
connectivity, the microblog check-in data in the study area
can be calculated. From this, the urban external connectivity
index and network connectivity are obtained. /is data are
summarized in Table 1.

In Table 1, the Ni0 value of Luohe and Kaifeng is 1, which
shows that there are more check-ins from outside users into
both Luohe and Kaifeng. /e Ni0 value of Rizhao is −0.60,
which is the lowest in the Huaihe River Basin. /is indicates
that check-in data of Rizhao consist of nearly only local users.
In addition, the Mi0 value of Bengbu is −1543.59, which is the
minimum in the Huaihe River Basin. Bengbu’s external re-
lations with the basin as a whole are relatively weak. /e Mi0
of Luohe is 291.15, which is the largest in the Huaihe River

Basin. It shows that Luohe has a strong external relationship
with the whole basin. Luohe is located in the middle of the
Henan Province, next to the provincial capital Zhengzhou.
/e city has convenient transportation, prosperous economy,
well-developed tourism industry, and large population mo-
bility; these factors allow for more users to travel to other
locations and increase the Mi0 value of Luohe.

By analyzing the relationship between the external and
internal connectivity of a city (Figure 3), the following three
conclusions were reached:

(1) /e internal urban network connectivity is consis-
tent with the urban external connectivity: the lower
the city ranks in terms of internal connectivity, the
lower the city’s level of external connections with the
rest of the network. Among the 26 cities, Luohe,
Kaifeng, Huainan, and Bozhou comprised the top
four. /e positive values for these cities indicate that
the intensity of external connections between the
four cities is greater than that within the cities. /e
remaining 22 cities have negative values, which show
that these cities have low external connections and
that communication within these cities is greater
than that with the external network. /e network
connectivity of Fuyang and Bengbu does not cor-
respond to the urban city hierarchy which shows
that, although the interconnectedness of these 2
cities with the other cities in the basin is not high,
their absolute degree of network connectivity is
relatively high. /is is mainly due to the strong
network connectivity in a small area. /is phe-
nomenon is most obvious in Bengbu.

Table 1: External connection index and network connectivity.

Name Ni0 Mi0
Luohe 1.00 291.15
Kaifeng 1.00 203.67
Huainan 0.97 159.24
Bozhou 0.95 120.38
Yangzhou 0.86 −84.64
Fuyang 0.62 −47.69
Xinyang 0.42 −83.31
Lianyungang 0.39 −75.32
Jining 0.32 −74.07
Suzhou 0.23 −86.43
Huaiyin −0.01 −96.93
Zhumadian −0.08 −97.96
Suqian −0.15 −96.90
Heze −0.16 −98.96
Zhoukou −0.22 −98.30
Bengbu −0.25 −1543.59
Xuchang −0.30 −96.77
Liuan −0.31 −98.11
Zaozhuang −0.31 −98.63
Pingdingshan −0.36 −97.27
Huaibei −0.50 −95.69
Shangqiu −0.51 −97.60
Linyi −0.53 −97.88
Xuzhou −0.53 −96.98
Yancheng −0.59 −90.80
Rizhao −0.60 −99.02
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(2) Foreign contact intensity is related to a city’s eco-
nomic level: the standardized network connectivity
(Mi0) reflects the intensity of a city’s linkage to the
entire basin system. Mi0 is derived from the difference
between the standardized network connectivity value
of city i with the other cities and the value of the city i
within itself. Mi0 reflects the strength of the external
connection of city i. Based on the classification of
natural breakpoints (Jenks classification), the 26 cities
are divided into 5 grades, which are shown in Table 2.
According to the statistical results of the four provinces
GDP (Jiangsu, Shandong, Anhui, and Henan), the 26
cities are ranked in the order of Jiangsu, Shandong,
Henan, and Anhui. /e five cities of Luohe, Kaifeng,
Huainan, Bozhou, and Fuyang in Henan and Anhui
were ranked the highest./is is because the population
of the two cities generally interacts on a local scale.

(3) Significant difference in connection intensity be-
tween cities: the network connectivity of 26 cities was
sorted were obtained. From the data, it was found
that the strength of the city-to-city relationship
varies greatly. /ere are 225 sets of data between 0
and 1, occupying 69.23% of the total, and 62 sets of
data between 1 and 10, occupying 19.08% of the total.
Moreover, 31 sets of data between 10 and 100
accounted for 9.54% of the data, while 16 sets of
100–1000 accounting for 4.92%.

4.2. Urban Interaction Analysis. According to the 26 cities’
check-in data and the user’s mobile track, the urban in-
teraction of the 26 cities can be analyzed.

4.2.1. Classification of Inflow Ratings. /e inflow rating of the
city reflects the total number of microblog entries from other
cities signed in the city. Taking city i as the research object, the
check-in data of city j in city i are collected, and then the total
inflow of city i is obtained. According to the natural breakpoint,
the 26 cities are divided into 5 grades, as shown in Table 3.

From Table 3, we can see that the inflow ratings of the
cities have the following characteristics:

(1) /e difference in inflow level is large: the largest
number of check-ins to a city is 96,000, while the
smallest city had less than 10,000 check-ins.

(2) /e fourth city rank had the most of cities; most
cities had between 10,000 and 20,000 check-ins.

(3) /e check-in data are unevenly distributed: /e data
are mainly distributed in the northeast, southeast,
and east of the basin, mainly in the Jiangsu and
Shandong provinces. /e amount of data in the
Anhui and Henan provinces is relatively small.
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Figure 3: Relationship between urban network connectivity and urban hierarchy.

Table 2: Classification of foreign contact intensity.

Grade City Connectedness
value

1 Luohe, Kaifeng, Huainan, Bozhou −47.69 to 291.45
2 Fuyang −74.07 to −47.69

3 Jining, Lianyungang, Xinyang,
Yangzhou, Suzhou −90.80 to −74.07

4

RiZhao, Heze, Zaozhuang, Zhoukou,
Liuan, Zhumadian, Linyi, Shangqiu,
Pingdingshan, Xuzhou, Huaiyin,

Suqian Xuchang, Huaibei, Yancheng,
Suzhou, Yangzhou, Xinyang

−154.36 to −90.80

5 Bengbu −154.36
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4.2.2. Classification of Outflow Ratings. /e outflow rating
reflects the total number of users from a city that signed into
other cities. Similarly to the inflow rating, the data were
classified according to the natural breakpoints, and the
results shown in Table 4 were obtained.

From Table 4, it can be seen that the outflow has the
following characteristics.

(1) /e difference in outflow level varies significantly
across the basin: the largest number of check-ins
from one city is more than 100,000, while the
smallest city has less than 10,000.

(2) /e fourth city rank is the largest in terms of outflow:
most cities have between 10,000 and 30,000 check-
ins in other cities.

(3) /e spatial distribution of the outflow data is uneven:
the data are mainly distributed in the central and
western regions of the basin. Out of all the provinces,
the outflow from the Jiangsu province is the largest,
Shandong province is unevenly distributed, and
Henan and Anhui provinces have more homoge-
neous outflow spatial distributions.

4.2.3. Ratio of Inflow and Outflow. /e ratio of inflow and
outflow can directly reflect the flow direction of population
between cities and can also help to further analyze the
driving factors of population flow between cities./e ratio of
inflow and outflow can reflect the attractiveness of a city./e
higher the ratio, the greater the attractiveness of the recipient
city, or less attractive the city from which the people are
migrating. According to natural breakpoint classification,
the 26 cities are divided into 5 grades (Table 5).

From Table 5, the following ratio of inflow and outflow
characteristics can be determined:

(1) /e difference between the ratios of inflow and
outflow between cities is large: the largest ratio is
1244 times more than the smallest.

(2) Most of the cities had inflow/outflow ratios below 1,
and these cities were distributed more evenly. /is
shows that the inflow of most cities is less than that of
the outflow.

(3) /e ratio of inflow and outflow in Luohe, Kaifeng,
andHuainan are relatively large, which indicates that
the inflow and outflow data of these three cities are
significantly different from those of the other cities in
the river basin.

5. Discussion

In this paper, we used microblog data to effectively model
and quantitatively express the spatial interaction of regional
cities. Microblog data can not only reflect mobile in-
formation of users’ tracks but also reflect users’ travel and
activity rules. Does socioeconomic status affect users’ travel
and activity rules? How does it affect? In order to answer
these questions, this paper analyzes the correlation among
urban microblog registration data, urban population, and
GDP with the statistical data.

5.1. -e Relationship between Urban Interaction and Social
Economy. Take the GDP and the urban population as the
abscissa, respectively, and the total city check-in data as the
ordinates, Figures 4 and 5 are obtained.

From Figures 4 and 5, it can be concluded that there is
no positive correlation among the total amount of urban
check-in, the economic links in the entity and the total
population. To a certain extent, this reflects the degree of
urban interaction is a mechanism of the joint action of the
economic level and population factors of the city. /e city’s
largest inflow and local check-in data are the side portraits
of the city’s attractiveness index, which determines the level
of city interaction. Cities with high interactive levels, such
as Xuzhou and Yancheng, have high inflows and local
check-in volumes, and their GDP is also higher in the
provinces. Suqian, Suzhou, Zhoukou, Pingdingshan, Heze,
Zhumadian, and other cities are based on the local sign of
data, so their inflow is less and the interaction between
cities is not strong. From the data of the Statistical Year-
book of 2015, it is not difficult to find that the cities with
strong interactive ranks have higher GDP levels. /erefore,

Table 4: Classification of outflow rating.

Grade City Outflow rating
1 Yangzhou 80,001–102,087
2 Xinyang, Bozhou, Jining, Lianyungang 50,001–80,000
3 Luohe, Kaifeng, Fuyang, Linyi, Huaiyin 30,001–50,000

4

Pingdingshan, Xuchang, Zhoukou,
Zhumadian, Shangqiu, Heze, Suzhou,
Xuzhou, Zaozhuang, Suqian, Huainan,

Bengbu, Luan, Yancheng

10,001–30,000

5 Huaibei, Rizhao 10,000

Table 5: Ratio of inflow and outflow.

Grade City Inflow and
outflow ratio

1 Luohe >300
2 Kaifeng, Huainan 51–300
3 Bozhou, Yangzhou 6–50

4
Xinyang, Fuyang, Suzhou, Jining,

Lianyungang Pingdingshan, Xuchang,
Zhoukou, Zhumadian, Shangqiu

1–5

5
Heze, Huaibei, Bengbu, Lu’an, Huaiyin,
Suqian, Xuzhou, Zaozhuang, Linyi, Rizhao,

Yancheng
<1

Table 3: Classification of inflow rating.

Grade City Inflow rating
1 Jining, Xuzhou, Bengbu, Yancheng 60,001–96,000
2 Shangqiu, Huaibei, Huaiyin 40,001–60,000

3 Kaifeng, Linyi, Lianyungang,
Yangzhou, Liuan 20,001–40,000

4
Pingdingshan, Xuchang, Luohe, Xinyang,
Zhoukou, Fuyang, Bozhou, Huainan,
Suzhou, Zaozhuang, Suqian, Rizhao

10,001–20,000

5 Heze, Zhumadian 10,000
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if we want to improve the city’s GDP, we must strengthen
the interaction between cities.

5.2. Microblog Data and Traditional Data. As a class of big
data, microblog data contain user’s location information
which is different from traditional data, such as highway data
and railway data. /e spatial structure of urban system is the
traditional field of human geography research. With the
development of new urbanization and coordinated devel-
opment of urban and rural areas, the research of urban
system structure is developed from the morphological

structure to social structure, cultural structure, flow struc-
ture, functional structure, and other fields [33]. /erefore,
we need new perspectives and methods to support the study
of the spatial structure of urban system.

/e key to analyze the characteristics of user movement
trajectories in specific areas is data acquisition. Traditional
methods of group analysis in specific regions have three
steps. First, define the group in the region; second, conduct
a sample survey of the people in the region by using a
questionnaire; third, analyze the statistical data. Traditional
sampling survey could not get accurate facts to express data
and always consumes large amount of time, manpower, and
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Figure 4: Total attendance ordered by GDP.
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Figure 5: Total attendance ordered by population.
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material resources. Microblog data are the information
released by microblog users in social networks. /e content
of microblog data has a strong real-time reliability and
diversity, which has the advantage that traditional data do
not have. In the case of scientific research, it is more ac-
curate and persuasive to further analyze the user’s in-
formation without revealing the user’s personal
information and privacy. Microblog data and traditional
data have their own advantages. If we combine the two
factors to analyze user behavior, the result of analysis will
be more reasonable. /e paper adopts this method when
analyzing the correlation between microblog data and
socioeconomic statistics.

/e quality of data directly determines the accuracy of
data analysis results. /e data acquired by microblog
should follow certain rules and should show its three
characteristics of continuity, integrity, and validity.
/erefore, when accessing data, we should pay attention to
the time and number of interface calls, as well as the in-
tegrity and repeatability checking of data. /e check-in
information obtained in the study includes check-in city
code, provincial code, check-in longitude and latitude
coordinates, check-in date, and check-in time. Get
microblog data and establish a database corresponding to
the data field. After entering the warehouse, the missing
data and the noise data are removed to ensure the com-
pleteness and uniformity of the data.

5.3.RiverBasinPerspective StudyofUrbanSpatial Interaction.
In recent years, reunderstanding of the relationship between
man and nature has become a hot topic in various fields./e
city is an important habitat of human activities. /e spatial
and temporal structure changes of urban system imply the
dynamic interaction between human and nature. Studying
the spatial interaction of regional urban system and re-
vealing the driving forces in the process of its change will
help us to understand the temporal and spatial evolution of
the urban system scientifically. /e above research can
provide the basis of space research for the sustainable de-
velopment of human society and also provide a technical
route reference for the spatial layout and optimization of the
cities, which has a certain theoretical and practical
significance.

As a complete physical and geographical unit, the
River Basin crosses the administrative boundary and could
reflect the regional human-land relationship more natu-
rally and truly. /e study of spatial interaction between
cities by the river basin excludes the human subjective
constraints, which more objectively reflect the spatial
relationship characteristics of the regional urban system.
/erefore, the river basin is an ideal area to explore the
evolution rules of the relationship between mankind and
land. /e Huaihe River Basin, as the transition zone of
China’s urban system, has dual transitional nature and
social elements [34]. /erefore, the research takes the
Huaihe River Basin as a case area to study the spatial
relationship of China’s regional urban system. Its per-
spective is unique.

6. Conclusions

/is paper obtains the user microblog information through
the sina microblog open platform and studies the urban
spatial pattern and urban interaction by means of statistical
analysis and spatial analysis. /is paper takes the Huaihe
basin as the case area to verify it. /e main research con-
clusion as follows:

(1) /e data interface provided by microblog platform
can study the urban spatial pattern. /e user tra-
jectory of microblog data can explore the spatial
relationship of regional cities, and data acquisition
and data quality evaluation can meet the research
requirements.

(2) Based on microblog data, the spatial and temporal
characteristics of urban system spatial pattern in
Huaihe River Basin are analyzed from network
connectivity and urban interaction. /e study found
that the urban spatial relation in the Huaihe River
Basin has the following characteristics: the spatial
difference of urban size distribution is obvious; ur-
ban layout presents a stratified aggregation phe-
nomenon; and the high-grade cities lead the city’s
interaction.

As for the application of microblog data in urban re-
search, the current mainly focus on information text, social
relations, and other aspects. /e research is mainly about
event detection and hot spot exploration. /e combination
of big data thinking and data mining technology will have
more research findings in the study of urban problems.
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